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Chapter 1IntroductionMeasurement is a key mechanism to characterize, evaluate, and improve softwaredevelopment, management, and maintenance processes. Nowadays, software or-ganizations use metrics for very di�erent purposes. Data is collected to describe,monitor, understand, assess, compare, validate, and appraise very diverse at-tributes related to software processes or products.Much of the research on software engineering measurement has dealt withthe de�nition and validation of software engineering metrics and models [10,38, 58, 51, 89]. Several works have also dealt with the problems of planningand implementing measurement programs in software organizations [61], mostnotably on goal-oriented measurement [17, 40, 88]. However, very little attentionhas been given to the problem of improving existing measurement programs.This dissertation proposes an approach for improving measurement and datause when a large number of diverse metrics are already being collected by asoftware organization. The approach combines two methods. One looks at anorganization's measurement framework in a top-down fashion and the other looksat it in a bottom-up fashion. These methods are used to: (1) better understandthe data user needs, (2) evaluate how well the data that are being collected canful�ll those needs, and (3) extract new and useful information from the alreadyexisting data.The approach was experimentally validated in a case study run in a realindustrial environment. The proposed approach, the case study results, andlessons learned in improving an existing measurement program are the maincontributions of this dissertation.1.1 Problem Statement and Work MotivationMetrics are not used in isolation. We de�ne a measurement framework (MF)as a set of related metrics, data collection mechanisms, and data usage inside asoftware organization. 1



Software organizations measure for a reason. They usually have speci�c infor-mation needs. They assemble measurement frameworks to ful�ll those needs. Ingeneral, software organizations have evolved their measurement frameworks overtime, based upon input from a variety of sources and needs, but without a wellstructured set of goals. This scenario can lead to poorly structured measurementand data use. Software organizations lose their global understanding of the data(and its usefulness) in large and poorly structured measurement frameworks.It is not uncommon to �nd software organizations that are: (1) collectinginsu�cient data; (2) collecting redundant data; (3) collecting data that nobodyuses; or (4) collecting data that might be useful to people that do not even knowit exists inside their organization. This makes measurement more expensive and,what is worse, less e�ective in ful�lling the data users needs. For these reasons,improving on-going measurement is an important problem for many softwareorganizations.1.2 Overview of SolutionWe believe that the solution for this problem needs to address three key issues:(1) better understand the on-going measurement; (2) better structure it; and (3)better explore the data that the organization has already collected. Our workproposes an approach that addresses these three critical issues jointly.1.2.1 Work ObjectivesOur work does not intend to be a comprehensive or de�nitive approach to improvemeasurement frameworks. The objective of our work is to provide and validatean integrated set of techniques for:O1- discovering interesting data distributions and associations in the MFdatabaseO2- visualizing data distributions and associations in the MF databaseO3- assessing the importance of metrics for speci�c user groups and for theorganization as a wholeO4- assessing the structure (i.e., measurement instrument, scale, and do-main value) of metrics used in the MFO5- assessing the appropriateness of the data collection processO6- assessing the importance of data analyses for speci�c user groups andfor the organization as a whole 2
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Figure 1.1: The ApproachO7- understanding and documenting the needs of users with respect toexisting metrics, data analyses, and data presentationsO8- understanding and documenting the measurement goals of the MFdata usersO9- identifying new applications and user groups for the dataO10- identifying the need for new metrics, data analyses, and data presen-tations1.2.2 Overview of ApproachThe approach combines a knowledge discovery technique, called Attribute Fo-cusing (AF), with a measurement planning approach, called the Goal{Question{Metric Paradigm (GQM). In this approach, a characterization process (1) is usedto understand on-going measurement. A GQM-based method (2) is used tostructure it. And, an AF-based method (3) is used to discover new interestinginformation in the existing data. The approach is depicted in Figure 1.1.The �rst phase { characterization { is executed to identify the (current andprospective) data user groups and how they are (or could be) using the data.The second phase { top-down analysis { is based on the GQM paradigm. Itis executed to capture the goals of the data users and to map these goals tothe metrics and data in the measurement framework (MF). In this way, one candetect what type of data is missing and what data is not being used in a MF. Thethird phase { bottom-up analysis { is based on the AF technique. It is executed3



to extract knowledge (useful, interesting, and non-trivial information) from thealready existing data.Figure 1.1 shows the control ow (using solid lines) and the information ow(using dashed lines) of this process. The dashed lines show the two main prod-ucts of our approach: (1) GQM structures, produced by the top-down analyses;and (2) interesting facts, produced by the bottom-up analyses. The solid ar-rows indicate interactions between the phases. The characterization results areused to execute the bottom-up and top-down analyses. Thus, the characteri-zation can be seen as a pre-requisite for the other two phases. The top-downand bottom-up phases can interact with each other. Interesting facts discoveredduring bottom-up analyses can lead to new measurement goals for the top-downanalyses. Measurement goals can in turn be used to de�ne new data sets for thebottom-up analyses.1.3 Work ValidationWe do not claim that our approach completely ful�lls all the objectives listed inSection 1.2.1. Our work validation aims to:1. Evaluate the degree to which our approach ful�lls those objectives.2. And, determine if those objectives are really important for improving ameasurement framework.Ultimately, we want to answer the following validation question:1. Do the bene�ts of applying our approach compensate for its cost ?In order to answer this question, we decided to validate our work experimen-tally through a case study. The approach was applied in an industrial environ-ment and the results were analyzed to evaluate the approach's cost e�ectiveness.1.3.1 Why Experimental Validation ?Computer science is a relatively new �eld that has evolved mostly from mathe-matical sciences. It has inherited a strong tradition of analytical research fromthis discipline. Software engineering { as a branch of computer science { hasinherited this bias towards analytical research. However, software engineeringmethods and tools are especially di�cult to study analytically:� One usually does not have well founded theories associated with softwareengineering technologies { notable exceptions are formal methods and de-sign of programming languages. 4



� There are no universal laws or theories to model human factors associatedwith the people that apply those software engineering technologies.These di�culties are also present in our research. There are very few modelsand theories associated with software engineering measurement, and there is nowork on (much less theories associated with) the use of methods to improveexisting measurement frameworks. For these reasons, experimental was chosenover analytical validation.1.3.2 Why a Case Study ?There are several experimental methodologies to validate new software technolo-gies [113]. In the case of our approach, one might consider executing a smallreplicated experiment in an arti�cial setting, a controlled large scale experiment,or a case study in an industrial setting. In order to validate the assumption thatthe approach was useful to improve large measurement frameworks, it was de-cided that the approach should be applied in a real industrial environment. Thisdecision discarded the use of a small replicated experiment in an arti�cial set-ting. The use of a controlled large scale experiment was discarded because it wasimpractical. Several industrial scale measurement frameworks in similar settingswould be needed to do that. The chosen validation method was to execute acase study [74] in which the approach was to be applied to a real industrial mea-surement framework and its results compared with the existing ad-hoc processto improve this measurement framework.1.4 Experimental PlatformWe applied our approach to improve the Customer Satisfaction (CUSTSAT) Mea-surement Framework at the IBM Toronto Laboratory. The CUSTSAT data iscollected annually by surveys carried out by an independent party. Its purposeis to evaluate customer satisfaction with products of IBM's Software SolutionsDivision and their competitors. The IBM Toronto Laboratory is only one of theseveral IBM Software Solutions laboratories that use the CUSTSAT data. Insidethe IBM Toronto Laboratory, the CUSTSAT data is used by several di�erentgroups (e.g., development, service, support, and senior management).IBM surveys a large number of customers from several di�erent countries.All the data is stored in one database. Currently, this database already storesseveral years of CUSTSAT data. The large amount of data, the diversity of groupsthat are interested in it, and the maturity of this measurement framework madeit a very good platform to validate our approach for improving measurementframeworks. 5



1.5 Main ContributionsThis work gives some important contributions to the software engineering anddata mining �elds:� In software engineering, the contributions are:{ The design of the case study used to evaluate the methods.{ The process de�ned to characterize existing measurement frameworks.{ The instantiation of the GQM Paradigm to improve existing measure-ment frameworks.{ The formalization of some important GQM concepts, such as:� the semantic of the facets of a measurement goal.� the templates for GQM questions.� In data mining, the contributions are:{ The association of data mining methods with the AF Technique, inparticular:� the use of generic relationship questions to create attribute classesto reduce the space searched by the AF Technique.� the use of attribute ordering to improve visualization of cause-e�ect relations in the AF diagrams.� the use attribute classes to de�ne an algorithm to organize the AFdiagrams.{ The use of generic relationship questions to create an interface betweenGQM (a measurement planning paradigm) and AF (a data miningtechnique).1.6 De�nitionsThis section introduces the terminology and acronyms used throughout this dis-sertation. The terminology adopted here was adapted from the data miningterminology proposed by Kl�osgen and Zytkow [75] and the software engineeringmeasurement terminology proposed by Fenton [52]. During this section (and therest of this dissertation), boldface font is used when new terms are de�ned.We de�ne application domain as the real or abstract system a softwareorganization wants to analyze using a MF. An entity (object, event, or unit)is a distinct member of an application domain. Similar entities can be grouped6



into classes such as persons, transactions, locations, events, products, and pro-cesses. Entities are characterized by attributes and relations to other entities.An attribute (�eld, variable, feature, property, magnitude) is a single character-istic of all entities in a particular entity class, for instance \usability" of softwareproducts or \size" of source code. In the case of a measurement framework, anattribute de�nes \what" one wants to measure. A relation is a set of entitytuples which has a speci�c meaning, for instance \a is married to b" (for personentities \a" and \b"). We measure entity attributes to empirically de�ne rela-tions between entities, for instance we can determine the relation \a is heavierthan b" by weighing entities \a" and \b."Measurement is the process of assigning a value to an attribute. Ametric isthe mapping model used to assign values to a speci�c attribute of an entity class.A metric states \how" we measure something. It usually includes a measurementinstrument, a value domain, and a scale. Data is a set of measured (collected,polled, surveyed, sensed, observed) attribute values produced by speci�c metricsfor certain user groups.A user group is a formal group inside the organization that in some wayutilizes (consumes, employs) the data produced by the MF. A data use is adescription of the way a user group consumes the data. And, a data user is anymember of a user group. A data manager is a person responsible for managingthe collection and storage of, and/or access to the data in a measurement frame-work. A person may play both roles { data manager and data user { in a givenMF.A measurement goal is an operational, tractable description of a user groupobjective in using the data. In this dissertation, a goal is always described us-ing the template we will introduce in Section 2.3.3. Domain knowledge isnon-trivial and useful empirical information speci�c to the application domainbelieved to be true by the data users. Background knowledge is the domainknowledge that data users had before analyzing the data. And, new or discov-ered knowledge is the new domain knowledge that data users gain by analyzingthe data.The following acronyms will be used throughout this dissertation:� MF: measurement framework.� GQM: goal-question-metric.� AF: attribute focusing.� MC: measurement (framework) characterization.� CUSTSAT: customer satisfaction.� SQ: CUSTSAT survey question. 7



� DA/P: data analysis or data presentation.� SWS: IBM Software Solutions Division.� Toronto Lab: IBM Toronto Laboratory.1.7 OutlineThe rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes back-ground material related to our work. The use of goal-oriented measurement insoftware organizations is described. Data mining and machine learning from soft-ware engineering data is discussed. Special sections describe the Goal-Question-Metric (GQM) paradigm and the Attribute Focusing (AF) technique.The approach is introduced in Chapter 3. The process that is executed duringeach of the approach's phases is described in detail. Section 3.1 describes theprocess used to document the key components of a measurement framework.Section 3.2 describes the GQM-based method used to capture and map data usergoals to the metrics of a MF. Section 3.3 describes the AF-based method used toextract new knowledge from data available on a MF.Chapter 4 describes how the approach was applied to the IBM's CustomerSatisfaction Measurement Framework. The MF components documented duringthe characterization process, the GQM structures produced by the top-downanalysis, and the interesting facts obtained from the bottom-up analyses arediscussed there. Chapter 5 presents the approach validation. The criteria usedto validate the approach, the validation results, and the approach evaluation arediscussed there. Chapter 6 suggests future research opportunities and discussesthe main results, contributions, and limitations.
8



Chapter 2Background and Literature ReviewThis dissertation starts with the premise that a good measurement frameworkshould be sound, complete, lean, and consistent. A MF is sound when its metricsand measurement models are valid in the environment where they are used. AMF is complete when it measures everything that its users need to achieve theirgoals. A MF is lean when it measures what is needed and nothing else (metricscost money to collect [42]). A MF is consistent when its metrics are consistentwith the user goals. This means that: (1) the metrics scale and range of valuesare suitable for the user needs; and (2) the metrics can be applied when andwhere they are needed by the users.Requiring soundness, completeness, leaness, and consistency of measurementframeworks is not new a new idea in software measurement. In a seminal 1976work, Boehm, et al. [112], wrote:\Our ... approach were as follow: 1. Determine a set of characteristicswhich are important ... and reasonably exhaustive and non-overlapping.... 3. Investigate the characteristics and associated metrics to determinetheir correlation with software quality ... 4. Evaluate each candidate metric... and ... its interactions with other metrics: overlaps, dependencies,shortcomings, etc."Although, all four issues were identi�ed early by measurement practitioners,most of the work published on measurement validation is concerned with theissue of using sound metrics.Metrics have been validated in very di�erent ways. Analytical validations havebeen done: (1) to analyze if a metric is theoretically sound [43, 50, 83, 114]; or (2)to verify if a metric ful�lls the properties that are associated with the attribute itis supposed to measure [2, 31, 102, 108, 111]. Empirical validations of predictivemodels have been done to validate these models' precision and accuracy [27, 32,71, 109]. Empirical validation of direct metrics has been done: (1) to analyze theassociation between these metrics and important quality measures [9, 16, 19, 72,9



100]; and, (2) to assess these metrics consistency when they are used by di�erentpeople to measure the same thing [73, 100].There are few works on the validation of MFs' completeness, leanness, andconsistency. These three issues have traditionally been addressed in practitioner'sexamples of successful MFs [40, 60, 91, 96, 110]. Only recently, methodologieshave been proposed to build complete, lean, and consistent MFs [61, 88]. Mostof these works recognize that measurement should be executed in a top-downgoal-oriented way, but they only address the problem of de�ning lean, complete,and consistent MFs. Little attention has been given to the problem of improvingthe completeness, leanness, and consistency of existing operational MFs. Thisdissertation deals precisely with this issue.2.1 Choosing an Approach for Quality Improve-mentMeasurement is not an end in itself. A software organization measures to establisha quantitative and qualitative basis to improve software quality and cost. In otherwords, measurement should be integrated in a larger framework that supportsunderstanding, assessment, improvement, packaging, and reuse of experiences(knowledge, processes, technologies, and methods) in software organizations. Tothis end, this section examines some of the organizational approaches used toimprove quality in various types of business.2.1.1 Total Quality ManagementThe goal of Total Quality Control (TQM) is to generate institutional commitmentto success through customer satisfaction | the term was coined to describe theJapanese management style to quality improvement [49]. The approaches toachieve TQM vary greatly in practice. In general, however, they seek to achievetotal quality of a product by involving all members of the production process inthe improvement e�ort.TQM was developed in Japan based on the ideas of W. E. Deming [44] andJ.M. Juran [69]. The principles of TQM were successfully applied in industriesfor mass production, such as automobile and consumer electronics industries. Inthose industries, the concept of total customer satisfaction was translated in termsof producing parts and products with zero defect. Statistical process control |a periodical random sample of products | was used to assess and control thequality of the production.In software organizations, the concept of total quality is not so clear cut. Itis di�cult to de�ne and evaluate the quality of software products. It is di�cultcapture software customer needs. It is practically impossible to remove all faults10



from a software product. Those di�culties are added to the fact that each soft-ware product is complex, abstract, and unique [33, 34]. The success histories ofTQM in manufacturing industries could not be easily transferred to the softwareindustries [3, 57], not even in Japan [68, 70].2.1.2 The Lean Enterprise ManagementThe Lean Enterprise Management (LEM) goal is to build a product using theminimal set of activities and materials needed, eliminating non essential stepsand costs. LEM has been used to improve factory output. Womack, et al. [112],have written a book on the application of LEM to automotive industries.LEM basic idea is to tailor a process suited to the product needs. Given thecharacteristics for a product V , it selects the appropriated mix of sub-processesp1; : : : ; pN to satisfy the goals for V , yielding a minimal tailored process PV toproduce V . Process(PV ) �! Product(V ) (2.1)The ideas of LEM are very useful in software development as software orga-nizations have to learn from one process about another, and the developmentprocess has to be tailored to each new product that is developed [14].2.1.3 The Plan-Do-Check-Act ApproachThe Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) is a quality improvement process based upona feedback cycle for optimizing single process production lines. Its based onwork by W. A. Shewhart [103] and was made popular and applied e�ectively toimprove Japanese manufacturing after World War II by W. E. Demming [44].The approach is de�ned as four basic steps:Plan: Develop a plan for improving the existing production process. Setup quality targets (using measurable criteria) and methods to achieve thetargets.Do: Carry out the plan complying with development standards and qualityguidelines.Check: Observe the plan e�ects at each stage of development against thequality criteria set up at the planning phase.Act: Study results to determine what was learned, what problems occurred,and what can be improved in the next cycle.11



The PDCA basic idea is to produce an improvement cycle over the Process(P )used to produces a Product(X). The PDCA cycle produces a family of processesfPig and a series of product versions fXig. Each cycle introduces an modi�cationin a process Pj in order to improve it over process Pj�1. The improvement cycleis experimentally checked by examining if Xj has better quality than Xj�1.Proc(P1); P roc(P2); : : : ; P roc(PN ) �! Prod(X1); P rod(X2); : : : ; P rod(XN )(2.2)The PDCA idea of creating process improvement cycles has been adaptedto software organizations [3, 45, 68]. However, the process improvement cycleis more complex in software industries. Each software product is unique andrequires its own process. In software, each improvement cycle has to build a\new" process tailored from previous software development experiences [18].2.1.4 The SEI Capability Maturity ModelThe Capability Maturity Model (CMM) [63, 90] is a quality improvement ap-proach that was speci�cally tailored to Software Development. CMM is basedon the idea of quality management maturity models developed by Likert [77]and Crosby [39]. The idea of using a software maturity model was developed byRadice while at IBM [95] and was made popular by Humprey at the SoftwareEngineering Institute (SEI) [66].CMM uses a �ve-level process maturity model to improve quality (Table 2.1).A maturity level is de�ned based on repeated assessment of an organization'scapability in key process areas. Improvement is achieved by action plans forprocesses that had a poor assessment result. The SEI has developed a processimprovement cycle to support the movement through process levels. Basically, itconsists of the following activities:� Initialize:{ Establish sponsorship{ Create vision and strategy{ Establish improvement structure� For each maturity level:{ Characterize current practice in terms of key process areas{ Assess recommendations{ Establish improvement strategy12



CMM Level Focus Key Process Areas1. Initial Key people and heros2. Repeatable Processes for project man-agement Requirements management, project plan-ning, tracking, oversight, quality assur-ance, subcontract management, and con-�guration management3. De�ned Engineering processes Process de�nition, training program, inte-grated management, product engineering,intergroup coordination, peer reviews4. Managed Product and process quality Quantitative process and quality manage-ment5. Optimizing Continuous process improve-ment Defect prevention, management of tech-nology, and process changesTable 2.1: CMM Maturity Levels{ For each key process area:� Establish process action teams� Implement tactical plan, de�ne processes, plan and execute pi-lot(s), plan and execute institutionalization� Document and analyze lessons� Revise organizational approachThis process does not examine the product or any other business characteriza-tion. It assumes that there are essential or idealized processes and that adheringto these processes will generate good products. In CMM, a Process(PI ) that is inlevel \I" is modi�ed on key areas until this process is at level \I +1." Hopefully,Process(PI+1) will produce better products than Process(PI ).2.1.5 The Quality Improvement ParadigmThis dissertation adopts the `Quality Improvement Paradigm' (QIP) as the basisfor improvement of software quality and productivity. The Quality Improve-ment Paradigm (QIP) is a long-term, quality-oriented, meta-lifecyclemodel forsoftware organizations [14, 18]. The QIP promotes understanding, assessing, andpackaging of software development experiences as the means to improve softwarequality.Figure 2.1 describes the QIP. It highlights the two learning cycles of theQIP Paradigm: the intra-project monitor-control cycle, and the inter-project(corporate) learn-improve cycle. 13
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withFigure 2.1: The Quality Improvement ParadigmThe QIP evolved from the lessons learned in the NASA Software EngineeringLaboratory [11, 12, 15, 17]. In its current form the QIP has six essential phases:1. Characterize the environment - this involves understanding a softwareproject and its context qualitatively and quantitatively so that the correctdecisions can be made.2. Set goals for project and organization - this consists of a process of settinggoals and decomposing them into detailed subgoals. The process worksinteractively until it has produced subgoals that we can measure directly.3. Choose and tailor a process model that satis�es the goals - this involvesselecting and tailoring the life cycle, methods, techniques and tools to satisfythe project goals relative to the characterized environment.4. Execute the process - this involves the construction of products accord-ing to the process model chosen in the previous phase. The data prescribedby phases 2 and 3 is collected validated and used to keep the process un-der control. The collected data allow us to monitor the process and takecontingency actions when necessary (feedback).5. Analyze the collected data during and after the project - this phase ispartially done during the process execution for project control as describedin phase 4. It is also done post-mortem to better understand the nature of14



software development and check what experience can be gained from eachproject.6. Learn and feedback during and after the project - intra-project feedbackis done during project execution to solve project contingencies as describedin phase 4. Inter-project feedback is based on phase 5. It is done post-mortem by packaging experiences into models and other forms of structuredknowledge that can be reused in the future.The QIP incorporates ideas from several quality improvement approaches usedin the manufacturing industries [14]:� Its evolutionary nature, based on feedback loops, is similar to the Plan-Do-Check-Act Paradigm (PDCA) [44, 103].� Its goals, feedback mechanisms, and use of measurement allow us to involveeveryone in the job of quality assurance. One can use QIP to implementa Total Quality Management (TQM) philosophy in a software organiza-tion [49].� Its approach to tailoring the development process as an optimum set ofavailable sub-processes is similar to Lean Enterprise Management (LEM)[112]. Both have the idea of meeting the particular goals of a project usingthe minimum set of essential steps.What basically di�erentiates the QIP from the LEM, TQM and PDCA ap-proaches is that the QIP is tailored to software development, while the others wereessentially used to improve the quality of an assembly-line-like production envi-ronment [14]. The di�erence is that each software product is unique. In softwaredevelopment, one has to learn from one process about another, the quantitativemodels are less rigorous and more abstract, and the development process has tobe tailored to each new product that is developed [7].QIP basic idea is to tailor a process suited to the project needs based of thegoals stated for this project. Given the project goals and quality requirementsfor a product V , it selects the appropriated mix of sub-processes p1; : : : ; pN tosatisfy the goals for V , yielding a tailored process PV to produce V .Process(PV ) �! Product(V ) (2.3)The sub-process p1; : : : ; pN used to build Process(PV ) are drawn from the or-ganization experiences. They are built upon understanding the relationships be-tween the historical projects and products and the goals for the new Product(V ).15



In terms of being tailored to quality improvement of software organizations,only the CMM [90] can be compared to the QIP. The Experimental SoftwareEngineering Group at Maryland has adopted the QIP because we believe that anorganization should focus on the speci�c problems they want to solve [82]. Unlikethe CMM, the QIP does not assume that process improvement is dependent onthe maturity of the organization [106]. The QIP starts with a CMM level 5 styleof organization, even though it does not have level 5 capability yet [6]. Theorganization is driven by the understanding of its business, products and processproblems [14]. It learns from its own business, not from an external genericprocess model.2.1.6 Mapping our Improvement Approach to QIPThe QIP can been seen as a framework for applying the scienti�c method tosoftware organizations. Our experimental work can be mapped to the QIP. Thecharacterization of IBM's CUSTSAT MF corresponds to the QIP �rst phase.From IBM's point of view, the case study has the goal of improving its measure-ment framework. From this dissertation point of view, the case study has thegoal of evaluating the improvement methods. The MF top-down and bottom-up analyses correspond to the approach execution cycle. The validation of ourapproach presented in Chapter 5 corresponds the result analysis phase. The im-proved MF and a packaged set of improvement processes is the �nal result ofusing this paradigm.2.2 Looking at Measurement Frameworks in aTop-down FashionMeasuring for software quality and cost improvement is not a simple task [59].The cost and quality of software products are associated with its developmentprocess as opposed as to its production1 process [93]. Software is an abstract andcomplex product and software development is a human intensive process[34, 33].One of the key ideas behind our approach is that, in software organizations,measurement should be de�ned in top-down goal-oriented fashion. Gilb put itbetter when he said [55]: \Projects without clear goals will not achieve their goalsclearly." A variety of goal-oriented measurement paradigms have appeared in theliterature: the Quality Function Deployment [76] (QFD) ; the Software QualityMetrics [81] (SQM); and the Goal Question Metric (GQM) paradigm are someof them.1Software production corresponds to the act of recording a software product and its instal-lation procedures into the storage media to be shipped to a customer.16



Required Quality Quality AttributesPrimary Secondary Tertiary Importance A1 A2 A3 A4 A5Req. 1 Req. 1.1 Req. 1.1.1 1 x xReq. 1.1.2 1 xReq. 1.2 Req. 1.2.1 3 x x... ...Req. N Req. N.1 Req. N.1.1 2 xReq. N.1.2 2 xReq. N.1.3 3 xTable 2.2: QFD Matrix2.2.1 Quality Function DeploymentThe Quality Function Deployment (QFD) [1, 76] is a technique that evolved fromthe TQM principle of deriving measures from the customer point of view. InQFD, quality requirements are established for each product from the customerpoint of view. Those requirements are then mapped to metrics to be used tosatisfy those customer needs. This mapping is done using \House of Quality"matrices. Table 2.2 shows an abstract example of such matrix (adapted from[76]). The left side of the matrix has the captured customer requirements. Thoserequirements are re�ned top-down { \deployed" { in more detailed ones. Thedetailed requirements are ranked by importance (in this cases from 1 to 3) fromthe customer point of view. The right side of the matrix map each of thoserequirements to the measurable attributes that will be used to evaluate them.2.2.2 Software Quality MetricsSoftware Quality Metrics (SQM) was developed to allow the customer to assessthe product being developed by a contractor [28, 81]. In SQM, a set of qualityfactors is de�ned for the �nal product. Those factors are re�ned into a set ofcriteria (attributes), which are mapped to a set of pre-de�ned metrics. In thisway, the SQM user just selects the factors and criteria of interest to de�ne whichmetrics will be used to assess the delivered product. Figure 2.2 shows an exampleof a SQM structure adapted from [28].2.2.3 The Goal-Question-Metric ParadigmThe Goal-Question-Metric Paradigm was proposed by Basili [20, 17] as a meansof measuring software in a purposeful way. The GQM paradigm �rst step is to17
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Figure 2.2: A SQM structurede�ne measurement goals tailored to the speci�c needs of an organization. Goalsare re�ned in a operational, tractable way, into a set of quanti�able questions.Questions in turn imply a speci�c set of metrics and data for collection. Thisparadigm has been used successfully in several organizations (e.g., NASA [15],Motorola [40], HP [58], AT&T [4]).Figure 2.3 shows an abstract example of what we call a GQM structure. Thefollowing template | de�ned by Basili and Rombach [17] | is used to de�nemeasurement goals:Analyze `object of study' in order to `purpose' with respect to`focus' from the point of view of `point of view'. (2.4)Each of the underlined words above represents a facet, that must be consideredin measurement planning. For example:Analyze `service support for our product' in order to `evaluateit' with respect to `customer satisfaction' from the point of viewof `service support personnel'. (2.5)Each goal implies several questions based on its facets. For example, thepurpose \evaluate" might generate questions of the type: \How does the servicesupport of our product compare with its competitors ?" or \How does the currentservice support satisfaction compare with previous years ?"The questions will then be re�ned into the metrics needed. The goal facetsare also used in this process. For example, the point of view determines the scale,granularity and timing of the metrics used to answer a certain question.18
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M6Figure 2.3: An abstract GQM structureGQM has a wider scope than QFD and SQM. The QFD has been used forthe purpose of planning and control the �nal product. The SQM has been usedfor the purpose of assessing the �nal product. Both were conceived to measurethings from the point of view of customers and users. To the GQM Paradigm,the measurement point of view, object of study, and purpose are input variables.In fact, SQM and QFD can be considered subsets of the GQM Paradigm [13].This dissertation adopts the Goal-Question-Metric Paradigm [20, 17] to improveMFs in a top-down fashion.2.3 Instantiating the GQM ParadigmThe GQM is a general paradigm that has been instantiated in several di�erentways [4, 8, 15, 46, 58]. All those instantiations aim to de�ne measurement fromscratch. This dissertation will use its own instantiation of the GQM Paradigm.Instead of being tailored to de�ne new MFs from scratch, our \version" is tailoredto improve existing MFs.Figure 2.4 shows the type of GQM structure that will be built in this dis-sertation. This type of structure provides a platform to interpret the data andbetter understand the data user needs. It speci�es the goals associated with acertain data user group (goals with the same \point of view"). Those goals willbe re�ned in attributes (i.e., what the data users want to measure), and thoseattributes will be mapped to the metrics that are being used in the MF. In thisway, the structures will allow data managers to trace the goals of a certain datauser group to the measures that are intended to de�ne them operationally. Look-ing at Figure 2.4 for example, one may conclude that metrics M2, M3, and M5are useful to the data user group. Metrics M1 and M4 are extraneous to them.An the metrics to measure attributes A3 and A5 are missing altogether from theMF. 19
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Figure 2.4: GQM Structure for the Top-down AnalysesThe process to build GQM structures will be described in Chapter 3. The restof this section describes the way we will describe metrics, attributes, questions,and goals in this dissertation.2.3.1 Expressing MetricsIn Section 1.6, a metric was de�ned as a mapping model used to assign valuesto an attribute of an entity class. This de�nition recognizes the fact that ameasure is a mapping from the empirical (real) world to a formal (mathematical)world [53, 62, 73, 97]. A metric is characterized by a measurement model, a valuedomain, and a scale. In order to describe a metric, one has to identify all thosecomponents.The metric value domain is the set of values that can possibly be assignedby a metric to the attribute it is measuring. These values are represented bysuitable symbols (usually numbers). The de�nition of a value domain consists indeclaring the set of symbols used to represent the measured values.The value domain is not enough to de�ne what operations can be executedover these values. A measurement scale is needed to de�ne what operationsare admissible over a value domain. The work on scales was pioneered byStevens [105], the following four scale types make up his original classi�cation:� Nominal scale de�nes representations that can be used to classify entitiesinto categories based on their attribute values. Examples of attributes thatcan be expressed in a nominal scale are: sex of a person, race of a person,type of a software fault. 20



Scale Type Description ExampleNominal Scale establishes categories sex, race, type of a softwarefaultOrdinal Scale establishes rank orderings rank in class, level experienceof a programmerInterval Scale establishes the notion of unit temperature in oC or oF , cal-endar time of a projectRatio Scale establishes unit and absolutezero temperature in oK, elapsedtime of a projectTable 2.3: Types of Measurement Scale� Ordinal scale augments the nominal scale by placing a logical ordering inthe attribute classi�cations. Examples of attributes that can be expressedin a ordinal scale are: rank in class, level of experience of a programmer,seriousness of a software fault.� Interval scale augments the ordinal scale by introducing the notion ofunit into the classi�cations, i.e. the di�erences between levels of attributesvalues on any part of the scale reect equal di�erences in the attributesmeasured. Examples of metrics that are expressed in an interval scale are:temperature in degrees Celsius and degrees Fahrenheit, and calendar timeof a project.� Ratio scale augments the interval scale by introducing the notion of abso-lute zero, i.e. the absence of the attribute measured. Examples of metricsthat are expressed in a ratio scale are: temperature in degrees Kelvin, num-ber of lines of code, and elapsed time of a project.Although there can be other scale types, the categories listed on Table 2.3 arethe most common and cover almost all software engineering measures. Those fourcategories will be used in this dissertation to identify the measurement scales.The metric measurement model is the procedure, instrument, or functionused to associate a value to an entity attribute. For example, the size of Cprograms may be measured by the metric \lines of code." In this case, themeasurement model is the exact procedure used to count the \lines of code" {e.g., count the number of non-comment semi-colons in the \source code." Thismetric value domain is the natural numbers in ratio scale.In the above example, \lines of code" is said to be a direct metric becauseits values are directly derived from an entity. In the other end of the spectrum,21



there are the indirect metrics. These metrics uses a function to determinean attribute value from other attribute values. They are commonly used insoftware engineering resource and prediction models ([10] part II and [38] chapter6). For example, Boehm's Cost Constructive Model [27] (a well known e�ortprediction model) uses the following relation to measure the attribute \E�ort:"E = 2:4��LOC1000 �1:05 In this case, the measurement model is the \E" function andthe value domain is the real numbers in ratio scale.2.3.2 Expressing AttributesAs de�ned in Section 1.6, attributes state what one wants to measure. Exam-ples of attributes used in software organizations are: complexity, size, coupling,and cohesion of software code, type and seriousness of a defect, experience andcapability of programmers. Although the di�erentiation between \metrics" and\attributes" was made popular by Fenton in his 1991 software metrics book [51],it was �rst proposed by Rubey and Hartwick in a seminal 1968 work [98], on theirown words:\... attribute is a precise statement of a speci�c software characteristic.... a metric was developed for quantitative measurement of each qualityattribute. These metrics ... can be used to produce a numerical value thatmakes it possible to compare a given program with other programs or adesired standard."Well de�ned attributes allow people to check if the MF has sound metricsto measure these attributes. This dissertation recognizes basically three types ofattribute description: the implicit, textual, and formal descriptions. Implicitdescriptions occur when an attribute is described only by its name. For ex-ample, suppose that a organization wants to measure the attribute \project sta�size." This attribute may be (implicitly) described by its name if this is enough toestablish the attribute meaning. In the example, common sense might be enoughto determine that the \number of programmers in a project" measures the \sta�size."Often, however, the description of what one wants to measure is not clearby the attribute name alone. In the previous example, it might not be clearwhat one means by \sta�" (e.g., are secretaries part of the project sta� ? whatabout the acceptance testers ?). In such cases, a textual description mightbe used to de�ne what one wants to measure. For example, \the project sta�size should include all the people that have worked at some point in designing,coding, reusing, testing, and maintaining software for the project."Sometimes even the textual description of what an attribute tries to mea-sure can be confusing, especially for software product attributes such as size,22



complexity, and coupling. In such cases, a formal description should be usedto describe this attribute. This dissertation endorses the use of property-basedapproaches [31] to formally de�ne an attribute. The property-based attributede�nition works by stating as axioms the properties that the metrics used tomeasure the attribute have to satisfy.Consider the following axiom stated by Weyuker as a property of the attribute\code complexity" [111]: The concatenation of a program body \R" with twodi�erent programs bodies \P" and \Q" can a�ect complexity in di�erent ways.Although \R" has a �xed complexity in isolation, \R" may interact with \P" insubtly di�erent ways than it interacts with \Q." It can produce di�erent levels ofcomplexity when concatenated with \P" and \Q." This can be formally stated as:(9P ) (9Q) ((M (P ) =M (Q)) ^ (M (R;P ) 6=M (R;Q))), where M (P ) meansmeasured complexity of \P ," and \R;P" means concatenation of program \R"and \P ." In her paper [111], Weyuker showed that the cyclomatic number [80]| a very common code complexity metric | does not satisfy this property.The property-based approach can be used to describe attributes, becauseit isolates the attribute de�nition from the metric de�nition. One can dis-cuss whether the attribute \complexity" should have a property, independentof whether some metric really satis�es this property or not. Once one has agreedon the properties of an attribute, one can validate the metrics used to measure it.For example, if one agrees that the property in previous example is a property ofthe \code complexity," then the \cyclomatic number" cannot be validated as acomplexity measure. Note that the attribute properties are by no means a com-plete \description" of the attribute. They only state a formal basis upon whichto validate the metrics used to measure these attributes.2.3.3 Expressing GoalsIn general terms, a goal can be de�ned as a planned position or result to beachieved. This dissertation will call them general goals to di�erentiate themfrom our very speci�c de�nition of a `goal'. From the business management pointof view, one can classify general goals into two large domains [5]: `strategic goals'and `organizational goals'.� Strategic goals are general goals a�ecting the nature the business in whicha �rm engages (e.g. a database software company can have as a strategicgoal to enter the workstation DBMS market).� Organizational goals are general goals a�ecting the way that parts of thecorporation are organized and the production process executed (e.g. adatabase software company can have as a organizational goal to producemore robust DBMS systems). 23



In software development organizations, strategic goals are more related tothe business management �eld, while organizational goals are more related tothe software engineering management �eld. As expected, this dissertation focuson the latter. It uses organizational goals to guide the process of de�ning orimproving a software measurement framework.In software engineering measurement, `goals' should state what is to be ana-lyzed, from what perspective, and for which purpose. This dissertation uses thetemplate introduced in Section 2.2.3 to state these goals:Analyze `object of study' in order to `purpose' with respect to`focus' from the point of view of `point of view'. (2.4)This dissertation calls an organizational goal set using the previous goal tem-plate a `measurement goal', or simply a goal. Goals are de�ned in terms ofpurpose and perspective:� The purpose outlines the object of study and what one wants to do with it.� The perspective outlines what aspects of the object of study are relevant,and who is interested in such aspects.Each one of the templates underlined words represents one facet. Facets arekeywords that will substitute for the underlined words to produce a goal. Thetemplate's four facets (object of study, focus, purpose, and point of view) havevery speci�c semantics.Object of study is any entity in the organization of the template user.Purpose is represented by one of the following keywords: characterize,assess, evaluate, control, improve, or predict.Focus is the primary attribute one is interested in measuring.Point of view is any data user group in the software organization.The semantics of the facets \object of study" and \point of view" are explainedby the de�nition of entity and data user group given in Section 1.6. Likewise,the semantics of the facet \focus" is explained by the de�nition of attribute givenin the same section. The semantics of the \goal purpose" facet needs furtherexplanation. This dissertation uses the following key words to express the goalpurpose:Characterize - de�ne and select metrics to measure the attribute associ-ated with the goal focus and measure them from the goal point of view.24



Assess - use a prede�ned set of metrics to compare the object of studyattributes against some prede�ned standard.Evaluate - de�ne and select metrics as before, derive baselines for thesemetric values (usually from experience, e.g. historical values), measure theattributes, and compare the obtained values against the baseline. Evaluateif the current values are better, similar, or worse than expected.Control - de�ne and select metrics as above, derive baselines for these met-ric values, measure the attributes, and compare values against the baseline.If attribute values are worse than the baseline, take corrective action tokeep them within the prescribed bounds.Improve - de�ne and select metrics as above, derive baselines for thesemetric values. State improvement targets based on baseline values andtake a�rmative action to achieve these targets (e.g., improve the process,adopt a new technology, train people, etc.). Measure the attributes, andcompare their values against the improvement targets. If necessary, takecorrective actions to achieve the planned targets.Predict - de�ne and select a predictive measurement model and executeit. This indirect metric must be executable early in the software life cycleso that the data users can estimate up front a value for the attribute theyare trying to measure (estimate). Follow up on the predictions and revisethe estimates during the project execution.2.3.4 Expressing QuestionsQuestions are used in the GQM Paradigm as the link between measurementgoals and metrics. This dissertation splits questions in two orthogonal categories:� `Characterization questions'� `Relationship questions'Characterization questions are used to de�ne the attributes (and metrics)that will be measured to pursue the stated measurement goals. The characteriza-tion questions are inuenced by the object of study and focus of the measurementgoals. They aim to characterize the entities related to the objects of study. Thefollowing template is used to express characterization questions:What is the attribute X of entity Y ? (2.6)For example: 25



What is the `number of open requirements' in `the project designphase' ? (2.7)Relationship questions will de�ne how the collected data will be analyzedto pursue the measurement goals. These questions are directly related to a goalpurpose and point of view. They aim to state the relations between attributes ofthe object of study and attributes of other entities that one wants to investigateempirically. The following template is used to express relationship questions:How does attribute X of entity Y relate to (a�ect, compare to)attribute Z of the object of study ? (2.8)For example:How do the `# of open requirements' in `the project designphase' a�ect `error proneness' of `the �nal product' ? (2.9)In this dissertation, the characterization questions will be used in the top-down analyses and the relationship questions will be used in the bottom-up anal-yses. Chracterization questions are used to de�ne attributes in the GQM-basedmethod described in Section 3.2.1. Relationship questions are used in the �rststep of the AF-based method described in Section 3.3.1.Its is important to highlight that the use of questions templates to support thegeneration of questions in a GQM model is a new contribution of this dissertationto the GQM Paradigm.2.4 Looking at a Measurement Frameworks ina Bottom-up FashionExisting or legacy data is the most important asset of any measurement frame-work. For this reason, improving data usage is one of the best ways to improvea MF as a whole. One of the key assumptions of this dissertation is that MFdatabases contain useful information that is not being explored by the data users.The bottom-up analysis aims explore a MF database to infer new useful infor-mation (knowledge) about the application domain and the MF itself.2.4.1 Machine LearningInformation can be inferred from a database by deduction or induction [65]. De-duction infers information that is a logical consequence of the information in thedatabase. This information is always true provided that the database contents26
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potentially useful, information from databases [54]. Figure 2.6 shows a datamining framework (adapted from [47]).Although the framework for data mining and machine learning may seemsimilar, there is an important distinction. The database is designed for purposesothers than data mining. The representation of entities and attributes in thedatabase has been chosen to meet the needs of the applications that use it ratherthan the needs of data mining [65]. In our case, the database is designed to meetthe needs of the measurement framework as stated by the software organization'sgoals. This means that the data is not organized in a way that will facilitatemachine learning. In particular, there might be irrelevant, missing, noisy, anduncertain data in the database.There are two basic types of data mining operations (see [67] for a more de-tailed classi�cation): (1) one can data mine to create predictive and classi�cationmodels to forecast the future (predictive data mining); or (2) one can data mineto discover interesting facts in a database (forensic data mining). The goal of thebottom-up analysis described in this dissertation is not to use the MF data tobuild models, but rather to extract new interesting facts from it. For this reason,the bottom-up analysis uses a forensic data mining technique.Forensic data mining techniques are not completely automated. They usuallyinvolve one or more people during the assimilation phase of the data miningprocess (see Figure 2.6). These people are usually experts in the applicationdomain and their role is to transform the mined information into knowledge.Typical forensic data mining techniques search databases for deviations fromexpected data patterns, unknown associations between variables, or interestingsequencing of attribute values.2.4.3 The Attribute Focusing TechniqueThe forensic data mining technique used as the basis for the bottom-up analysisis called Attribute Focusing. Attribute Focusing (AF) has been used in sev-eral di�erent applications { including software process measurement [24, 23, 26],customer satisfaction [25], and sports [22] data analyses.The AF technique searches an attribute-value (measurement) database for in-teresting facts. An interesting fact is characterized by the deviation of attributevalues from some expected distribution or by an unexpected correlation betweenvalues of a set of attributes. The facts are presented in easily interpretable barchart diagrams. The diagrams are sorted by interestingness level| a numericvalue calculated to quantify how interesting each diagram might be to an expert.The ordered diagrams are presented to the experts. Knowledge discovery takesplace when the experts address the questions raised by the diagrams.Figure 2.7 shows an example of an Attribute Focusing diagram. It was ob-tained from a real data set pertaining to a particular class of software prod-29
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Figure 2.7: A Two-way Attribute Focusing Diagramucts [25]. Let us call it \Product Class X." This particular diagram has twoattributes: \Overall Satisfaction" and \Customer Involvement in the Decision toPurchase the Product."The satisfaction level by customer involvement in purchase is shown by barpatterns in the diagram. The possible values are: \involved in purchase decision,"if the customer was involved in the decision to purchase the product he/she isevaluating, and \not involved in purchase," if not. The y-axis shows the percent-age of occurrence of each \satisfaction" value per \purchase involvement" value.For example, the �rst vertical bar indicates that about 56.5% of those \involvedin the decision to buy the product" were \very satis�ed with the product."The diagram in Figure 2.7 is saying that if the customer was involved inpurchasing a product of Product Class X, he/she is likely to evaluate the productmore favorably than customers that were not involved in the decision to buy thisproduct (see the di�erences in values between \very satis�ed" and \satis�ed" for\involved" and \not involved in purchase decision").This diagram exempli�es very well how the AF Tool helps knowledge discov-ery. It points out new facts to the experts. These facts may lead to discoveredknowledge or not. The experts are the ones that will look at the facts expressedin the diagrams using their background knowledge, and conclude if the diagramsare saying something new and useful.Suppose for example that the experts know that products of Class X areexpensive (background knowledge). This might lead to the discovery that pur-chasers of this class of products try to defend the product in order to justify theirdecision to invest in it. 30



At this point, it is important to remark that the AF tool used in this disserta-tion was designed to mine nominal and ordinal data. The tool has limitations inexploring interval and ratio data. Numeric-valued attributes have to be mappedinto discrete ranges of values before they can be used in an AF-analysis. Con-sider the metric \lines of code" (LOC) for example. Its numeric values have tobe mapped to a discrete and �nite set of values if one wants to use them in AFanalyses. Suppose that the values \small, medium, and large" are consideredadequate to quantify software size. In this case, one could de�ne the metric \dis-crete software size" using the following mapping: (1) the discrete software size is\small" if LOC < 5000; (2) it is \medium" if 5000 � LOC < 100; 000; and (3)it is \large" if LOC � 100; 000.\Interestingness" FunctionsThe diagram presented in Figure 2.7 is said to be a 2-way diagram because itinvolves two attributes. The function used to calculate the interestingness level ofa 2-way diagram { involving two attributes \Ax" and \Ay" in nominal or ordinalscale { is:Interestingness(Ax; Ay) = 8u8vfmax [In2(Ax = v;Ay = u)]g (2.10)The \In2" function quanti�es the association of two particular values \v" of\Ax" and \u" of \Ay." It calculates the probability of co-occurrence of thesevalues as if the attributes were independent (Observed(Ax = v)� Observed(Ay =u)), and subtracts from it the rate of occurrence of the combination observed inthe data (Observed(Ax = v ^ Ay = u)):In2(Ax = v;Ay = u) = jObserved(Ax = v)�Observed(Ay = u)�Observed(Ax = v ^Ay = u)j (2.11)Observed(Ax = v) is the observed rate of occurrence of value v over all Axvalues, and Observed(Ax = v ^ Ay = u) is the rate of occurrence of value pair(v; u) over all (Ax; Ay) values.Other interestingness functions can be used with the AF-technique. We haveused functions that estimate the interestingness level for associations between anarbitrary number of attributes (N-way analysis).2.4.4 Generic Relationship QuestionsIn the AF technique, it is very important to avoid the computation of uninterest-ing relations whenever possible. An uninteresting relation wastes machine time31



to compute, and yields uninteresting diagrams that will waste data user's timeduring the diagram reviews.The AF Tool avoids uninteresting metric combinations based on user-de�neddata (metric) groups. The metrics grouped together are not correlated during theanalysis. For example, a typical 2-way AF analysis will use two metric groups.The AF Tool will pick one metric from each group and try to correlate them inpairs.This dissertation introduces the idea of using a `generic relationship question'to select and group the data for the AF analyses. A relationship question |as described in Section 2.3.4 | can be used to state what relations betweenattributes one wants to investigate empirically. The AF-based method introducedin Chapter 3 will investigate several empirical relations in each analysis. It willuse a generic relationship question (GRQ) to state the set of relations to beinvestigated empirically. The following template is used to de�ne a GRQ:How do `Attribute class X1' and ::: and `Attribute class XN�1'[relate to, a�ect, impact] `Attribute class Y' ? (2.12)Attribute classes are sets of attributes grouped according to certain criteriaor features relevant to a data user group. For example, attributes that repre-sent logical features of the �nal products could be grouped in class \Y ," whileattributes representing managerial constraints over the project could be groupedin class \X1." In this example, the above template would result in the followingquestion for AF analysis:How do the `managerial constraints over the project' relate tothe `logical features of the �nal products' ? (2.13)Multiple attribute classes are used in the GRQ template (2.12) in order tomake it suitable to de�ne N-way analysis.The generic relationship questions are a generalization of the relationshipquestions introduced in Section 2.3.4. GRQs e�ectively establish a link betweenthe GQM Paradigm and the AF technique.2.4.5 A Final Word on InterestingnessLet us go back to the concept of \interestingness." In a two-way AF analysis, anattribute association (i.e., a correlation between attribute values) is selected forpresentation if: Interestingness(Ax; Ay) > C;where C is a �xed interestingness cuto� value (2.14)32



The above formalism of a two-way relationship can be extended into a three-way relationship. Let In3(Ax = v;Ay = u;Az = t) be:In3(Ax = v;Ay = u;Az = t) = jObs(Ay = u ^Az = t)�Obs(Ax = v)�Obs(Ax = v ^Ay = u ^Az = t)j (2.15)A three-way relationship is interesting (with Ax as the focus attribute) if theabsolute value of the association is greater than any of the 2-way relationshipsand also greater than the cuto� C. In other words:Interestingness(Ax; Ay; Az) > Interestingness(Ax; Ay) ^Interestingness(Ax; Ay; Az) > Interestingness(Ax; Az) ^Interestingness(Ax; Ay; Az) > C (2.16)The cuto� value C is set by the expert or the person analyzing the data. It ex-presses the threshold for which an attribute association is considered interesting.Implicit to this algorithm is the selection of the strongest associations betweenattributes of an existing set of attributes. Also, implicit to this algorithm is theselection of the optimum length of the associations. That is, the three-way eval-uation compares the results of the various two-way evaluations, if the three-wayevaluation is greater than (more interesting than) the two-way evaluations, thispattern is output, otherwise not. This implies that the AF algorithm for N-wayassociations will converge to an optimally sized association description. Becausethe description of the pattern includes those and only those attributes associ-ated with the focus attribute, the expert need not evaluate or compare otherassociations that di�er by the presence or absence of other attributes since thesecomparisons have been automatically evaluated by AF. The convergence to op-timal length associations is therefore essentially a convergence towards the mostinformative and parsimonious associations. A deeper discussion of these conceptscan be found in [22, 37].Although the strength and optimal length of an association is a statisticalmeasure of interestingness, it may not be a complete measure of practical utility.A strong association is useful only if it is unexpected or previously unknown.In the AF-based method that will be introduced in Section 3.3.1, generic re-lationship questions (GRQs) are used to declare which (unexpected or unknown)attribute associations should be considered in AF analyses. The attribute classesde�ned by the GRQs are used to incorporate the expert's domain knowledge tothe AF search for interesting and useful associations.33



The last and possibly most important step in the search for interesting pat-terns is to convey the discovered \interesting" information to the experts. In theAF-based method, diagrams are used to convey information to the experts. Theattribute classes de�ned by the GRQs are used to organize the AF diagrams be-fore they are shown to the experts (see algorithm in Page 49). The organizationof the diagrams helps to create a more meaningful context in which the \interest-ing" attribute associations will be interpreted. Here, like before, the GRQs areused to increase the potential interestingness of the mined information.In this dissertation, the experts that will revise the AF diagrams are the sev-eral data users and managers of the Customer Satisfaction Measurement Frame-work. They are assumed to be \lay people" on data analysis, but experts in theirknowledge domain. For them, the interesting diagrams are those that involveunexpected or unknown associations between satisfaction attributes of their in-terest. The space to be searched for these associations is speci�ed by genericrelationship questions involving attribute groups of their interest. One of themajor contributions of this dissertation is exactly to use the GRQs to incorpo-rate the expert's domain knowledge to the AF search for interesting attributeassociations.
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Chapter 3The Improvement ApproachThe approach is composed of three phases. The �rst phase { characterization { isexecuted to identify the data user groups and how they are using the data. Thesecond phase { top-down analysis { is based on the GQM paradigm. It is executedto build GQM structures for each data user group and use these structures todetect missing and extraneous metrics in a MF. The third phase { bottom-upanalysis { is based on the AF technique. It is executed to extract knowledgefrom the data that already exists in the MF.3.1 Measurement Framework CharacterizationThe measurement framework characterization (MC) is executed to identify the\key components" of a MF and document how they relate to each other. Thekey components we want to identify are: the metrics, attributes, existing data,user groups, and data uses.The approach uses a combination of structured interviews and review of theavailable MF documents to capture and document those key components. Astructured interview is one in which the questions are in the hands of the inter-viewer and the response rests with the interviewee (as opposed to an unstructuredinterview in which the interviewer simply raises topics for discussion and the in-terviewee provides both the relevant questions and the answers) [78]. Structuredinterviews are used to capture the descriptions of user groups, attributes, anddata uses, as those MF components are usually not documented and can only beobtained by interviewing data managers and data users.Reviews of the MF documents and database are used to obtain the descrip-tions of metrics and available data. Metrics are explicitly or implicitly describedin measurement manuals and data collection forms, or any organization docu-ment that has the description of the data that should be collected through theMF. The available data can usually be identi�ed by reviewing the descriptions ofthe MF database, or, in the worst case, by directly examining its contents.35



3.1.1 The Characterization ProcessWe use the following process to characterize a measurement framework:Step 1 | Identify MetricsThe �rst components to be identi�ed are the metrics used in a MF. All themetrics used to collect data in a MF must be listed, including how they work {especially their measurement instrument, scale and value domain.� Entry Criteria: none.� Input: Available measurement documents.� Procedure: List all metrics. For each metric, answer the following questions:{ What is the measurement instrument ?{ What is the metric scale and range of values ?� Methodology: Review available measurement (or software process) docu-ments� Output: Description of metrics.� Exit Criteria: All metrics are described and continued investigation revealsno additional metrics.Step 2 | Identify Available DataThe second type of component to be identi�ed is the data available in theMF. This includes when and under what circumstances the metrics were used tocollect data, where the resulting data was stored, and how to access it. This laststep may require an understanding of the format in which the data is stored andhow to get authorization to use it. This may require a sizable amount of work ifthe data is stored in several di�erent formats and/or locations.� Entry criteria: Metrics description is available.� Input: Metrics description and data repositories (e.g., MF database) docu-mentation.� Procedure: For each data repository, answer the following questions:{ When and under what circumstances were the data collected ?{ How is the collected data stored ?36



{ How can the data be accessed ?{ What data is available in the repository ?� Methodology: Use metric descriptions and review data repositories doc-umentation. Examine data repositories directly and interview the datamanagers responsible for the repositories if necessary.� Output: Description of available data.� Exit Criteria: All data repositories are described and continued investiga-tion reveals no additional data repositories.Step 3 | Identify Data Uses and User GroupsThe third type of component to be identi�ed are data uses. Each type of dataanalysis and presentation that is generated with the data must be described.Each description should include the frequency and granularity with which thedata is used. Together with the data uses, who is using the data { the usergroups { must also be identi�ed. A user group description should include theobjectives of the group in using the data as well as how important the data is forthem.� Entry Criteria: The metric and data descriptions are available.� Input: Metrics and data descriptions.� Procedure: List all data usage. For each metric and/or data group, de-scribe the data analysis and presentations done with it. Each data usagedescription should answer the following questions:{ How is the data used ?{ What is the frequency of this data usage ?{ What is the granularity at which the data is used ?{ Who is using the data ?Based on the list of who is using the data, describe all data user groups.Each user group description should answer the following questions:{ Who is the main representative of the data user group ?{ What is the group's purpose in using the data ?{ What is the user group role in the organization ?{ How important is the data for the user group ?37



� Methodology: Interview data managers. Talk to speci�c user group repre-sentatives if necessary.� Output: Description of user groups and data uses.� Exit Criteria: All user groups and data uses are described and continuedinvestigation reveals no additional user groups or data uses.Step 4 | Identify AttributesThe last components we have to describe are the attributes. This informationis obtained by asking the user groups to describe their perception of what isbeing measured by the metrics. For example, when a person says a program sizeis 15,000 lines of code, this person is saying that the metric \number of lines ofcode" is being used to measure the attribute \size of a program."� Entry Criteria: Descriptions of metrics and user groups are available.� Input: Available measurement documents, metric and user group descrip-tions.� Procedure: For each metric, describe precisely what the metric is supposedto measure.� Methodology: Interview data user representatives or, if possible, extractthe description directly from the MF documentation. Use one of the threetypes of attribute description discussed in Section 2.3.2� Output: Description of attributes.� Exit Criteria: All identi�ed attributes are described and continued investi-gation reveals no additional attributes.3.2 Top-down AnalysisThis phase is used to capture the data user goals and to map them to the datathat is being collected. This helps data managers gain a better understanding ofthe data user needs, and to identify missing and extraneous metrics in the MF.The top-down analysis is based on an instantiation of the Goal-Question-MetricParadigm (Section 2.2.3).As shown in Figure 2.4, this GQM-based method is applied to build (or revise)a structure that maps the data user goals to the metrics (and data) used in theorganization. This structure is used to identify missing or extraneous elementsof a MF. 38
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Figure 3.1: The GQM-based Method3.2.1 The GQM-based MethodThe GQM-based method applies the principles of the GQM paradigm to improvean existing MF. Our objective is to build a GQM structure in the mold of theone shown in Figure 2.4. Each structure is built by interviewing a representativeof a data user group. This structure captures the measurement needs of this usergroup, and maps them to the existing metrics that are supposed to ful�ll thoseneeds. Figure 3.1 shows the process for building such GQM structures.Step 1 | Capture Data User GoalsThe �rst step of the method is to capture the goals of a user group. This isdone by interviewing a data user group representative using the goal templatedescribed in Section 2.3.3. For each goal, the data user representative has toidentify the measurement \object of study," \purpose," and \focus" (the \pointof view" is the user group itself).The \object of study" is the entity that the user group wants to analyze (e.g.product X). The focus is the primary attribute that the user group wants tomeasure in order to analyze that entity (e.g. customer satisfaction). The \pur-pose" outlines what the user group wants to do with the \object of study" (e.g.evaluate it). This dissertation recognizes the following measurement purposes:assess, characterize, evaluate, control, improve, and predict. The semantics ofthese words are explained in Section 2.3.3. A detailed textual explanation of thegoal purpose should be captured from the interviewee.This step is guided by the informal description of the data user objectives,obtained during the characterization process (see Section 3.1.1). Previous GQMstructures and new knowledge about the data can also be used as input for this39



step, if they are available.� Entry Criteria: Description of the group and its data uses are available.� Input: Description of data user group objectives or previous GQM struc-tures built for the group (if available), and new insights in the measureddata (if available).� Procedure: For each data use, ask the interviewee to list their goals in usingthe data in that way. For each goal answer the following questions:{ What is the main object of study ?{ What is the goal focus ?{ What is the goal purpose ? (explain the goal purpose textually ifnecessary)� Methodology: Interview the group representatives. Use the Goal Tem-plate 2.4 described in Section 2.3.3.� Output: Updated list of the group goals in using the data.� Exit Criteria: All measurement goals are described by the interviewee.Step 2 | Identify Relevant EntitiesThe next step is to identify the entities whose attributes one wants to measure{ called here relevant entities. The relevant entities can be identi�ed in twoways: (1) asking about them during the interview with the representative of thedata user group; or, (2) looking for them in the documentation available aboutthe object of study.Usually, two entities can directly be derived from each goal, one is the \objectof study" itself and the other is the entity with which the \focus" attribute isassociated. We identify other relevant entities by �nding out which entities arerelated to the \object of study" and which may a�ect the \goal focus" from thedata user group point of view.Consider the Goal 2.5 listed in Section 2.2.3 as an example. There are tworelevant entities listed in this goal: the service support process (object of study)and the customer (entity related with the goal focus). The other relevant entitiesmight be: the product, the support team, the problem, the provided solution.� Entry Criteria: Description of the group measurement goals is available.� Input: measurement goals and documents associated with the objects ofstudy (if available). 40



� Procedure: For each goal identify which entities are related to the object ofstudy and goal focus. Create or (if possible) re-use existing lists of relevantentities for this user group.� Methodology: Interview the group representatives and/or, if possible, ex-tract the description directly from available documentation about the objectof study.� Output: Updated list of entities that are relevant to the group goals.� Exit Criteria: All relevant entities are identi�ed.Until a detailed list of relevant entities is created for the user group, use thefollowing abstract check list to identify relevant entities:{ If the examined entity is a product, consider as possibly relevant: (1) pro-cesses used to produce the product, (2) resources used to produce the prod-uct, (3) clients or users of the product, (4) models used to describe theproduct.{ If the examined entity is a process, consider as possibly relevant: (1) thepersonnel that enact the process; (2) products produced by the process; (3)products that are inputs for the process; (4) models used to describe theprocess.{ If the examined entity is a person or a group of people, consider as possiblyrelevant: (1) the organization unit in which the person or group of peopleis inserted; (2) the roles they play in their organization unit.{ If the examined entity is an organization unit, consider as possibly relevant:(1) the people that work in the organization; (2) the process the organiza-tion unit enacts; (3) the other organization units with which they interact;(4) their channels of interaction.Step 3 | Identify Relevant AttributesThe next step is to identify the attributes one wants to measure to achievethis goal - called here relevant attributes. For each relevant entity, an initiallist of entity attributes that might be relevant for the stated goal is prepared.The initial list of relevant attributes must be reviewed and expanded by the usergroup representative during an interview. The end result should be a list ofattributes classi�ed according to their relevance to the user group's goals.� Entry criteria: description of the group measurement goals and relevantentities is available. 41



� Input: measurement goals, relevant entities, and documents associated withthe objects of study (if available).� Procedure: for each goal identify which attributes of the listed entities arerelevant to the user group. Describe precisely each attribute and rate itsimportance to the user group goals.� Methodology: if possible, extract the a comprehensive list of attributesdirectly from available documentation or use the existing attribute lists.Interview the group representatives to produce an updated list of relevantattributes. Ask them to rate the importance of each attribute. Describethe attribute in one of three ways discussed in Section 2.3.2 { implicitly,textually, or formally.� Output: updated list of attributes that are relevant to the group goals.� Exit criteria: all relevant attributes are identi�ed.In order to produce a comprehensive list of attributes for each entity, a check-list based on the entity type may be used, for example:{ If the entity is a product, consider:1. quality attributes of the product (number of defects, changes, stability,reliability, etc.)2. logical attributes of the product (functionality, capability, usability,maintainability, etc.)3. physical features of the product (size, complexity, modularity, cou-pling, etc.){ If the entity is a process, consider:1. physical attributes of the process (size, complexity, etc.)2. managerial constraints over the process (budget, schedule, quality tar-gets, etc.)3. process conformance (how well the process is performed){ If the entity is a person or a team, consider:1. position/role in the organization2. professional motivation3. education level (training) 42



4. experience with the process and products they use (language, tools,virtual machine, etc.)5. knowledge of the application domain{ If the examined entity is a organization unit, consider:1. the primary business of the organization2. physical attributes of the organization (size, complexity, gross expen-diture, gross sales, number of software installations, type of platforms,number of employees, etc.)3. management features of the organization (rate of innovation, expendi-ture with software, views of software technology, etc.)Step 4 | Map Attributes to Existing MetricsThe last step is to map the relevant attributes to metrics that are being usedin the organization. Remember that an attribute states \what" one wants tomeasure while the metrics de�nes \how" one measures something. The mappingconsists of checking if the metrics are measuring the things (attributes) the userswant to measure.At this step, a GQM Structure is assembled for the user group. This structureshows the mapping between the user goals, the relevant entities, the relevantattributes, and the metrics used in the MF. This structure documents the datauser group's needs measurement-wise.At the end of this step one can derive a list of inconsistent, missing, andextraneous metrics from the user group point of view. Missing metrics are de-tected when a relevant attribute has no metric to measure it. Extraneous metricsare detected when a metric has no corresponding attribute in the GQM struc-ture. Inconsistent metrics are detected when a metric used to measure a relevantattribute is not consistent with the user's goals. Typical consistency problemsoccur when: (1) the metric's scale or range of values is not suitable for the userneeds; (2) the cost to apply a metric is unacceptable; or, (3) a metric cannot beapplied when or where it is needed by the user group.� Entry Criteria: Description of relevant attributes and user groups goals,and the description of the MF metrics are available.� Input: Description of relevant attributes gathered in Step 3, descriptionof the group goals gathered in Step 1, and description of the metrics andassociated attributes gathered during the MF characterization phase.� Procedure: Map the relevant attributes to the metrics that exist in themeasurement framework. For each mapping, use the description of thegoal's purpose to answer the following questions:43



{ Is the metric's scale or range of values suitable for the user needs ?{ Can the metric be applied when and where it is needed ?{ Is the cost of applying the metric acceptable ?Establish a complete mapping from goals to metrics and identify:{ Missing metrics: When a relevant attribute has no associated metricin the MF{ Extraneous metrics: When a metric that apparently is useful to theuser group has no mapping to a relevant attribute.{ Inconsistent metrics: When a metric, in spite of measuring what theuser wants, cause a negative answer to one of the questions listedbefore.� Methodology: Establish the mapping between metrics and relevant at-tributes by comparing the description of relevant attributes with the at-tributes associated with the existing metrics. Interview data user grouprepresentatives to validate if the mapped metrics are consistent with theuser goals.� Output: A GQM structure for the user group (including goals, relevant en-tities and attributes, and existing metrics). A list of possible problems withthe MF (missing metrics, inconsistent metrics, and extraneous metrics).� Exit Criteria: The mapping from goals to metrics is complete and thepossible problems have been identi�ed.3.3 Bottom-up AnalysisThe data already collected by an organization is the most important asset of anyMF. It is important for an organization to have means to explore its legacy data.Intelligent data exploration methods are an e�ective way of understanding andlearning about the organization's business. This dissertation refers to them asa bottom-up methods, because the raw data is the starting point for better useand understanding of the data itself.The top-down analyses are aimed at better planning and executing data col-lection. The bottom-up analyses are aimed at discovering new and useful infor-mation in the existing data, thus improving data awareness and data usage. Theliterature has many examples of the use of machine learning techniques to ex-tract knowledge (new and useful information) from software engineering data sets[29, 32, 92, 101, 104, 107]. Our bottom-up analyses use Attribute Focusing [21] {44
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The AF Tool avoids uninteresting metric combinations based on user-de�neddata (metric) groups. The metrics grouped together are not correlated during theanalysis. Our method uses generic relationship questions (GRQs) to select andgroup the data for the AF analyses. As explained in Section 2.4.4, each GRQ isused to state a set of relations that the data user wants to investigate empiricallyin an AF analysis.The GRQs can be de�ned by: (1) interviewing user group representatives;or, (2) directly analyzing their measurement goals. In the latter case, it is veryuseful to have a GQM structure de�ned for the user group.� Entry Criteria: Knowledge of the data available in the MF and understand-ing of what attributes they measure.� Input: Data user domain knowledge and/or GQM structure and character-ization of the MF components.� Procedure: State a generic relationship question using Template 2.12 andanswer the following questions:{ What are the criteria used to determine the attribute classes ?{ What attributes do compose each attribute class ?{ What is the ordering of the classes (be sure to identify at least theexplained class) ?� Methodology: Interview the group representatives using the Template 2.12described in Section 2.4.4, or use the group goals and description of availabledata to determine the GRQ.� Output: GRQ, description of the attribute classes, and their ordering.� Exit Criteria: The GRQ is completely described.It is important to note that establishing a GRQ should be a very simpleprocess. Attributes classes can easily be de�ned in any MF, and the ordering ofthe classes is directly determined by the empirical understanding of the cause-e�ect relationship between the involved attributes. If one is using GQM structuresto de�ne AF analyses, the nature of the relevant entities and the type of itsattributes shall be used to de�ne the attribute classes.Step 2 | De�ne the AnalysisAfter establishing a GRQ for an AF analysis, the analysis itself must be de-�ned. First, attributes identi�ed in the GRQ must be mapped to the metrics in46



the MF. This is straightforward, if the information collected during the charac-terization phase is used.Second, the data granularity and scope of analysis must be determined. Con-sider, for example, the GRQ 2.13:How do the \managerial constraints over the project" relate to the \logicalfeatures of the �nal products ?"Scope of the analysis: What products and projects should we consider ?Granularity: Should we analyze the data for the products individually orshould we analyze classes of products ?The scope and granularity should be directly derived from the user group goaland/or data use descriptions. The key here is to understand the group's purposein using the data.The data sets are extracted after the scope and granularity of the analysisare de�ned. This task is usually simple, but it may take a sizeable amount ofe�ort if the data is not easily retrievable. The data sets may also need to bepre-processed and formatted to meet the data user and the AF tool data formatrequirements.� Entry Criteria: GRQ is de�ned.� Input: GRQ, and data and attribute description.� Procedure: Identify the metrics associated with the attributes used in theGRQ. Determine what the scope and granularity of the analysis proposedby the GRQ is. Use the analysis scope to determine which data set willbe used. Extract data set for analysis. Format data set according to therequired granularity and the tool needs.� Methodology: Interview the group representatives or use the group goalsto determine the analysis scope and granularity. Use description of avail-able data, metrics, and the analysis scope to extract the data. Use thedescription of the analysis granularity to pre-process the data.� Output: Formated data set, and description of analysis scope and granu-larity.� Exit criteria: the data is formated for the analysis.Step 3 | Run the AnalysisThe next step is to run the tool itself. This step is almost completely auto-mated. The inputs are: (1) the metric groupings, (2) the maximum number ofdiagrams (relations) to be produced, (3) the interestingness cuto� level, and (4)47



the analysis dimension. The groupings are directly derived from the GRQs aspreviously discussed. The maximum number of produced diagrams is based onthe time that the data users can spend looking at the diagrams. The interesting-ness cuto� determines the minimum interestingness value for which the tool willproduce a diagram for a given relation. The higher this cuto� is, the more \inter-esting" (and less numerous) the produced diagrams are. The analysis dimensiondetermines the maximum number of metrics that can appear in a diagram (e.g.,a type three analysis results in up to 3-way diagrams).� Entry Criteria: Formated data is available.� Input: GRQ, and formated data.� Procedure: Identify metric groupings, and determine number of diagrams,the analysis cuto� and dimension. Import formated data into the tool andinput the previous parameters. Run the tool.� Methodology: Use GRQ to identify metric groups (each attribute classcorresponds to a group). Manipulate the cuto� and maximum number ofdiagrams to obtain a reasonable number of \interesting" diagrams. Set theanalysis dimension based on the number of attribute classes.� Output: AF Diagrams.� Exit criteria: The AF tool has �nished its analysis.Step 4 | Organize the DiagramsAlthough many uninteresting diagrams have already been pruned away withthe metric groupings, there may still be diagrams that are unsuitable for the datauser's review. The next step is to manually review the diagrams before they areshown to the data users. It may be necessary to (re-)run the analysis trials if:(1) too few diagrams were found for a given cuto�; or (2) missing or skewed datais driving the discoveries.After a sizable number of useful diagrams have been compiled, they are or-ganized to facilitate the data user's inspection. Diagrams may be grouped inseveral ways. These \groups of diagrams" allows the data users to concentrateon unique reasoning threads while looking at them. They may also be used to pro-duce more complete summaries of relations between explanatory and explainedvariables (see Table 4.10 for an example of such a summary).� Entry Criteria: AF diagrams are available.� Input: AF diagrams, GRQ, and description of the analysis granularity andscope. 48



� Procedure: Eliminate diagrams that show obvious facts or were producedbecause missing or skewed data drove the \discovery". Return to Step 2 iftoo few \useful" diagrams were produced. Otherwise, organize produced di-agram in groups. If useful information can be drawn by comparing di�erentdiagram groups, consider producing tables to summarize the results.� Methodology: Review available diagrams one by one. Discard useless di-agrams and organize the others using some consistent criteria (e.g, groupdiagrams with the same explanatory metrics and related explained metricstogether).� Output: Organized AF Diagrams and information summary.� Exit Criteria: The information produced by the AF Tool is organized.The following algorithm may be used to group diagrams. This algorithm putsdiagrams with the same explanatory metrics and related explained metrics in thesame group:1. Organize all the N diagrams obtained from the AF tool by order of inter-estingness.2. Discard diagrams that are clearly uninteresting.3. Following the order of interestingness given by the AF Tool, select the �rstdiagram.4. Select all other diagrams that have the same explained metric, and anexplanatory metrics in the same groups as the explanatory metrics of thediagram selected in step 3.5. Group all the diagrams selected in step 3 and 4 by order of interestingnessin a unique \explanatory group" to be shown together to the data users.6. Remove the diagrams gathered in step 4 from the overall group of produceddiagrams and return to step 3, if there still are diagrams from the originalN diagrams produced.If one wants diagram groups with the same `explanatory metrics' and related`explained metrics', he/she can modify step 4 in the above algorithm as follows:4. Select all other diagrams that have the same set of explanatory metricsand an explained metric in the same group as the explained metric of thediagram selected in step 3. 49



Step 5 | Review the DiagramsThe last step of the AF-based method is the analysis of diagram groups bythe data users. The diagram groups have many types of information in them:1. Unexpected correlations between metrics (direct analysis of a N-way dia-gram).2. Unexpected value distributions (direct analysis of a 1-way diagram).3. Unexpected (in)consistencies in the relationships between explanatory met-rics and related explained metrics (direct from analysis of a diagram groupor tables with summarized results).New knowledge is gained when the data users apply their background knowl-edge to interpret the information contained in the diagrams. There are two typesof domain knowledge to be gained in this way: (1) insights into their applicationdomain; and (2) insights about the components of the measurement process.The �rst type of result is what is traditionally expected from the AF technique.The technique helps the experts to gain new insights into their activities. Theseinsights may lead the data users to take adaptive, corrective or preventive actionsto improve the way they do business.The second type of result happens when the AF diagrams lead the data usersto realize that some previous assumption about the data or measurement processis incorrect. This may lead them to modify their measurement goals, metrics,predictive models, and data collection procedures.The diagrams might also have interesting information that raises new ques-tions about the data behavior. This usually happens when the new informationcannot be easily interpreted (transformed in knowledge) by the expert. In thiscase, the new questions may be used to de�ne new data analyses, if the dataneeded to answer them are already available in the MF. When the MF does nothave the needed data, these questions may be transformed in new measurementgoals and fed back to the GQM-based method.� Entry Criteria: The information produced by the AF Tool is organized.� Input: Organized AF Diagrams and result summaries.� Procedure: Review diagrams (in groups) and result summaries. Documentany new insight. Record the background knowledge used to gain the insightand the new knowledge gained with the insight. Return to Step 1 of theAF-based method, if an insight raises a new question about the data.� Methodology: Review diagrams together with data users or managers.50
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A2- De�ne analysisA3- Run analysis trialsA4- Review and organize diagramsA5- Interpret results� Top-down analysis phase (GQM-based method)G1- Capture data user goalsG2- Identify entitiesG3- Identify attributesG4- Map attributes to metricsArrows are used to indicate the dependency between the steps in Figure 3.3.They indicate that the characterization phase is a pre-condition to execute top-down and bottom-up analyses. The arrow between C4 and A1 indicates thata good understanding of the MF attributes is a pre-condition to de�ne genericrelationship questions (GRQs) for the AF analyses. The arrow between C2 andA2 indicates that a good understanding of the data is needed to de�ne an AFanalysis. The arrows from C3 and C4 to G1 indicates that a good understandingof user groups, data uses, and attributes is needed to capture the data user goals.The arrow between C1 and G4 indicates that a good understanding of the MFmetrics is necessary to do the mapping between relevant attributes and existingmetrics.The white shapes in Figure 3.3 indicate the steps that should be executedtogether or interactively. For example, the four steps of the GQM-based methodshould be executed in one interactive interview with the data users. AF anal-yses de�nition, execution, and diagram review (A2, A3, and A4) should alsobe executed together and interactively. The same is true for metrics and datacharacterization (C1 and C2).The rectangles in Figure 3.3 show what steps are done in interviews withdata managers and data users. The intersection between the rectangles indicatesthat the steps C4 (characterizing attributes), A1 (establishing GRQs), and A5(interpreting AF results) can be done in interviews with data managers or datausers. Step C3 (characterizing data uses and user groups) is done in interviewswith the data managers, and the GQM-based method is applied interviews withthe data users.Although there is no dependency between the AF and GQM-based methods,they can interact with each other. Figure 3.4 shows this interaction. GQMstructures can be used to derive generic relationship questions (A1) and de�neAF analyses (A2). The AF analyses may produce interesting facts that raise new52
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needed data is available in the MF.
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Chapter 4Case StudyThis chapter describes the experience of applying our approach to the IBMToronto Laboratory's Customer Satisfaction (CUSTSAT) measurement frame-work. The CUSTSAT data is collected annually by surveys carried out by anindependent party. Its purpose is to evaluate customer satisfaction with prod-ucts of IBM's Software Solutions Division (SWS) and their competitors. TheIBM Toronto Laboratory (Toronto Lab) is only one of the several IBM SoftwareSolutions laboratories that use the CUSTSAT data. Inside the IBM TorontoLaboratory, the CUSTSAT data is used by several di�erent groups (e.g., devel-opment, service, support, and senior management).IBM surveys a large number of customers from several di�erent countries. Allthe data is stored in one database. Currently, this database already stores severalyears of CUSTSAT data.The large amount of data and the diversity of groups that are interested inthis data made it desirable to apply our approach to the CUSTSAT MF. Our twomain objectives in doing that were: (1) better understanding of the user groups'needs with respect to the CUSTSAT measurement; and (2) better exploration ofthe data already stored in the CUSTSAT database.We e�ectively started this work in the summer of 1995. Most of CUSTSATMF characterization and some AF analyses were done that year. In 1996, theMF characterization was updated to the values reported in Section 4.1, the AFanalyses reported in Section 4.3 were run, and the top-down analysis reportedin Section 4.2.1 was executed. In 1997, the top-down analyses reported in Sec-tions 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 were executed.4.1 Characterization of the CUSTSAT MFThe �rst step of our approach was to document the metrics that composed theCUSTSAT MF, their user groups, and how these groups used this data. Wefocused on the data related to the Toronto Laboratory products. We did not55



Attribute Groups DescriptionCompany information Company address, name, primary business, etc.Contact information Name, phone number, title, job, etc.Product information Name, vendor, operating system, version, etc.CUPRIMDS / O Sat Customer satisfaction with main product attributes(see Table 4.2).CUPRIMDS Importance Relative importance of main product attributes.Documentation Sat Satisfaction with documentation attributes.Multi-cultural factors Sat. w/multi-cultural factors like translations, supportfor international characters, etc.Product distribution Satisfaction with product delivery.Ability to acquire product Sat. with ability to acquire product.Technical service Sat. with developer technical service and support.Local product support Sat. with local support, education, and sales.Disposition to upgrade Disposition to recommend, upgrade, and re-purchasethe product.Price Sat Sat. w/product price, terms, and conditions.Communications Questions to evaluate the marketing communicationchannels.Sale Channel Questions to evaluate sale channels.Value system Questions for market value system evaluation.Topology Questions to evaluate customer computing environ-ment.Decision Maker Questions to identify purchase decision makers.Table 4.1: Main Attribute Groupswork with any metrics or user groups associated with products developed inother IBM laboratories.The information collected in this step was gathered from existing documentsin the MF (e.g., the survey questionnaire and MF database schema) or by in-terviewing the data manager responsible for the CUSTSAT data in the TorontoLaboratory. We have used forms to document the information collected aboutmetrics, attributes, user groups, and data uses. These forms are shown in Ap-pendix A. They were also used to check for the completeness of the informationcollected during the interviews with the Toronto Lab data manager.56



Attribute DescriptionC SAT Satisfaction with product capability (functionality)U SAT Satisfaction with product usabilityP SAT Satisfaction with product performanceR SAT Satisfaction with product reliabilityI SAT Satisfaction with product installabilityM SAT Satisfaction with product maintainabilityD SAT Satisfaction with product documentationS SAT Satisfaction with product technical service and supportO SAT Overall satisfaction with the productTable 4.2: CUPRIMDS/O Sat. Attributes4.1.1 Metrics and AttributesThe task of identifying what metrics compose the CUSTSAT framework was sim-ple. Most of the metrics corresponded to questions in the survey questionnaire(SQs). The exception is the customer contact information stored separately inthe CUSTSAT database. Next, the metrics' meanings were recorded. This corre-sponds to the attribute that a metric is supposed to be measuring. This task wasfacilitated by the fact that we were working with a questionnaire that was gearedtoward the customers. The formulation of a questionnaire question explains whatit wants to measure. Terms like \capability," \performance," or \maintainabil-ity" are explained when they are used in the questionnaire. This eliminated theneed of interviewing data users to record the metrics' meaning (step 4 of the MCprocess).Overall, we identi�ed more than 100 attributes that are measured (mostly inordinal scale) in the CUSTSAT framework. In order to preserve IBM proprietaryinformation, the complete list of metrics and attributes used in the CUSTSATMFis not listed in this dissertation. Nonetheless, Table 4.1 lists the main attributegroups that are measured by the CUSTSAT MF, and Table 4.2 describes themost important of these groups.4.1.2 Available DataThe CUSTSAT data is collected by phone surveys since 1993. The survey processlasts for several months and the survey questionnaire is modi�ed annually. Thesurvey covers all products of IBM Software Solution (SWS) Division and theircompetition. Each interview correspond to one data point.57



User Groups DescriptionSWS Div Software solutions division headquartersToronto Lab Toronto laboratory senior managementDB Mgmt Database technology managementDB Product Dev. Database products development teamsDB Common Tech. Database common technology developmentDB Customer Sup. Database customer service supportID DB Database information developmentDB Usability Grp Database products usability teamAD Mgmt Applications development managementAD Dev Development groups for AD tools, Fortran, C/C++ (in-cluding VisualAge), 390 languages, and AS/400 languagesAD Support Service and support for AD languagesID AD Information development for AD tools, Fortran, C/C++ ,390 languages, and AS/400 languagesMKT Plng Market planningPricers Product pricersCountry Sales IBM Canada country sales management groupMarketing Software marketing and servicesISM IBM software manufacturing (Boulder CO)Table 4.3: User Groups30 to 600 data points are collected for each IBM product per year. In 1996, atotal of 13,000 data points were collected in North America. Smaller samples arealso collected in Europe and Japan. All the data is entered in a unique databasecalled Customer Information System (CIS). The CIS is physically located atToronto, but can be accessed from any SWS laboratory. In 1997, an intranetWeb-based interface for CIS was created. This interface produces automaticallymost of the standard reports and data analysis done with the CUSTSAT data.Any other type of access to CIS has to be requested to and granted by one of theCUSTSAT data managers.4.1.3 Data Uses and User GroupsThe data uses and user groups were characterized in interviews with the datamanager. The data manager was asked to describe all analyses and presenta-tions done with the CUSTSAT data. Each type of data analysis or presentation(DA/P) corresponded to a distinct data use. The data use descriptions included58



the frequency with which the DA/Ps were performed, the list of metrics used inthem, the granularity and scope of the DA/Ps, and the list of people that wereinterested in the DA/Ps. A list of user groups was compiled by mapping thelist of people that used the DA/Ps to the formal groups inside the laboratory.The data manager was asked to describe the listed user groups. The user groupdescriptions included: (1) a statement of the data manager's perception of thegroup's objectives in using the data; (2) a list of the data uses associated withthe group; and (3) a subjective ranking of the importance of the CUSTSAT datato the group.Overall, we have identi�ed 17 user groups that can be divided into four majorareas: senior management, database development, compiler development, andsupport (e.g. market analysis, marketing, and sales). The user groups are listedin Table 4.3. We also identi�ed about 16 di�erent DA/Ps (data uses) associatedwith the CUSTSAT data. The CUSTSAT data uses (related to the Torontolaboratory software products) are listed below:� Division level analysis - high level evaluation of the division products bythe management. This includes review of CUPRIMDS/O satisfaction, pricesatisfaction, and disposition to upgrade, re-purchase, recommend the prod-uct. AD and DB products are analyzed as whole against the competition.� Market plan for AD - CUPRIMDS/O satisfaction data is used by the lab-oratory senior management during market planning for application devel-opment. The data is considered as a whole, against the competition, for allAD products by market place and/or platform type.� Satisfaction check for product release - CUPRIMDS/O satisfaction data isused to certify the product quality before a new o�cial release. It uses thecustomer satisfaction data gathered for the product beta version.� CUPRIMDS/O SATISFACTION review of DB products - DB personnelperiodically review comparisons of their products against the competition.The review usually covers CUPRIMDS/O satisfaction and importance at-tributes.� Annual DB CUSTSAT review - DB personnel also does a round up annualreview of their products attributes against the competition. The reviewusually covers CUPRIMDS/O satisfaction and importance, disposition toupgrade, re-purchase, recommend products, and O SAT�CUPRIMDS cor-relation.� Investigate customer D SAT - when D SAT is low for a given DB prod-uct, the information development personnel try to characterize the docu-mentation problems using the customer comments on the documentation.Sometimes, they also call dissatis�ed customers.59



� Investigate customer U SAT - when usability satisfaction is low for a givenDB product, the usability group tries to characterize problems with theproduct user interface using the customer comments on usability.� Investigate customer S SAT - the DB technical service support group try toreview the comments of all customers dissatis�ed with their service. Theyalso call them whenever it is possible.� Product market evaluation - the market planning group wants to use thevalue system, topology, and decision maker attributes to evaluate if theproducts are e�ectively being sold to the markets they were planned for.� Customer information management - the CIS system is used to store andretrieve company and contacts information to be used in di�erent marketsurveys (including the CUSTSAT survey). On the ip side, the surveys areused to update and expand the CIS contact list.� Price evaluation - used by the Pricers to review the customer satisfactionwith the price, terms, and conditions associated with the lab products.� Evaluation of marketing communication channels - the marketing person-nel use the communication channels characterization to evaluate marketingcommunication strategies.� Sale channels characterization - the marketing personnel uses the charac-terization of the sale channels to improve marketing strategies.� Price satisfaction characterization - the marketing personnel uses the in-formation on customer satisfaction with price, terms, and conditions toimprove marketing strategies.� Local support evaluation - Canada country sales group uses the local sup-port satisfaction data to evaluate the customer satisfaction with the localsales o�ces.� Software distribution evaluation - the IBM Software Manufacturing (ISM)analyzes the customer satisfaction with product distribution to evaluateand improve their services.Table 4.4 associates data uses with the user groups. Its third column showswhen the data is used by the user groups. Table 4.5 associates data uses withattribute groups. Its third column shows the granularity at which the users lookat the data. This dissertation will not give more detailed descriptions of usergroups and data uses as this information is considered IBM proprietary.60



Data Uses User Groups WhenDivision level analysis SWS Div yearlyMarket plan for AD SWS Div and Toronto Lab yearlySatisfaction check for prod-uct release Toronto Lab, DB or AD Mgmt,and DB or AD product develop-ment group when a new product isbeing releasedCUPRIMDS/O SAT reviewof DB products DB Mgmt., DB Common Tech.,DB Product Dev., DB CustomerSupport, ID DB, and DB Usabil-ity Grp. monthlyAnnual DB CUSTSAT re-view DB Mgmt., DB Common Tech.,DB Product Dev., DB CustomerSupport, ID DB, and DB Usabil-ity Grp. yearlyInvestigate customer D SAT ID DB when D SAT is low for aDB productInvestigate customer U SAT DB Usability Grp. when U SAT is low for aDB productInvestigate customer S SAT DB Customer Support when there is a customerwith low S SATProduct market evaluation MKT Plng (planned) yearlyCustomer information man-agement MKT Plng during survey planningPrice evaluation Pricers (planned) yearlyEvaluation of { marketing {communication channels Marketing yearlySale channels characteriza-tion Marketing yearlyPrice satisfaction charac. Marketing yearlyLocal support evaluation Country Sales (Canada) Not availableSoftware distribution eval. ISM monthlyTable 4.4: Data Uses � User Groups
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Data Uses Attribute Groups GranularityDivision level analysis Price Sat., CUPRIMDS/O Sat,disposition to upgrade product class by plat-form type by yearMarket plan for AD CUPRIMDS/O Sat market place by plat-form type by yearSatisfaction check for productrelease CUPRIMDS/O Sat by product release betatest dataCUPRIMDS/O Sat review ofDB products CUPRIMDS/O Sat and Imp; product release by yearto dateAnnual DB CUSTSAT review CUPRIMDS/O Sat and Imp; dis-position to upgrade product release by yearInvestigate customer D SAT Documentation satisfaction product rel. by monthInvestigate customer U SAT U SAT and suggested improve-ments product rel. by monthInvestigate customer S SAT Sat. with manufacturer technicalservice support DB products by monthProduct market evaluation Value system, topology, and deci-sion maker by product releaseCustomer information mgmt. Contact, company, and productbasic information by product or productclassPrice evaluation Sat. w/price, terms, and condi-tions by product releaseEvaluation of marketing com-munication channels Marketing comm. channels by productSale channels characterization Sale channels by productPrice satisfaction charac. Sat. w/price, terms, and condi-tions by productLocal support evaluation Satisfaction w/local support product by countrySoftware distribution eval. Sat. w/product distribution products from all labsby monthTable 4.5: Data Uses � Attribute Groups
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4.2 Top-down Analyses in the CUSTSAT MFWe applied our GQM-based method to a limited number of data user groups inorder to test the method feasibility and e�ectiveness. We built GQM structuresfor three user groups to propose improvements in the CUSTSAT questionnairebased on the obtained results. The three chosen groups are associated with thedatabase product development at the laboratory:1. the DB customer service and support group.2. the DB information development (documentation) group.3. the DB usability group.We used structured interviews [78] to build GQM structures for these groups.We interviewed a senior representative of each group. All the material for theinterview was prepared beforehand. It included:� a complete list and description of the metrics and DA/Ps associated withthe group.� a tentative description of our perception of their goals.� a tentative list of entities and attributes that we believe were relevant forthem.� a complete list of questions and topics to be discussed during the interview.This material was prepared based on the MF documents and the group inter-nal documents. All the material was integrated in a single interview script. Thescript used during the documentation group interview is shown in Appendix B.Similar scripts were written to interview the other groups.The scripts try to capture: (1) the group goals in using the CUSTSAT data;(2) the relevant entities associated with their work; (3) the relevant attributesthey want to measure through the CUSTSAT survey; (4) and the metrics (ques-tionnaire questions) that are e�ectively measuring them. The interviews werealso used to validate and rate the importance of the DA/Ps and metrics associ-ated with each data user group. These last activities can be considered part ofthe MF characterization phase.
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4.2.1 Service Support InterviewThe Service Support interview was done in two meetings in 1996. The �rst stepof the interview was to ask the interviewee for comments on the data analysesand presentations (DA/Ps) done for the group. This step had two objectives: (1)motivate and focus the rest of the interview around the CUSTSAT MF; (2) val-idate our understanding of their data usage (including assessing the importanceof the data for them).The second step was to capture their goals in using the CUSTSAT data. Thispart was supported by the previous discussion of the group data usage. Weasked the interviewee to describe what the group wanted to achieve in using theCUSTSAT data, and expressed it in the form of GQM goals. We captured thefollowing goals:Goal 1: Analyze the service support process in order to characterizeits key areas with respect to customer satisfaction and dissat-isfaction.Goal 2: Analyze the customers in order to understand them withrespect to expectations for support service.Goal 3: Analyze the service support areas with which the customersare dissatis�ed in order to improve them with respect to cus-tomer satisfaction.The next step was to discuss the relevant entities, attributes, and metricsassociated with those goals. We started by identifying the relevant entities. Fromthe entities and goals, we have discussed the relevance of the following attributes:Entity 1: Service support (SS) processAttribute 1.1: Overall customer satisfaction with SSAttribute 1.2: Improvements suggested to the SS by the customerAttribute 1.3: Customer satisfaction with time to resolutionAttribute 1.4: Customer satisfaction with SS responsivenessAttribute 1.5: Aspects customer liked most about the SSAttribute 1.6: Aspects customer disliked most about the SSAttribute 1.7: Customer satisfaction with the SS commitment levelEntity 2: Support teamAttribute 2.1: Customer satisfaction with support team skill and knowl-edgeEntity 3: Solution/resolution providedAttribute 3.1: Quality of the solutionAttribute 3.2: Satisfaction with the problem resolutionAttribute 3.3: Degree to which resolution met expectations64



Attribute 3.4: Reasons why resolution did not meet expectationsEntity 4: Reported problemAttribute 4.1: SeverityAttribute 4.2: TypeEntity 5: Customer contact (surveyed person)Attribute 5.1: Role in organization (job responsibilities)Entity 6: Customer organizationAttribute 6.1: Primary businessAttribute 6.2: Type of activitiesEntity 7: Product being supportedAttribute 7.1: Product nameAttribute 7.2: Product versionAttribute 7.3: Date the product was installed in the organizationThe above list includes the attributes associated with existing metrics as wellas new attributes suggested by the interviewee. In the case of new attributes,it was important to make sure that we understood and recorded their meaning.Let us consider \attribute 1.7" as an example. According to the interviewee, thisattribute refers to the degree to which the service support meets the commitmentlevel contracted by the customer. Those levels are established in the support con-tract and correspond to well-de�ned preconditions on the time that IBM shouldtake to provide a satisfactory solution to customer problems.Figure 4.1 depicts the GQM structure for service support group. It showsthe mapping from the attributes to the metrics (questions in the survey ques-tionnaire). In the structure, the metrics are referred to by the question numberin the survey questionnaire. The rectangles indicate that the attribute was sug-gested by the interviewee's goals but is not being measured yet. From Figure 4.1,we concluded that there are eight missing metrics from the service support pointof view (rectangles). These metrics are needed to measure attributes: 1.5, 1.6,1.7, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 4.1, and 4.2. However, attributes 4.1 and 4.2 (open rectangles)were considered too di�cult to measure1. The crossed out metrics { Q45c, Q45a,Q45b, and Q6a { indicate that their associated attributes were considered irrel-evant by the interviewee. They are extraneous from the service support point ofview.During the interview, we also checked if the interviewee had any commentson the structure of the metrics. In particular, we have asked for comments on thewording and the ranges of values of the questions. The interviewee comments andGQM structure for the service support group were recorded. They were used asinput to the annual questionnaire review, and will be used in future improvementcycles with the SS group.1The surveys can be taken up to six months after the problem occurred. It might be di�cultfor the customer to classify the severity and type of problems in those cases.65
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4.2.2 Information Development InterviewThe interviewwith the information development (documentation) group was donein two rounds in 1997. This interview followed a script very similar to the servicesupport interview. The �rst step of the documentation group interview was to askthe interviewee for comments on the data analyses and presentations (DA/Ps)done for the group. The second step was to capture their goals in using theCUSTSAT data. We captured the following goals:Goal 1: Analyze the documentation deliverables in order to charac-terize their key areas with respect to customer satisfaction anddissatisfaction.Goal 2: Analyze the documentation deliverables with which the cus-tomers are dissatis�ed in order to improve them with respectto customer satisfaction.Goal 3: Analyze the documentation deliverables in order to under-stand them with respect to their relative importance to thecustomer.The next step was to discuss the relevant entities, attributes, and metricsassociated with those goals. We started by identifying the relevant entities. Fromthe entities and goals, we have discussed the relevance of the following attributes:Entity 1: Documentation provided by the vendorAttr. 1.1: Customer satisfaction with documentationAttr. 1.2: Customer rating of documentation importanceAttr. 1.3: Types of documentation deliverables used by customerAttr. 1.4: Most important deliverable for the customerAttr. 1.5: Aspects customer liked most about the documentationEntity 1.1: Printed manualsAttr. 1.1.1: Customer satisfaction with printed manualsAttr. 1.1.2: Improvements suggested to the printed manuals by thecustomerAttr. 1.1.3: Most used printed manualsAttr. 1.1.4: Whether or not the customer uses manuals in printableformatEntity 1.2: On-line help screensAttr. 1.2.1: Customer satisfaction with on-line help screensAttr. 1.2.2: Improvements suggested to the on-line help screens bythe customerEntity 1.3: Soft-copy booksAttr. 1.3.1: Customer satisfaction with soft-copy books67



Attr. 1.3.2: Improvements suggested to the soft-copy books by thecustomerEntity 1.4: TutorialsAttr. 1.4.1: Customer satisfaction with tutorialsAttr. 1.4.2: Improvements suggested to the tutorials by the cus-tomerEntity 1.5: Other type of documentAttr. 1.5.1: NameEntity 2: Translation ProcessAttribute 2.1: Customer satisfaction with translationsAttribute 2.2: Improvements suggested to the translation by the customerAttribute 2.3: Customer ratings of the importance of having documenta-tion translated to their native languageEntity 3: Customer contact (surveyed person)Attribute 3.1: Role in organization (job responsibilities)Entity 4: Customer organizationAttribute 4.1: Primary businessAttribute 4.2: Type of activitiesEntity 5: Product being supportedAttribute 5.1: Product nameAttribute 5.2: Product versionAttribute 5.3: Platform (operating system)The above list includes the attributes associated with existing metrics as wellas new attributes suggested by the interviewee. Figure 4.2 depicts the GQMstructure for documentation group. As before, the metrics are referred to by thequestion number in the survey questionnaire. The rectangles indicate that theattribute was suggested by the interviewee's goals but is not being measured yet.These missing metrics are needed to measure attributes 1.4 , 1.5, 1.1.3, 1.1.4,and 1.5.1. Attribute 1.1.3 is considered di�cult to measure because the manualnames are product speci�c.The crossed out metrics { Q15h, Q15i, Q14b, Q14c, Q20m, Q45c, Q45a, andQ45b { indicate that their associated attributes were considered irrelevant by thedocumentation group. They are extraneous from their point of view. It is worthnoticing that the tutorials questions { Q15h and Q15i { was being used only bythis group and are now considered extraneous overall. They will certainly beremoved from next year survey questionnaire.As before, the interviewee comments and GQM structure for the group wererecorded. They will be used as input to the annual questionnaire review (modi-�cation), and in future improvement cycles with the documentation group.68
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4.2.3 Usability InterviewThe usability interview was also done in 1997. It followed a script quite di�erentfrom the previous ones. The usability group does not use the survey data asmuch as the other groups do. They rely on a more speci�c survey done throughthe World Wide Web with users of beta versions their products. This survey isproduct speci�c and focuses on usability, installability, and the overall producto�ering (the usability group is interested in all aspects of the user's \product-experience"). In the �rst contact with the group, the group manager suggestedthat we talk with the person responsible for those beta-surveys inside the group.Contrary to the other interviewees this person was not a manager but an expertin measurement.The GQM process could not be completely applied with this interviewee. Hecould list the group goals and identify a large set of usability attributes, but hecould not identify which of those attributes should be surveyed by the CUSTSATMF. One of the reasons for this is that the main usability attributes are still beingdiscussed at IBM. The following measurement goals were identi�ed during thisinterview:Goal 1: Analyze the customers (users) in order to characterize themwith respect to expertise (in usage) and familiarity with thecompetition.Goal 2: Analyze the product in order to characterize it with respectto customer acceptance.Goal 3: Analyze the user interface in order to evaluate it with re-spect to intuitiveness, visual appeal, and task e�ciency.Goal 4: Analyze the full product o�ering in order understand itsproblems with respect to usability, reliability, capability, andinstallability.During this interview we learned that there is a committee at the corporatelevel that is currently de�ning a standard set of software usability attributesto be measured during the software development process. We contacted therepresentative of this group inside the Toronto Laboratory. He was able to suggesta list of relevant candidate attributes for the CUSTSAT survey. The followingrelevant entities and attributes were identi�ed:Entity 1: Full product o�eringAttr. 1.1: Overall customer satisfactionAttr. 1.2: Reasons that the customer has to be dissatis�ed with the prod-uct 70



Attr. 1.3: Satisfaction with �rst experience with the productAttr. 1.4: Satisfaction with integration of product partsAttr. 1.5: Satisfaction with the product capability (functionality)Attr. 1.6: Improvements suggested to the product functionality by the cus-tomerAttr. 1.7: Satisfaction with the product reliability and availabilityAttr. 1.8: Improvements requested in reliability by the customerAttr. 1.9: Satisfaction with the product documentationAttr. 1.10: Product name.Attr. 1.11: Product version.Attr. 1.12: Product platform (operating system).Entity 1.1: User interfaceAttr. 1.1.1: Overall satisfaction with the product ease of useAttr. 1.1.2: Improvements suggested to the user interface by the cus-tomerAttr. 1.1.3: Satisfaction with user model (user model reects the waythe customer works)Attr. 1.1.4: Satisfaction with ease of interaction and navigation (easeof moving around and do things using input devices { e.g., mouseand keyboard)Attr. 1.1.5: Satisfaction with user interface consistency (similar fea-tures look similar in di�erent parts of the product)Attr. 1.1.6: Satisfaction with video and audio appeal (appearance ispleasant in terms of color, layout, and graphics; the use of soundenhances the product)Attr. 1.1.7: Satisfaction with task execution e�ciency (tasks can becompleted in the minimal number of steps).Attr. 1.1.8: User assistance satisfaction (features that provide helpare useful and easy to use).Entity 1.2: Installation processAttr. 1.2.1: Satisfaction with product installabilityAttr. 1.2.2: Satisfaction with product uninstallabilityAttr. 1.2.3: Improvements suggested to the installation process bythe customerEntity 2: User (customer contact)Attribute 2.1: Familiarity with competitionAttribute 2.2: Expertise with productThe GQM structure for the usability group is shown in Figure 4.3. This �gureincludes the attributes associated with existing metrics as well as new attributessuggested by the second interviewee. As before, the metrics are referred to bythe question number in the survey questionnaire. The rectangles indicate thatthe attribute was suggested by the interviewee but is not being measured yet.These missing metrics are needed to measure attributes 1.3, 1.4, 1.1.3-1.1.7, 1.2.3and 2.2. Attribute 2.2 (user expertise) is considered di�cult to be measured71
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in surveys. Most of the missing metrics (1.1.3-1.1.7) make the bulk of a newattribute group { the usability attributes.4.3 Bottom-up Analyses in the CUSTSAT MFOur objective in applying the bottom-up analysis to the CUSTSAT MF is toextract new knowledge from the existing customer satisfaction data. More specif-ically, the data is explored to:1. gain new business insights.2. learn how the CUSTSAT information can be better collected and used.Following the Section 3.3.1 guidelines, the following method was used to applythe AF Technique to the CUSTSAT data: (1) de�ne an AF analysis using thegeneric relationship questions (GRQs); (2) collect and format the data for theanalysis; (3) run the analysis; (4) review and organize diagrams; (5) interpret theresulting diagrams. The �rst and �fth steps do require the participation of an\expert." The CUSTSAT data manager at Toronto was responsible for de�ningthe AF analyses and interpreting most of their results. The most interestingresults were then shown to the data users during the data manager's periodicalCUSTSAT data presentations.This dissertation discusses AF analyses executed in 1995 and 1996. The 1995analyses were planned based on some interesting results2 obtained in 1994, whenwe �rst experimented with the AF tool. Although these \1995 analyses" wereplanned in the Fall of 1995, they were actually ran between December 1995 andFebruary 1996 when I had already returned to the University of Maryland. Duringthis period, I ran many analyses before the experts could review the diagrams.This proved to be a mistake.In the data manager's �rst review of these diagrams (in June 1996), he com-mented that the diagrams were not showing clear results. We end up not extract-ing any major piece of knowledge from this large set of analyses. We concludedthat the \1995 analyses" produced a large number of low level facts that did notlead to much knowledge discovery. This led us to adopt a more structured datamining approach for the \1996 analyses." We decided to �rst focus on the mostimportant attributes. Those that inuenced the laboratory's business decisionsthe most. We also decided to use data sets that involved whole product classes to-gether. Classes involving all the products for a certain platform (e.g, mainframe,workstation, and PC products) or application type (e.g., compiler and database2The data manager wanted to investigate what was the impact of the customer character-istics (factual information) on the CUPRIMDS (subjective) attributes.73



Attribute Meaning Attr. ClassVENDOR Vendor name VendorPROD TYPE Product appl. type (DB, AD, or other) ProdTypePLATFORM Product Platform (PC, WK, MR, MF) ProdTypeCsat Satisfaction with capability SatAUsat Satisfaction with ease of use SatAPsat Sat w/response time performance SatARsat Sat with reliability SatADsat Sat with documentation SatAOsat Overall satisfaction with product SatAUPGRADE Likelihood of upgrading SatAVENDORsat Overall satisfaction w/vendor SatARATING Rating versus other products SatAREC PRODUCT Likelihood of recommending SatATable 4.6: Attributes Used in the Vendor � ProdType � SatA Analysisproducts) together. Our objective was to �rst explore the important data at acoarse granularity and later re�ne the analyses according to the obtained results.The following sections present the \1996 analyses." They summarize the inter-esting results extracted by the data manager during the 1996 diagram reviewinterviews.4.3.1 AF Analysis 1 { Satisfaction Attributes � ProductClassesThe �rst 1996 analysis involved all SWS products and their competitors. Thedata manager set the following GRQ for this analysis: How do \Vendor" and\ProdType" a�ect \SatA ?" Our objective was to identify the satisfaction at-tributes (SatAs) in which IBM was better or worse than the competition. TheProdType attribute class is used to detail the satisfaction by platform and prod-uct application type3. The attributes used in the other attribute classes are listedin Table 4.6.The VENDOR, PROD TYPE, and PLATFORM attributes were especiallyderived for this �rst analysis. The VENDOR attribute has only two values { IBM(Lotus+IBM) and Competition (all others). It was derived from the product3The product type was added after an initial analysis trial that did not produce many results.This initial trial also included the decision makers satisfaction attributes. We split this trial inthe analyses describe here and in the next section.74
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Figure 4.4: Most \Interesting" Diagram Produced in the First 1996 Analysisvendor name. PROD TYPE has three values { AD (application development{ compiler), DB (database), and OTHER (all others). It was derived from theproduct name. PLATFORM has four values { PC (Personal Computer), WK(Workstation), MR (Mid Range), and MF (Mainframe). It was derived from theproduct's operating system name.This analysis was run over the 1995 North America CUSTSAT data. A totalof 8385 data points were used. Overall, the AF tool produced 19 diagrams forthe Vendor � ProdType � SatA analysis. An auxiliary analysis { involving onlyProdType � SatA { was also run. It produced 13 diagrams that helped us tointerpret the original analysis. These diagrams were grouped using the algorithmshowed in page 49. They were revised by the data manager in the end of June.The insights gained from them are listed in Appendix C.1.The main result produced from this analysis is shown in Figure 4.4. In general,IBM had a signi�cantly better performance than the competition in a certainattribute of its products. Let us call it Ssat1. The PLATFORM attribute showedus that this advantage originated from the mainframe platform. In other words,IBM products were much better than the competition with respect to Ssat1 inthe mainframe platform and had similar scores in other platforms.This result is interesting because Ssat1 is a very important feature. However,75



Attribute Meaning Attr. ClassVENDOR Vendor name VendorPROD TYPE Product appl. type (DB, AD, or other) ProdTypePLATFORM Product Platform (PC, WK, MR, MF) ProdTypePRICEsat Satisfaction with price DMsatATERMSsat Sat w/terms and conditions DMsatACOMP PRICEsat Sat w/competitive pricing DMsatAWILL REPURCHASE Would repurchase product DMsatATable 4.7: Attributes Used in the Vendor � ProdType � DMsatA Analysisthe result was not novel. The data managers already knew about it. In thiscase, there was no knowledge discovered. Nonetheless, this was an illustrativeexperience for us. Two years ago, the data managers ran many statistical analysisto discover this very same information. The bottom-up method was able to �ndthis interesting fact in a fast and cheap way.4.3.2 AF Analysis 2 { Decision Makers Sat Attributes �Product ClassesThe second 1996 analysis also involved all SWS products and their competitors.It was done together with the previous analysis and involved the decision makerssatisfaction attributes (DMsatA). The decision makers are those customers thatwere involved is the decision to buy the surveyed product. The set up for thisanalysis is similar to the previous one. We used the the following GRQ: Howdo \Vendor" and \ProdType" a�ect \DMsatA ?" The attributes used in theDMsatA attribute class are listed in Table 4.7.This analysis was run over the 1995 North America CUSTSAT data. A to-tal of 3673 data points were used. Overall, the AF tool produced 9 diagramsfor the Vendor � ProdType � DMsatA analysis. An auxiliary analysis { Prod-Type � DMsatA { produced 2 diagrams that helped us to interpret the originalanalysis. All these diagrams were grouped as before. They were revised by thedata manager in the end of June. The insights gained from them are listed inAppendix C.2.4.3.3 AF Analyses 3-6 { Local Support � MIAsNext, a set of analyses was run to study the impact of the local support satis-faction (LSsat) attributes on the most important (MIA) satisfaction attributes.The analyses involved all North America customers that had used the local sup-76



Attribute Meaning Attr. ClassLS WHO Who provided local support LSwhoPROD TYPE Product appl. type (DB, AD, or other) ProdTypePLATFORM Product Platform (PC, WK, MR, MF) ProdTypeLS SALESsat Sat w/local sales support LSsatALS TECHsat Sat w/local technical supp. LSsatALS EDUsat Sat w/local education supp. LSsatAUPGRADE Likelihood of upgrading MIAVENDORsat Overall satisfaction w/vendor MIAOsat Overall satisfaction with product MIARATING Rating versus other products MIAREC PRODUCT Likelihood of recommending the product MIAWILL REPURCHASE Would repurchase MIATable 4.8: Attributes Used in the 1996 Local Support Analysesport in the last 6 months. The attribute \LSwho" was used to determine whogave the local support: IBM, Competition, or Third Party. The attribute classesused in these analyses are shown in Table 4.8. The MIA class contains the mostimportant attributes from the senior management point of view. Using the fourattribute classes in Table 4.8, we ran the following analyses:1. How does \LSwho" a�ect \MIA ?" [diagrams 1-6]2. How does \ProdType" a�ect \LSsat ?" [diagrams 7-11]3. How does \LSsat" a�ect \MIA ?" [diagrams 12-21]4. How do \LSwho" and \LSsat" a�ect \MIA ?" [diagrams 22-55]1191 data points { 591 for IBM and 600 for competition { were used in eachanalysis. With respect to the local support provider, the data is divided as 479supported by IBM, 435 supported by competition, and 277 supported by thirdparty. Overall, the AF tool produced 55 diagrams for these analyses. Thesediagrams were grouped by explained attribute by analysis. They were reviewedby the data manager in three distinct meetings. The insights gained from themare listed in Appendix C.3.As seen in Appendix C.3, this analyses provided several interesting results.Here are some of the most intriguing ones:� The competition may improve the ratings for some MIAs signi�cantly ifthey improve their local support (Appendix C.3, Business Insights 15-18).77



Attribute Meaning Attr. ClassCsat Satisfaction with capability FsatUsat Satisfaction with ease of use FsatPsat Sat w/response time performance FsatRsat Sat with reliability FsatDsat Sat with documentation FsatLS-Sales Sat w/local sales support FsatLS-Tech Sat w/local technical supp. FsatLS-Edu Sat w/local education supp. FsatUPGRADE Likelihood of upgrading MIAVENDORsat Overall satisfaction w/vendor MIAOsat Overall satisfaction with product MIARATING Rating versus other products MIARECOMMEND Likelihood of recommending MIAREPURCHASE Would repurchase product MIATable 4.9: Attributes Used in the 1996 Fsats � MIAs Analysis� A good technical support provided by a third party may have an enormouspositive impact in one of the MIAs (Appendix C.3, Business Insight 12).� In general, the LSsats showed very high associations with the MIAs.The data manager was particularly intrigued by the last result. He alwaysconsidered the CUPRIMDS attributes to be most important drivers of the MIAs.This result raised the question: are the LSsats as important as the CUPRIMDSwith respect to the MIAs ? This question generated the following analysis.4.3.4 AF Analysis 7 - CUPRD and Local Support �MIAsThe next analysis was designed to compare the impact of the CUPRIMDS andlocal support attributes on the MIAs. The CUPRIMDS and local support at-tributes were combined in one attribute class called Fsat. The Fsat and MIAclasses are listed in Table 4.9. Isat, Msat, and Ssat were not included becauseonly part of the customers answer these questions. Their null values would com-promise the interestingness (attribute association) calculations.The analysis { Fsat�MIA { involved all North America customers that hadused the local support in the last 6 months. Overall, we used 1191 data points {591 for IBM and 600 for competition. The analysis was run with zero cuto� andasked for the �rst 40 of the 48 possible diagrams (8 Fsats � 6 MIAs). Diagrams78



were initially grouped by MIAs and interestingness level. However, we noticedthat the Fsats had very di�erent negative and positive impacts on the MIAs. Forexample, the �rst diagram produced was \Csat�MIA1." Its interestingness levelwas determined by the fact that for \Csat=very satis�ed," \MIA1=very satis�ed"rose from 33.2 to 67.2%. So, what made this diagram interesting was Csat positiveimpact on MIA1. On the other hand, \Rsat�MIA1" interestingness level wasdetermined by the fact that for \Rsat=not satis�ed," \MIA1=not satis�ed" rosefrom 8.6 to 42.6%. So, what made this diagram interesting was Rsat negativeimpact on MIA1. For this reason, we decided to review the diagrams twice: (1)once with the diagrams ordered by Fsat positive impact on the MIAs; and (2)once with the diagrams ordered my Fsat negative impact on the MIAs.In order to improve visualization, the facts expressed in the diagrams weresummarized on Table 4.10. This table shows the positive and negative impacts ofthe Fsats on the MIAs. The positive impact was determined by the percentageof \very satis�ed" (VS) answers for a MIA attribute given that the customerswere \very satis�ed" with a Fsat attribute. The negative impact was determinedby the percentage of \not satis�ed" (NS) answers for a MIA given that the cus-tomers were \not satis�ed" with a Fsat attribute. The MIA's original VS andNS percentages are shown on the table's �rst column. The stars (*) mark thestrongest impacts. The question marks (?) ag unreliable4 impacts.In order to preserve the IBM proprietary information, the MIAs are not ex-plicitly identi�ed in Table 4.10. The order of MIA attributes in Table 4.9 are notrelated to the order of MIA attributes in Table 4.10. The insights gained fromTable 4.10 are listed in Appendix C.4. Here are some of the most intriguing ones:� For some MIAs, LSsats are sometimes as important as the factors like prod-uct performance or reliability. For example, Table 4.10 shows that \localsupport sales" (a LSsat) has a higher positive impact than \reliability" withrespect to MIA3.� The same attributes had di�erent types of impacts in di�erent MIAs. Forexample, \local support sales" was one of the attributes with the highestpositive association with MIA5, while it was one of the attributes with thelowest positive associations with MIA1. This was a surprise because thereused to be an implicit assumption that the Fsats were associated in moreor less the same way with di�erent MIAs.� The same attributes may have quite di�erent positive and negative impactsin the same MIAs. For example, \reliability" has a very high negativeimpact and a surprisingly low positive impact in MIA4.4This happens when the value distribution of a MIA varies signi�cantly from when it isdrawn from all possible values, to when it is drawn from the non-null values of a given Fsat.79



MIA Pos. Impact New VS Neg. Impact New NSCsat (*) 67.2% Rsat (*) 42.6%VS=33.2% Psat (*) 65.6% Csat (*) 41.4%Usat 61.6% Psat 29.3%MIA1 Dsat 59.0% Usat 29.3%Rsat 57.6% LS-Tech 20.8%NS=8.6% LS-Sales 51.9% Dsat 20.2%LS-Edu 51.8% LS-Sales 15.4%LS-Tech 50.3% LS-Edu 14.3%VS=18.5% Dsat (?) 33.0% Csat (*) 70.2%Csat 31.8% Psat 59.3%MIA2 Usat 31.1% Rsat 57.5%Psat 30.5% Usat 53.3%NS=26.8% Rsat 27.4% Dsat 45.6%VS=53.9% LS-Sales (*) 72.3% Csat (*) 29.9%Psat 67.2% Rsat (*) 27.6%MIA3 Csat 66.9% Psat (*) 25.0%LS-Tech 65.9% Usat 21.0%NS=11.5% Rsat 64.1% LS-Sales 18.6%Usat 63.3% LS-Tech 17.8%Csat (*) 62.5% Rsat (*) 48.3%VS=36.0% Psat (*) 61.6% Csat 40.3%Dsat (*) 61.1% Usat 32.3%MIA4 Usat (*) 60.5% Psat 28.6%LS-Tech 57.2% LS-Tech 28.6%NS=11.1% LS-Sales 57.0% Dsat 24.2%Rsat 54.7% LS-Sales 23.7%LS-Edu 54.4% LS-Edu 19.2%VS=27.8% LS-Sales (*) 42.1% Rsat (*) 20.7%Psat 39.4% Csat 16.1%MIA5 Usat 38.5% Psat 12.9%Csat 38.2% Usat 11.4%NS=4.7% Rsat 35.3% LS-Sales 9.6%Csat (*) 72.1% Csat (*) 44.9%VS=48.7% LS-Sales (*) 69.4% Rsat 38.0%Psat (*) 68.9% Usat 37.7%MIA6 Rsat 66.6% Psat 35.0%Usat 66.4% LS-Tech 28.6%NS=13.3% LS-Tech 65.6% Dsat 27.8%LS-Edu 64.5% LS-Sales 21.8%Dsat 61.1% LS-Edu 16.8%Table 4.10: Fsats � MIAs Results80



Attribute Meaning Attr. ClassCsat Satisfaction with capability CUPRIMDSUsat Satisfaction with ease of use CUPRIMDSPsat Sat w/response time performance CUPRIMDSRsat Sat with reliability CUPRIMDSIsat Sat with installability CUPRIMDSMsat Sat with maintainability CUPRIMDSDsat Sat with documentation CUPRIMDSSsat Sat with service support CUPRIMDSUPGRADE Likelihood of upgrading MIAVENDORsat Overall satisfaction w/vendor MIAOsat Overall satisfaction with product MIARATING Rating versus other products MIARECOMMEND Likelihood of recommending MIAREPURCHASE Would repurchase MIATable 4.11: Attributes Used in the 1996 DB CUPRIMDS � MIAs AnalysisThese facts led to more than new business insights. They showed that someassumptions about the data were incorrect or incomplete. They implied thatsome of the data analyses and models needed to be revised or re�ned.These facts also led to the question: which is the most important MIA for theorganization ? (Appendix C.4, MF Insight 6). This question cannot be answeredwith the data available in the MF, but it may be used to de�ne new measurementgoals. It is an AF result that can be mapped back to new GQM-based interviews.4.3.5 AF Analysis 8 { CUPRIMDS � MIAsThe next analysis was designed to compare the impact of the CUPRIMDS on theMIAs: CUPRIMDS�MIA. The CUPRIMDS and MIA attribute classes are listedin Table 4.11. The analysis involved all North America data points on \database"products. Overall, we used 682 data points { 499 for PC, 69 for workstation, and114 for mainframe databases. The analysis was ran with zero cuto� and asked forthe 48 possible diagrams (8 CUPRIMDS � 6 MIAs). Like the previous analysis,diagrams were grouped by positive and negative impacts on the MIAs.In order to improve visualization, the facts expressed in the diagrams weresummarized on Table 4.12. Like the previous one, this table shows positiveand negative impacts of the CUPRIMDS on the MIAs. The stars (*) mark thestrongest impacts. Questions used to measure Ssat, Isat, and Msat are onlyanswered by customers that have used the service support, are installers, or are81



MIA Pos. Impact VS Neg. Impact NSPsat (*) 59.9% Csat (*) 35.2%VS=25.4% Usat 55.6% Rsat (*) 34.8%Msat 54.9% Ssat 21.6%MIA1 Csat 53.4% Usat 21.4%Dsat 48.5% Msat 20.4%NS=8.1% Isat 42.1% Psat 19.3%Rsat 41.6% Isat 16.7%Ssat 37.2% Dsat 15.5%Msat (*) (?) 34.4% Rsat (*) 74.0%VS=16.0% Psat (*) 32.3% Csat (*) 66.2%Isat (?) 29.9% Psat 51.6%MIA2 Usat 28.9% Msat 48.1%Csat 28.4% Usat 47.3%NS=28.0% Dsat 25.4% Isat 41.0%Rsat 25.2% Ssat 40.5%Ssat 21.8% Dsat 39.1%Ssat (*) (?) 71.8% Rsat (*) 34.8%VS=52.5% Msat (*) (?) 71.3% Csat 23.9%Usat 65.9% Psat 20.4%MIA3 Dsat 61.9% Dsat 18.4%Csat 61.8% Usat 18.3%NS=14.2% Isat 60.4% Isat 17.9%Psat 59.9% Msat (?) 14.8%Rsat 59.6% Ssat (?) 10.8%Table 4.12: MIAs� CUPRIMDS (Part a)
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MIA Pos. Impact VS Neg. Impact NSMsat (*) 59.0% Rsat (*) 47.9%VS=32.0% Usat (*) 57.0% Msat 29.6%Psat (*) 56.9% Csat 28.2%MIA4 Csat 53.9% Ssat 21.6%Dsat 51.5% Usat 19.8%NS=10.7% Rsat 50.6% Isat 19.2%Isat 47.7% Psat 17.2%Ssat 43.6% Dsat 17.2%Msat (*) (?) 58.2% Csat (*) 22.5%VS=34.0% Isat (?) 50.2% Rsat (*) 21.7%Usat 48.9% Psat 17.2%MIA5 Psat 48.5% Msat 14.8%Ssat 46.1% Usat 13.7%NS=5.6% Rsat 46.0% Ssat 13.5%Csat 44.1% Dsat 9.2%Dsat 39.5% Isat 7.7%Msat (*) (?) 63.1% Csat (*) 46.5%VS=41.1% Usat (*) 63.0% Rsat (*) 43.5%Psat (*) 62.3% Msat 38.9%MIA6 Csat (*) 61.8% Usat 35.9%Dsat 58.2% Psat 35.5%NS=16.4% Ssat 56.4% Ssat 35.1%Rsat 55.0% Isat 24.3%Isat 52.3% Dsat 23.6%Table 4.12: MIAs� CUPRIMDS (Part b)
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maintainers, respectively. Their positive and negative impacts are computedusing sub-sets of the total data set. They can be arti�cially inated or deated,if the value distribution for the MIA varies with those data sets. The questionsmarks (?) indicates where this happened.In order to preserve the IBM proprietary information, the MIAs are not ex-plicitly identi�ed in Table 4.12. The insights gained from Table 4.12 are listed inAppendix C.5. Here are some of the most intriguing ones:� For database products, performance and usability seems to have a very highpositive impact in some MIAs.� Reliability has low positive and very high negative impacts on all MIAs.The high negative impact was expected but the low positive impact wasnot.� The very high maintainability impacts on the MIAs led to a very interestinginsight about the MF itself. A CUSTSAT data manager of another IBMlaboratory has raised the hypothesis that some customers may be misinter-preting \maintainability" as the ability to maintain the database instead ofthe ability to maintain the product.If the hypothesis raised in the last insight is true, the survey would not bemeasuring what the data managers want the maintainability question to measure.Because of this insight, the maintainability question will be closely monitored onfuture surveys.
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Chapter 5ValidationOur work addresses three key issues: (1) better understanding the on-going mea-surement; (2) better structuring it; and (3) better exploring the data that theorganization has already collected. It does not intend to be a comprehensiveor de�nitive approach to improve measurement frameworks. As listed in Sec-tion 1.2.1, our work objectives are:O1- discovering interesting data distributions and associations in the MFdatabaseO2- visualizing data distributions and associations in the MF databaseO3- assessing the importance of metrics for speci�c user groups and for theorganization as a wholeO4- assessing the structure (i.e., measurement instrument, scale, and do-main value) of metrics used in the MFO5- assessing the appropriateness of the data collection processO6- assessing the importance of data analyses for speci�c user groups andfor the organization as a wholeO7- understanding and documenting the needs of users with respect toexisting metrics, data analyses, and data presentationsO8- understanding and documenting the measurement goals of the MFdata usersO9- identifying new applications and user groups for the dataO10- identifying the need for new metrics, data analyses, and data presen-tations 85



5.1 Validation GoalsWe do not claim that our approach completely ful�lls all the objectives listedabove. The validation of our work aims to:1. Determine if those objectives are really important for improving a measure-ment framework.2. Evaluate the degree to which our approach ful�lled those objectives via thecase study3. Evaluate the cost at which our approach ful�lled those objectives in thecase studyThese issues can be expressed as the following GQM goals:G1. Analyze the improvement objectives in order to evaluate them withrespect to relevance from the data manager's point of view.G2. Analyze the new approach in order to evaluate it with respect toe�ectiveness from the data manager's and data users' points of view.G2.1. Analyze the existing improvement process in order to charac-terize it with respect to e�ectiveness from the data manager'sand data users' points of view.G2.2. Analyze the new approach in order to characterize it with re-spect to e�ectiveness from the data manager's and data users'points of view.G3. Analyze our approach in order to evaluate it with respect to cost fromthe data manager's and data users' points of view.5.2 Validation ProcessA set of objective and subjective validations was performed to achieve the goals:V1. In order to achieve the �rst validation goal (relevance of the objectives),the data manager was asked to subjectively judge how important each of thelisted objectives is to improving the CUSTSAT measurement framework.V2. In order to achieve the second validation goal (approach e�ectiveness),we: 86



V2.1 asked the data manager to: (1) subjectively judge the e�ective-ness of the phases that compose our approach in ful�lling the listedobjectives, and (2) compare them with the current ad-hoc improve-ment process.V2.2 compared the direct impact of the use of the approach on theCUSTSAT measurement framework with its ad-hoc improvement pro-cess.V3. In order to achieve the third validation goal (the approach cost), we:V3.1 asked the data manager to subjectively judge how cost e�ectivethe three steps of the approach were.V3.2 measured how much e�ort was needed to apply the steps thatcompose our approach, and compared it with the e�ort to apply thead-hoc improvement process.V1 is referred to as the validation of the objectives relevance, V2.1 and V2.2are referred to as the validation of the approach e�ectiveness, and V3.1 and V3.2are referred to as validation of the approach cost e�ectiveness. V1, V2.1, andV3.1 are based on subjective evaluations. V2.2 and V3.2 are based on objectiveevaluations.5.3 The Subjective Validation QuestionnaireThe data for validations V1, V2.1, and V3.1 was collected jointly through onequestionnaire submitted to the data manager. The aim of this questionnaire was:(1) to check how important the approach objectives are (V1); (2) to check howe�ective the ad hoc process is in ful�lling those objectives and how much eachstep of our approach has contributed towards ful�lling them (V2.1); and, (3) tocheck how cost e�ective our approach was (V3.1).The questionnaire was divided by subject in six parts:Part 1: Knowledge discovery and data visualization.Part 2: Questions and questionnaire format evaluation.Part 3: Assessment of the importance of questions, data analyses and datapresentations.Part 4: Understanding of user needs and goals.Part 5: Identi�cation of new user groups and de�nition of new questions,data analyses, and data presentations.87



Part 6: Overall cost e�ectiveness evaluation.The questionnaire used in the subjective validation is shown in Appendix D.The mapping between its questions and the approach objectives and validationgoals is annotated in italic font in the questionnaire itself.5.4 Importance of the Improvement ObjectivesThe validation questionnaire shown in Appendix D was used to evaluate theimportance of the improvement objectives listed in the beginning of this chapter(V1). For that, the questionnaire has �ve point ordinal scale questions at thebeginning of each section. These questions use the letters (A), (B), (C), (D),and (E) to quantify the improvement objectives. Option (A) meaning that theimprovement objective has no importance at all. Option (E) meaning that theimprovement objective has absolute importance.Intelligent data exploration and knowledge discovery (O1) were considered of\some importance" (may be \of great importance") to the data manager business(C+). Visualization of data (O2) was considered of \great importance" (D) tothe data manager business.The ability to evaluate the metric's usefulness (O3) was considered of \abso-lute importance" (E) to the data manager business. The ability to evaluate theDA/P's usefulness (O6) was also considered of \absolute importance" (E). Theability to evaluate the structure of the metrics (O4) was considered somewherebetween \of great importance" and \of absolute importance" (D+). The abilityto evaluate the questionnaire structure (O5) was considered of \great importance"(D). The ability to identify new metrics (O10) was considered of \absolute im-portance" (E). The ability to identify new DA/Ps (O10) was considered of \greatimportance" (D).The ability to understand user goals (O8) was considered of \great impor-tance" (D). The ability to understand user needs (O7) was considered of \abso-lute importance" (E). Last but not least, the ability to identify new applicationsand user groups for the data (O9) was considered of \great importance" (D) bythe data manager.Figure 5.1 summarize the importance scores. It shows that, according to thedata manager's subjective opinion, all the improvement objectives listed beforeare very relevant to the CUSTSAT MF.5.5 Methods E�ectivenessThe new approach was evaluated objectively by comparing the results obtainedby its methods against the ad hoc improvements done to the MF during the88



O2 - visualize data
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Figure 5.1: Subjective Rating of the Improvement Objectives1995-97 period (V2.2). It was also evaluated subjectively by the answers givenby the Toronto Lab data manager (V2.1) in the validation questionnaire.5.5.1 Objective EvaluationIn order to validate V2, the impact of the new approach on the CUSTSAT surveyquestionnaire and on other parts of the measurement framework will be analyzed.The data for validation V2.2 was directly collected as follows:� Impact on the CUSTSAT questionnaire{ Survey questions (SQs) modi�ed per user group. Relates to objectiveO4.{ New SQs per user group. Relates to objectives O3 and O10.{ Dropped SQs per user group. Relates to objectives O3 and O10.{ Questions relocated inside the questionnaire. Relates to objective O5.� Impacts on data usage{ New data user groups. Relates to objective O9.{ New data uses (DA/Ps). Relates to objectives O6 and O10.{ Reviewed DA/Ps. Relates to objectives O6 and O10.89



yr. # of Method Suggested Implementedquestions MQs NQs NQa DQg DQo MQi NQi DQi95 6 Ad hoc na na na na na 0 4+2 096 12 GQM 0 8 6 4 0 0 4 0Ad hoc na na na na na 0 3 0Table 5.1: Results of the GQM Interviews with the Service Support Group� Insights gained from data analyses. Relates to objectives O1 and O2.These factors were evaluated for each of the three phases of the new approach,and compared to the ad-hoc MF modi�cation process. Due to the small numberof data points intrinsic to this type of case study, more attention is spent toidentify the nature of the results obtained than to quantify them. The analysisdone in this section is mostly qualitative.Impact on the QuestionnaireTable 5.1 shows the comparison between the results of the GQM interviews withthe service support (SS) group and the ad hoc process. The �rst column showsthe year the method was applied. The second column shows the number ofsurvey questions that were used by the group in that year's questionnaire. Thethird column shows the method name (GQM or ad hoc). The next �ve columnslist the number of modi�cations suggested by the GQM method to the surveyquestionnaire. The following three columns show the modi�cations e�ectivelyimplemented in the questionnaire.At this point, it is important to remark that the modi�cations have to beapproved by a committee before they can be implemented. This \CUSTSATcommittee" is composed of CUSTSAT data managers from all SWS laboratories(Toronto, Raleigh, Santa Teresa, and Germany) and representatives from sales,headquarters, and manufacturing.Table 5.1 compares modi�cations prompted by the GQM interview with oneSS group against modi�cations prompted ad hoc by all SS groups of the SWSlaboratories (Toronto, Raleigh, Santa Teresa, and Germany). Table 5.1 registersjust the modi�cations actually made ad hoc to the CUSTSAT questionnaire. Itwas impossible to track down all the ad hoc modi�cation suggestions, becausethere is no organized record of those suggestions inside the SWS laboratories.This information is marked as not available (NA) in Table 5.1.Let us now look at Table 5.1 in more detail. Inside the \suggested" and\implemented" columns there are eight sub-columns:90



MQ stands for modi�ed questions (in the scale or range of value.)MQs stands for question modi�cation suggested.MQi stands for question modi�cation implemented.NQ stands for new questions.NQs stands for new question suggested.NQa stands for new question suggested and adoptable.NQi stands for new question implemented.DQ stands for dropped questions.DQg stands for questions found to be droppable for the interviewedgroup.DQo stands for questions that are clearly droppable overall.DQi stands for questions that were dropped.The �rst line of Table 5.1 indicates that in the 1995 questionnaire there weresix questions that were considered of interest to the service support group. Ofthose, none were modi�ed or dropped. The numbers \4+2" in this line indicatesthat six new questions were implemented in the 1996 questionnaire and consid-ered possibly useful to the SS group. Four of these were written speci�callyfor the group (based on ad hoc requests). The other two were general questionsthought to be useful to the SS group and later (in the GQM interview) consideredextraneous by them.The number of questions believed to be useful to the SS group in the followingyear (12) is equal to the summation of the number of questions in the �rst line:6 existing plus 6 new questions.The GQM method was applied to the SS group in 1996. Looking at the GQMstructure for this group (Figure 4.1), one can identify 8 missing metrics. Six ofthese can be implemented and two are considered di�cult to measure. This wasrepresented by NQs = 8 and NQa = 6 in the table. One can also identify 4generic questions that are extraneous from the SS point of view. None of thesecan (yet) be considered extraneous overall. This is represented by DQg = 4 andDQo = 0 in the table.As the GQM structure for the service support group was available in 1996,it was used as one of the inputs for the 1996/1997 questionnaire modi�cationmeetings. The \implemented" column indicates that 4 of the 6 questions sug-gested by the GQM method were e�ectively implemented (NQi = 4). Two of thesix attributes associated with black rectangles in Figure 4.1 were not e�ectively91



yr. # of Method Suggested Implementedquestions MQs NQs NQa DQg DQo MQi NQi DQi95 18 Ad hoc na na na na na 1 1+1 196 19 Ad hoc na na na na na 1 2 197 20 GQM 1 5 4 8 2 na na naAd hoc na na na na na na na naTable 5.2: Results of the GQM Interviews with the Documentation Groupadopted by the CUSTSAT committee. The attribute \most disliked attribute"was considered to be already covered by the attribute \suggested improvements"(Q18E). The attribute \satisfaction with commitment level" was considered dif-�cult to measure and of particular interest to the service support group at theToronto laboratory.The third line of Table 5.1 shows that, besides the 4 metrics suggested bythe GQM method, 3 other new metrics were added to the 1997 questionnairebecause of ad hoc requests. Those metrics were added due to a request from aSS group from another laboratory. They are questions about the new Internetsupport activities (later adopted by all SS groups).Table 5.2 shows the comparison between the results of the GQM interviewswith the documentation group (ID) and the ad hoc process. Table 5.2 does notshow the number of modi�cations e�ectively implemented in the questionnaire.This is because the interviews with this group were performed in 1997. The mod-i�cations suggested by these interviews will only be discussed by the CUSTSATcommittee in the beginning of 1998.When compared with the SS group's questions, fewer ad hoc modi�cationswere done to the ID group's questions. There were two new questions imple-mented in 1995. One of them was later found to be extraneous for the group. Aspreviously, this is represented by NQi = 1+ 1 in Table 5.2. Two other questionswere implemented in 1996 based on an ad hoc request from the Toronto ID group.These metrics are the questions about tutorials shown in Figure 4.2.The tutorial questions were found to be extraneous in the 1997 GQM in-terview. In fact, they were considered extraneous overall, and will probably bedropped in the 1998 questionnaire. Besides these two questions, six others wereconsidered extraneous for the ID group only. This is represented by DQg = 8and DQo = 2 in Table 5.2. As shown by the rectangles in Figure 4.2, the 1997ID GQM interview also produced 5 new metrics. Four of these were considered\easy" to measure by the Toronto Lab data manager. This is represented byNQs = 5 and NQa = 4 in Table 5.2. The four \adoptable" questions will be92



yr. # of Method Suggested Implementedquestions MQs NQs NQa DQg DQo MQi NQi DQi95 17 Ad hoc na na na na na 0 0 196 16 Ad hoc na na na na na 0 0 097 16 GQM 0 9 8 0 0 na na naAd hoc na na na na na na na naTable 5.3: Results of the GQM Interviews with the Usability Groupsubmitted to CUSTSAT committee to be added to the 1998 questionnaire.Table 5.3 shows the comparison between the results of the GQM interviewswith the usability group (UI) and the ad hoc process. In 1995 and 1996, therewas just one modi�cation in the CUSTSAT questionnaire that a�ected metrics ofinterest to the UI group. The 1997 GQM interview has logged nine new metricsthat are of interest to this group. Eight of them are considered easy to measureand will be submitted to the CUSTSAT committee in 1998. This is representedby NQs = 9 and NQa = 8 in Table 5.3. The eight \adoptable" questions will besubmitted to CUSTSAT committee to be added to the 1998 questionnaire.The insights gained with the AF analyses also suggested some modi�cationsin the questionnaire. AF Analysis 5 made the data manager consider measuringthe importance of the local support attributes (Appendix C.3, MF Insight 2).These two new questions were not adopted in the 1997 questionnaire. They willbe discussed in 1998. Analysis 5 also raised the suggestion of moving the localsupport questions closer to the CUPRIMDS questions in the questionnaire (Ap-pendix C.3, MF Insight 4). This modi�cation was not done in 1997 but will alsobe discussed in 1998. Analysis 8 pointed to a possible problem of misinterpre-tation of the maintainability question for database products (Appendix C.5, MFInsight 4). This question will be monitored closely in the trial period (initial twoweeks) of the 1998 survey.Evaluation of the Impacts on QuestionnaireIn order to evaluate the impacts of the new approach in the questionnaire, letus discuss the context and meaning of these impacts. The service support groupmade 4 ad hoc metric requests in 1995. This was the main reason we decidedto interview them in the �rst place. However, the number of requests made bythe SS group is not the rule but the exception. Except when a group is startingor stopping to use the CUSTSAT data, there are not many questions adopted inor dropped from the questionnaire for a given user group. The GQM interview93



with the Toronto SS group e�ectively produced 4 new metrics in 1996. It missed,however, the three questions related to the Internet service support that werelater requested by a SS group from another laboratory.The ID group is also a very active group in using the CUSTSAT data. How-ever, their question set is more stable. There were few modi�cations on theirquestion set in 1995 and 1996. In this scenario, the GQM interview contributedwith suggestions to adopt 4 new questions and drop 2 existing questions fromthe 1997 questionnaire. The suggestion to drop 2 questions is of special interestbecause data users rarely request this type of thing in an ad hoc fashion. Theyask for new metrics but usually do not communicate to the data manager thatthey do not need these metrics anymore. In this aspect, the GQM structures mayhelp to keep the questionnaire from getting bigger than it needs to be. They en-able the data managers to keep track of the data users present and past questionneeds.The situation in the UI group is a bit di�erent. They did not use the CUST-SAT data as frequently as the other groups. This is reected by the numberof ad hoc modi�cation requests in 1995 and 1996; it was very low. The 1997GQM interview coincided with a new corporate push for usability measurementand bridged the gap between user needs and measurement. This produced thesuggestion of 8 new metrics to the 1998 questionnaire.Considering these scenarios, the GQM interviews seemed very e�ective inproposing modi�cations to the questionnaire. Although the GQM interviewswere done with only three groups, they produced an impact in the questionnairecomparable to the ad hoc requests from all similar groups inside the four SWSlaboratories.The AF analyses helped little to e�ectively modify the questionnaire. Itsmain contribution in this area was to help the data manager better understandthe nature of local support attributes and to ag a possible problem with themaintainability question.Impact on the Data AnalysisThe GQM interviews produced some impacts on the regular data presentations.Both the UI and ID representatives asked for the inclusion of con�dence intervalsin the diagrams comparing the CUPRIMDS of IBM against the competition. TheID group also asked for new comparisons between IBM and the best product ofthe competition.The AF-based method also suggested new data usages. The analysis of theCUPRIMDS against the most important attributes (MIAs) will be repeated fordatabase and compiler product classes. These analyses will be presented to theseveral database and compiler user groups. They will include positive and nega-tive impacts of the CUPRIMDS over the MIAs and will be repeated on a yearly94



basis.Besides these new \regular" analyses, the AF-based method also suggestedsome exploratory data analysis. AF Analysis 7 originated from an insight gainedduring the AF Analysis 5 (Appendix C.3, Analyze Further 3). Similarly, AFAnalysis 7 made the data manager consider doing a regression including localsupport and CUPRIMDS questions versus overall satisfaction (Appendix C.4,Analyze Further 4). And, AF Analysis 1 made the data manager consider a newanalysis to �nd out which product is driving IBM scores for the SatA5 attributein the mid range platform (Appendix C.1, Analyze Further 1).Modi�cations were also done ad hoc to the data usage during the 96/97 period.Due to a corporate push on the use of customer satisfaction data, the compilergroups are now having more frequent reviews of the CUSTSAT data. Thesereviews emulate the ones done by the database groups (the \CUPRIMDS/Osatmonthly" and the \CUSTSAT annual" reviews described in Table 4.5).The database groups' review of the customer comments on usability, docu-mentation, and service support was also improved. All low satisfaction ratingsand comments associated with the laboratory products are now copied to a par-ticular database. Representatives of the ID and SS groups periodically use thedatabase to call the customers and follow up on their comments. This is donebecause the comments obtained through the CUSTSAT survey are not speci�cenough to give appropriate feedback to these groups.Evaluation of the Impact on Data AnalysisLet us qualitatively compare the modi�cations on data usage suggested by thead-hoc process, the GQM interviews, and the AF analyses. All modi�cations thatoriginated from the ad-hoc process were done to improve existing data usages, orto adopt data usages that emulated what was done by other user groups insidethe laboratory. Although modi�cations in the DA/Ps are freely requested adhoc, the GQM interviews did produce some new improvement suggestions. Thisindicates that this type of interview is an useful medium to improve existingDA/Ps.The AF analyses were very e�ective in suggesting new and interesting DA/Psfor the CUSTSAT data. In this aspect, the AF-based method was clearly moree�ective than the ad hoc and GQM-based methods. The modi�cations suggestedad hoc and during the GQM interviews dealt with the improvement of existingdata usage. In this sense, the AF-based method is clearly complementary tothe other two. In the ad hoc and GQM-based approaches, the user focuses onimproving the usage they are already making of the data. These approaches aredriven by the immediate user needs. The AF-based method points to new possibledata usages. It is driven by the new insights that are gained from exploring thedata. 95



Insights Gained from Data AnalysesThis section compares the type of insights gained from the regular data analysesand from AF data analyses. These comparisons are only qualitative because theregular data analysis and AF data analyses are di�erent in nature. Regular dataanalyses are aimed at monitoring data considered important to the organization,in order to make business decisions based on changes in this data. The AFanalyses were aimed at exploring the existing data in order to extract interestingfacts from it. These \interesting" facts led to business insights, to new questions,or to insights about the MF itself.In the CUSTSAT MF, regular analyses monitor key satisfaction areas. Theyexamine IBM against the competition with respect to these satisfaction areas inorder to determine if the gap between them is getting better or worse with time.New business insights are gained when the gaps between IBM and the compe-tition change signi�cantly. These insights are always important, but they arenot frequent. For example, considering the regular analyses done with databaseproducts data in 1996, only two fundamental insights were gained from regulardata analyses. It was found that the gap between IBM and competition hadsigni�cant variations on two of the CUPRIMDS attributes during that year.Instead of monitoring speci�c key areas, the AF analyses were aimed at �nd-ing new areas with interesting information. The AF analyses produced many anddiverse insights on the data, but these insights were not always important. Ap-pendix C lists the results of the AF analyses. Qualitatively the AF results wereclassi�ed in three categories: require further analyses, produced MF insights,and produced business insights. Five results required or pointed to further dataanalyses. Eight results produced insights about the MF itself. Sixty one resultsproduced business insights. The two fundamental types of insights gained withthe AF analyses are discussed below:� Insights about the MF itself: some of the modi�cations in the questionnaireand in data usage were suggested by AF analyses. They were listed anddiscussed in the two previous sub-sections. These insights were not numer-ous but they were important because they lead to better data utilization.In this aspect, the detection of new data uses is particularly important.Some of the most interesting results were the ones that pointed to new keyareas that should be monitored in future data analyses. Examples of theseareas are the positive and negative impacts of the CUPRIMDS attributesin the overall satisfaction, or the di�erent impacts that the CUPRIMDSattributes have on di�erent important attributes (MIAs).� Insights about the business itself: several business insights were gainedwith the 1996 AF analyses. Examples are the discovery that good tech-nical support given by a third party has a very strong positive impact in96



MIA4 (Appendix C.3, Business Insight 12), or that the MIA6 scores forthe competition may improve signi�cantly if they improve local support(Appendix C.3, Business Insight 18). These business insights were muchmore common than the insights about the MF itself. However, not all ofthem are interesting. Furthermore, their importance varies with the usergroups. Nonetheless, some of these facts did lead to important businessinsights any way one looks at them. An example of this type of importantinsight was the realization that for some of the MIAs the local sales supportis as important as some of the key product attributes.Evaluation of InsightsOur evaluation is that the AF and regular data analyses are complementary. Reg-ular data analyses are aimed at monitoring key satisfaction areas. The insightsgained with them are important but infrequent. AF data analyses are aimed atdiscovering new key satisfaction areas to be monitored. Their insights are muchmore frequent but only some of them are really important. Furthermore, the AFanalyses did produce insights about the MF itself. This type of insight is veryimprobable in periodical regular analyses.It is also important to note that AF insights also led to new measurementgoals. Most of them were simple and could be directly mapped to a new dataanalysis. One of them { the data manager desire to identify which of theMIAs wasthe most important one (MF Insight 7 of AF Analysis 7) { cannot be achievedwith the data available in the MF. If this goal is very important to the datamanager, he might use the GQM-based method to identify what data should becollected to achieve it. This exempli�es how an insight gained from a bottom-upanalysis can be fed back to a top-down data collection planning.Other ResultsA side result produced by the new approach that is worth mentioning is that theuser groups and data uses documentation (produced during the characterizationphase) were used as one of the inputs to the design of the CIS Web interface. Thisresult exempli�es the usefulness of having explicit documentation about data usesand user groups in a MF.5.5.2 Subjective EvaluationThe validation questionnaire shown in Appendix D was also used to evaluate thee�ectiveness of the new improvement approach (V2.1). The questions related tothe e�ectiveness evaluation are marked as G2.1 (ad hoc process e�ectiveness) andG2.2 (the new approach e�ectiveness) in the questionnaire. These questions arequantitative and qualitative. The quantitative questions use a �ve point ordinal97



scale. The qualitative questions are open ended and ask for the data managercomments on the ratings he gave in the quantitative questions.The aim of these questions is to qualitatively determine what our approachadded to the ad hoc process with respect to the improvement objectives statedin beginning of this chapter. The main purpose of �ve point scale used in thequantitative questions was to make the data manager think about the issues wewere discussing. They should not be taken as a quantitative stick of comparisonbetween the ad hoc process and the new improvement approach. The questionswere not formulated for this purpose and one interview is not enough to makethis type of comparison.In the results discussion below, the �ve point scale is represented by the letters(A), (B), (C), (D), and (E). Option (A) being the worst and option (E) being thebest. The comments included in the text were made by the data manager duringthe interview.Discovering Interesting Data Associations (O1)According to the data manager the current ad hoc abilities to discover new in-teresting things in the data are \poor" (B). The only mechanisms available arethe traditional statistical analysis packages.The AF based method was rated as \very good" (E) for �nding interestingdata associations with respect to its impact on the current CUSTSAT MF ac-tivities. Its impact on major business decisions was considered only \good" (D),mainly because the CUSTSAT data is only one of the many inputs to thosedecisions.The data manager commented that the AF method has broadened the scopeof traditional analyses. It made it easier to look at a larger number of variablesand analyze larger volumes of data.Visualizing Data Distributions and Associations (O2)The ad hoc process was considered \poor" (B). Usually the data is extracted andmoved to spreadsheets from where data presentations are produced.The AF-based method was considered \good" (D). According to the datamanager, the diagram presentation in the AF tool can be improved. It wouldalso be nice to be able to automatically produce result summaries like Tables 4.10and 4.12.Assessing the Importance of Metrics (O3)The ad hoc process was considered \very poor" (A) both in assessing the metricsimportance to speci�c user groups and to the organization as a whole. Thequestionnaire is available on the Intranet Web, but there is no mechanisms to98



force or prompt users to read through the questionnaire. The data presentationsonly discusses the data and not the questions used to collect them.The MF characterization phase \helped signi�cantly" (D) to picture whichmetrics were really important to which groups. However, it was useless (A) forunderstanding the importance of the metric in the organization as a whole.The GQM-based method \helped a lot" (E) in understanding the metricsimportance for the interviewed user groups. It \helped somewhat" (C) to under-stand that certain types of metrics were important to more than one group. Forexample, the metric \what did you like the most about the product ?" seems tobe of general interest to several groups.The AF-based method was \useless" (A) for understanding the metrics impor-tance to speci�c user groups. For the organization as a whole, however, it \helpedsigni�cantly" (D), especially if the results obtained during the 1994 (pilot) and1995 analyses are included.Assessing the Metrics Structure (O4)The ad hoc process was considered \fair" (C) and needing of \much improve-ment." The ad hoc process involves the CUSTSAT committee and the surveyvendor (who has a lot of experience with surveys). They look at comments orlisten to interviews to check if the interviewees understand the survey questions.This process does not (but should) include data user representatives.The MF characterization phase was considered \useless" (A) for assessing themetrics structure.The GQM-based method was also considered \useless" (A) for assessing themetrics structure.The AF-based method \helped a little" (e.g., the maintainability questionfor database products in Appendix C.5, MF Insight 7) to assess the metricsstructure (B). However, the AF analyses focused on getting things out of thedata as opposed to detecting problems with the metrics.Assessing the Questionnaire Organization (O5)The ad hoc process was considered \fair" (C), because it needs improvement.Every new questionnaire is reviewed by the CUSTSAT committee and the surveyvendor. This year, correlations between all the questions are being run to assessthe associations between them.The MF characterization phase was considered \useless" (A) for assessing thequestionnaire organization.The GQM-based method was also considered \useless" (A) for assessing thequestionnaire organization.The AF-based method was also considered \useless" (A) for assessing thequestionnaire organization. The data manager said he marked (A) instead of (B)99



because he would not consider the insight about modifying the location of thelocal support questions in 1997 (Appendix C.3, MF Insight 3).Assessing the Importance of Data Analyses (O6)The ad hoc process was considered good (D) for assessing the importance ofdata analyses to speci�c user groups and to the organization as a whole. In thecurrent process, the data manager goes to the users and ask: \Is this analysisuseful ?; Can we improve it in some way ?; What else would you like to seeanalyzed ?". Those inquiries are informal. The data manager also spends timediscussing the optimal format of data presentations with senior representativesof the user groups. The data manager would like to see more formality withoutbureaucracy in this process.The MF characterization phase was considered \useless" (A) for assessing theimportance of data analyses. Here, it is important to mention that all insightsgained during the user interviews were considered part of the GQM method bythe data manager.The GQM-based method \helped signi�cantly" (D) for assessing the impor-tance of data analysis to speci�c user groups and to the organization as a whole.The main reason for that is that the comments about the data presentationsobtained during the user group interviews were considered quite helpful by thedata manager.The AF-based method was considered \useless" (A) for assessing the im-portance of data presentations. According to the data manager, the AF-basedmethod did not a�ect existing data presentations, it helped to create new ones.Understanding and Document Data User Needs (O7)The ad hoc process was considered between \fair" to \good" (D{) for under-standing and documenting data user needs. The data manager said that a quiteformal process is followed to determine what products and competitors will besurveyed. The other aspects about the user needs (metrics and data presenta-tions) are not covered so well. He said this happens because the product list ismuch more volatile than the questionnaire itself.The MF characterization phase was considered between \of little help" and\of some help" (C{) for understanding and documenting data user needs. The de-scriptions of data uses and metric groups helped a little, especially by comparingdata uses from the compiler and database groups.The GQM-based method \helped signi�cantly" (D) to understand and doc-ument data user needs. However, according to the data manager, the methodfocuses more on the metrics than on the data. For example, the list of productsthat should be surveyed was not discussed during the GQM interviews.100



Understanding and Documenting Data User Goals (O8)The ad hoc process was considered \very poor" (A) in understanding the datauser goals. They do not have a process to do that. Because he is very experiencedinside IBM, the data manager considers that he has a \fair" (C) understandingof the high level goals of the several data user groups. However, the MF has noexplicit process to map these goals to the user needs (A).The GQM-based method was considered \good" (D) for understanding anddocumenting user goals. According to the data manager the method \seemsadequate," but he is not sure how good the method really is. He said the scorecould be (C), (D), or (E) depending on the goal accuracy. The mapping fromgoals to needs was considered \fair" (C). The GQM-based method maps goalsto metrics but not to other user needs. For example, the goal purpose could betranslated in more speci�c data collection and analysis needs.Identifying New Applications for the Data (O9)The ad hoc process was considered \good" (D) in identifying new applicationsand user groups for the data. According to the data manager, there exists mech-anisms to do that: (1) periodic articles in internal news groups, magazines, andnews letters mention the CUSTSAT framework and encourage new groups to useits data; (2) the main process document for software development inside IBMrecommends the use of the CUPRIMDS measures; and (3) new areas and tech-niques of analyses suggested in current CUSTSAT conferences and journals aresometimes explored.The MF characterization phase was considered \useless" (A) for identifyingnew applications and user groups for the data.The AF-based method \helped signi�cantly" (D) to �nd new applications forthe data. According to the data manager, it did not help to �nd new user groupsbut it helped signi�cantly to �nd new data and analyses for known user groups.Identifying New Metrics and DA/Ps (O10)The ad hoc process was considered \good" (D) to identify new metrics. Com-munication channels are kept open to the user groups. New suggestions are cir-culated inside the CUSTSAT committee. This process is e�ective in identifyingand approving new questions.The ad hoc process was also considered \good" (D) to identify new data anal-yses and presentations. Data presentations are considered an e�ective feedbackchannel to identify new data analyses for the user groups.The AF-based method \helped somewhat" (C) to �nd new metrics to theframework. Some of the results suggested areas of discussion that may originate101



Objective Imp. MC GQM AF Ad hocO1 C+ A A D+ Weak mechanismsO2 D A A D Weak mechanismsO3(a) - user groups E D (+) E A Weak mechanismsO3(b) - overall E A C (+) D Weak mechanismsO4 D+ A A B Some mechanismsO5 D A A A (*) Some mechanismsO6(a) - user groups E A D A Good mechanismsO6(b) - overall E A D A Good mechanismsO7 D C{ D A Some mechanismsO8 E A D A Weak mechanismsO9 D A A D Good mechanismsO10(a) - new metrics E A D (*) C (+) Good mechanismsO10(b) - new DA/Ps D A A (*) E Good mechanismsTable 5.4: Summary of the Subjective Evaluationnew metrics. The AF-based method \helped a lot" (E) to create new data analy-ses. The most interesting insights can be transformed in new data analyses. Thenotion of positive and negative impact of the CUPRIMDS on the MIAs was verysigni�cant to us (Appendix C.4, Business Insight 20, MF Insight 4).The GQM-based method \helped signi�cantly" (D) to identify new metrics.The user groups interviews were quite e�ective in producing new metrics. TheGQM-based method was \useless" (A) to detect new data analyses and presen-tations.5.5.3 A Final Analysis of E�ectivenessTable 5.4 summarizes the results from the subjective interview. Each row corre-sponds to one of the new approach improvement objectives. Objective O3 wassplit in: (a) assessing the importance of metrics for speci�c user groups, and (b)for the organization as a whole. Objective O6 was split in the same way, andObjective O10 was split in: (a) identifying new metrics, and (b) identifying newDA/Ps.The �rst column (Imp.) shows the objective importance scores discussed inSection 5.4. The following three columns show the three phase of the improvementapproach: the characterization phase (MC); the top-down analysis phase (GQM);and the bottom-up analysis phase (AF). The last column has the capabilities ofthe MF to achieve the listed objectives without the new approach. In order toindicate the di�erent nature of the new approach and the ad hoc capabilities, the102



�ve point scores given by the data manager to the ad hoc process was transformedin a three point scale (weak, some, and good capabilities). The new approachscores correspond exactly to the subjective scores given by the data manager.They range from (A) to (E), (A) being very poor and (E) being very good.The subjective scores given in the table can be compared to the objectiveevaluation of the results. Looking at Section 5.5.1, one can see that the objectiveevaluation pretty much supports the subjective scores. The points where theobjective evaluation did not completely agree with the subjective scores weremarked with arrows between parenthesis in Table 5.4.The up arrow (*) is used to indicate that the objective evaluation suggests ascore higher than the one given by the data manager. Consider the case of GQMwith respect to Objective O10(a) for example. Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 show thatthe GQM-based method was very good to identify new metrics when comparedwith the ad hoc process. This way the objective evaluation indicates that a scorehigher than (D) could be appropriate in this case.Similarly, the down arrow (+) indicates that the objective evaluation suggestsa score lower than the one given by the data manager. Consider the case of AFwith respect to Objective O10(a) for example. Except for MF Insight 2, thereis very little evidence that the AF technique had an impact in identifying newmetrics. A score lower than (C) seems more appropriate in this case.Table 5.4 shows some important facts. The �rst one is that almost all theobjectives listed were considered of great or of absolute importance to the MF.The second is that the MF is mature. It has capabilities in several of the areasthat the new approach proposes to improve. In this aspect, a third fact shouldbe highlighted. The capabilities that already existed in the MF are not thesame as the ones provided by the new approach methods. The new approachcomplements or expands the MF capabilities even in areas where the MF alreadyhas good mechanisms to achieve the improvement objectives:� For the Objective O10(a), identifying the need for new metrics, the MFuses the channels that are open between the data manager and the datausers to successfully de�ne new metrics. However, Tables 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3show that the GQM-based method was very successful in producing newand locating extraneous metrics for the three user groups interviewed. Thisindicates that the GQM-based method was quite useful for detecting newand extraneous metrics in this mature MF.� For Objective O10(b), identifying the need for new DA/Ps, and ObjectiveO9, identifying new applications for the data, the MF uses the channelsthat are open between the data manager and the data user as mechanismsto successfully identify new applications for the existing data. Nonetheless,as discussed in Section 5.5.1, the DA/Ps proposed by the data users are103



aimed at emulating what is done by other user groups or at further explor-ing recognized key areas of the data. The AF-based method is aimed atdiscovering new areas to be explored and was quite successful in doing that.New DA/Ps and other applications for the data detected through the AFanalyses are clearly a new asset to the organization.� For Objective O6, assessing the importance of data analyses for speci�cuser groups and the organization as a whole, the MF regular data presenta-tions is a successful channel to assess the importance of DA/Ps. However,according to the data manager, the nature of the feedback gained with theGQM interviews is di�erent than the one gained during regular presenta-tions. More detailed and unbiased comments are gained during the GQMinterviews.� For Objective O7, understanding and documenting the user needs, the MFhas a good process for determining and documenting the type of productsthat should be surveyed and the types of analyses that should be done withthe data. However, they do not have good mechanisms to determine userneeds with respect to the questions and questionnaire format. The GQMinterviews capture exactly this information.The fourth fact worthy of notice is that although all the improvement objec-tives were considered important, the MF has weak mechanisms to achieve someof them. This is true for: discovering interesting data distributions and associ-ations (O1); visualizing the data (O2); assessing the importance of metrics forspeci�c user groups and the organization as a whole (O3); and understanding anddocumenting the data user goals (O8). The new approach signi�cantly helpedto achieve those objectives. The data manager considered that the AF-basedmethod helped signi�cantly to achieve objectives O1, O2, and O3(b). He alsoconsidered that the GQM-based method helped signi�cantly to achieve objectivesO3(a) and O8.The �fth fact worth noting is that the new approach \failed" to meaningfullyachieve objectives O4 { assessing the structure of the metrics { and O5 { assessingthe structure of the questionnaire. Although the objective results showed that theAF-based method has helped a little to assess the structure of the questionnaire,it is clear that, according to the data manager, the new approach does not helpto �nd many problems with the structure of the questions and questionnaire.The sixth fact worth mentioning is that the measurement characterizationprocess did not help much to achieve the listed improvement objectives. Thisis not surprising as the main goal of the characterization phase is to documentthe MF key components in order to enable the bottom-up and top-down analysisphases. 104
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C D EBFigure 5.2: A Comparison Between the AF and GQM-based methodsSummaryThe new approach complements or expand the MF capabilities even in areaswhere the MF already has good mechanisms to achieve the improvement objec-tives. The AF and GQM-based method helped signi�cantly to achieve eight ofthe ten improvement objectives. More than that, they were quite complemen-tary in achieving these objectives. The GQM-based method helped signi�cantlyto achieve objectives O3(a), O6(a), O6(b), O7, O8, and O10(a). The AF-basedmethod helped signi�cantly to achieve objectives O1, O2, O3(b), O9, and O10(b).This happened because the methods use complementary approaches to improvethe measurement framework. The AF-based method works bottom-up. It usesthe existing data as the driving force to improve the MF. The GQM-based methodon the other hand works top-down. It uses the data user goals as the drivingforce to improve the MF. As shown in Figure 5.2, both methods were usefuland contributed signi�cantly to improve the measurement framework in several105



relevant and complementary aspects.5.6 Cost and Cost E�ectivenessThe cost analysis is also done objectively and subjectively. The objective analysescount the e�ort required to apply the methods and qualitatively compares it withthe estimated e�ort to apply the ad hoc process. The subjective analysis asksthe Toronto Lab data manager to evaluate how cost e�ective it was to apply thenew improvement approach to the CUSTSAT MF.5.6.1 Objective Cost E�ectiveness EvaluationIn order to execute validation V3.2, we will check how much e�ort and time wasspent to execute each of the steps of our method and compare it to the e�ort andtime to execute the ad-hoc improvement process. The data for validation V3.2will be directly collected as follows:{ Measurement framework characterization (MC) stepC 1.1: E�ort to document user groups and data uses.C 1.2: E�ort to document metrics and available data.{ Bottom-up (AF) analysesC 2.1: E�ort to plan and prepare data for each AF analysis.C 2.2: E�ort to run the AF tool and organize the produced diagrams.C 2.3: E�ort to review the produced AF diagrams.{ Top-down (GQM) analysesC 3.1: E�ort to produce a tentative GQM structure for the user groupinterviews.C 3.2: E�ort to review SQs, DA/Ps, and GQM structure with the datauser group.C 3.3: E�ort to organize and give the user feedback gained during theinterviews back to the data managers.{ Ad-hoc processC 4.1: E�ort spent handling and implementing questionnaire improve-ments requested by the data users and suggested by the data managersthemselves. 106



AN DM Activity Code1995 7.5 7.5 discussing data uses and user groups C1.16 | documenting data uses and user groups C1.12 2 revising produced characterization C1.15 | documenting metrics C1.2Total 20.5 9.5 = 30 person-hours1996 2.8 1.3 reviewing data uses and user groups C1.14 | documenting data uses and user groups C1.10.7 0.7 discussing metric changes C1.22 | documenting metrics C1.2Total 9.5 2 = 11.5 person-hoursTable 5.5: E�ort (in person-hours) Spent to Characterize the CUSTSAT MFC 4.2: E�ort spent in DA/Ps during the year.Table 5.5 lists the costs associated with the characterization process in 1995and 1996. Each row corresponds to a di�erent activity. The columns list the e�ortof the MF analyst (myself) and the data manager, AN and DM respectively, inperson-hours.The characterization process in 1995 was labor intensive because it was the�rst time the MF was characterized using the process described in this disserta-tion. Almost half of the total e�ort was spend in interviews with the data manager(9.5�2 person-hours). The process in 1996 was less labor intensive because the1995 data served as the base for the new characterization. It basically representsthe e�ort to capture and document the changes that occurred in the MF duringthe 95-96 period. Future updates of the characterization should require a similaramount of work.Table 5.6 lists the costs associated with the 1996 AF analyses (AF A1 throughAF A8). Each row corresponds to a di�erent activity. The columns list the ef-fort spent by the data analyst (myself), the data manager, and others (AN, DM,and OT respectively) in person-hours. The \others" category include membersof the CUSTSAT committee and data users that were present in very short pre-sentations of the AF A7 and A8's summary of results. The AF analyses werealso labor intensive, especially to the data analyst. This e�ort can be reducedsigni�cantly with some improvements in the data mining tool. The e�ort to re-view and organize diagrams can be reduced by improving the diagrams preview,browse, and print facilities. The procedure to organize diagrams by negative andpositive impacts can be automated. The e�ort to extract and format data wasgreatly reduced after the �rst analysis. This happened because there was a one107



AN DM OT Activity CodeAF 0.5 0.5 | planning analysis C2.1A1 4.5 | | extracting and formatting data C2.13.5 | | running tool and organizing diagrams C2.23 3 | reviewing the diagrams C2.3Total 11.5 3.5 | = 15 person-hoursAF 0.2 0.2 | planning analysis C2.1A2 0.5 | | extracting and formatting data C2.10.5 | | running tool and organizing diagrams C2.21.5 1.5 | reviewing the diagrams C2.3Total 2.7 1.7 | = 4.4 person-hoursAF 0.7 0.7 | planning analysis C2.1A3-6 0.5 | | extracting and formatting data C2.13.5 | | running tool and organizing diagrams C2.26.5 6.5 | reviewing the diagrams C2.3Total 11.2 7.2 | = 18.4 person-hoursAF 0.1 0.1 | planning analysis C2.1A7 0.2 | | extracting and formatting data C2.13 | | running tool and organizing diagrams C2.23 | | organizing data by positive and neg. impacts C2.22.2 2.2 3.5 reviewing the diagrams C2.3Total 8.5 2.3 3.5 = 14.3 person-hoursAF 0.1 | | planning analysis C2.1A8 0.2 | | extracting and formatting data C2.13 | | running tool and organizing diagrams C2.22 | | organizing data by positive and neg. impacts C2.22 | | analyzing inated scores C2.21.5 0.5 4 reviewing the results C2.3Total 8.8 0.5 4 = 13.3 person-hoursGrand total for the eight 1996 AF analyses = 65.4 person-hoursTable 5.6: E�ort (in person-hours) Spent to Run AF Analyses
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AN DM DU Activity CodeSS 2 0.5 0.2 arranging the interview C3.11 1 | discussing the SS process C3.14 | | deriving a tentative GQM structure C3.16 | | designing the interview script C3.10.3 0.3 | revising the interview script C3.11.5 | 1.5 interviewing data users C3.21.3 0.3 | passing the interview results back to the DM C3.3Total 16.1 2.1 1.7 = 19.9 person-hoursID 2 0.5 0.2 arranging the interview C3.13 | | deriving a tentative GQM structure C3.14 | | designing the interview script C3.10.5 0.5 | revising the interview script C3.11.5 | 2.5 interviewing data users C3.22.5 0.5 | passing the interview results back to the DM C3.3Total 13.5 1.5 2.7 = 17.7 person-hoursUI 2 0.7 0.4 arranging the interview C3.13 | | deriving a tentative GQM structure C3.12 | | designing the interview script C3.10.3 0.3 | revising the interview script C3.13.0 | 4.0 interviewing data users C3.24.0 | | mapping the beta survey questions to theCUSTSAT survey questions 33.3 0.3 | passing the interview results back to the DM C3.3Total 17.6 1.3 4.4 = 23.3 person-hoursTable 5.7: E�ort (in person-hours) Spent to Produce GQM Structurestime e�ort to create a program to clean and format the data extracted from theCUSTSAT database.Table 5.7 lists the costs associated with the GQM-based method. Each rowcorresponds to a di�erent activity. The columns list the e�ort of the MF analyst(myself), the data manager, and the interviewed data users (AN, DM, DU re-spectively) in person-hours. The time required from the data managers and datausers was very low. This is important because senior representatives of the datauser groups are costly resources. In spite of this fact, the GQM interviews tooka sizeable e�ort to prepare. However, almost half of the data analyst total e�ortwas spent to design the interview script and to prepare a tentative GQM struc-ture for the group. Both costs will be drastically reduced in future interviewswith the same groups. In this scenario, interviewing data users in a periodicalbase (e.g., annually) could cut the cost of the listed GQM interviews by half.109



For all laboratories involved in the survey, the yearly ad-hoc e�ort to modifyand update the questionnaire (C4.1) was estimated to be around 120 person-hours during the three �rst months of the year. This e�ort is composed of:(1) teleconferences to discuss and approve modi�cations; and (2) monitoring thesurvey closely during its trial period. The customer satisfaction committee alsomeets two to four times a year to discuss the survey and the data. As thesemeetings involve seven people, this e�ort adds up to a number between 80 to200 person-hours. This e�ort does not include the time spent to get feedbackfrom users. The users give the data managers feedback on the questionnairethroughout the year, but this e�ort could not be estimated.Inside the Toronto Lab, there are monthly data presentations to the compilerand database groups (C4.2). From the data manager point of view, these pre-sentations takes four to eight person-hours to prepare and two person-hours topresent. This adds up to number between 12 to 20 person-hours per month, or96 to 160 person-hours per year (the CUSTSAT data is only collected during 8months of the year). The e�ort of users to review the data is at least 320 person-hours (2 hours � 10 people � 2 main groups � 8 times per year). This numberdoes not include the data users' e�ort to review the data by directly using theCIS Web Interface.In total, an e�ort that ranges from 500 to more than 800 people-hours isspent annually on the ad hoc processes. The total e�ort spent to apply the newapproach was around 170 person-hours. However, this e�ort does include startupand learning costs of the new methods. In this scenario, the new improvementapproach can be considered worthwhile. Especially if one considers that the newapproach has capabilities that were considered important and complementary tothe capabilities that the MF already had.5.6.2 Subjective Cost E�ectiveness EvaluationThe cost e�ectiveness of each phase of the new approach was subjectively evalu-ated by the Toronto Lab data manager (V3.1). The cost e�ectiveness questionsare located in the �nal section (Part 6) of the questionnaire shown in Appendix D.There were three questions for each phase of the new approach. There is onequantitative question using a �ve point scale (from A to E) and two open endedquestions asking about the main bene�ts and drawbacks of the new approachmethods.The �rst question was about the MF characterization process. The datamanager said that it was of \of modest value" (C). He does not know if thecost of applying it outweighs its bene�ts. According to him, the characterization\gave me the opportunity to stop the day to day business and look at the wholething from a higher level." The process helped the data manager to picture wherethe MF is today, as opposed to when he consciously thought about it in the past.110



The main drawback was that a lot of his e�ort was spent in the characterizationphase.As shown in Table 5.5, the characterization was one of the most costly phasesof the new improvement approach from the data manager point of view. Table 5.4shows that it had little direct impact on the improvement objectives. This justi�esthe data manager evaluation of the characterization phase. However, the datamanager did not consider the fact that the MF characterization phase is a pre-condition to apply the bottom-up and top-down methods, especially if the persondoing the analyses is not familiar with the MF.The GQM-based method was considered \of considerable value" (E). Its mainbene�t was the user feedback that the data manager got from the GQM inter-views. The proposed metrics and comments about the DA/Ps were consideredgood. The data manager also added that people are more willing to criticizethe MF when they are talking to an independent party. The feedback he gainedthrough the GQM interviews was not biased by his own opinions about the MF.The main drawback was that all this information was not directly obtained byhim. He is concerned that important pieces of information might have beenmissed during the interviews. He also asserted that the GQM structures showthe data user needs in terms of metrics and not in terms of data analyses anddata sets to be collected.The AF-based method was also considered \of considerable value" (E). Themain bene�t was that new insights were gained in the MF data in several di�erentareas. Large amounts of data and variables could be analyzed quickly. Accordingto the data manager, the method was able to come up with things that he wouldnever be able to come up with on his own. There were two main drawbacks. The�rst was that the tool could use some improvement and be extended to producesummaries of results. The second was that the obtained results usually need tobe further explored statistically to prove their signi�cance. According to the datamanager, the reactions of other members of the CUSTSAT committee to the AFresults were also very positive.
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Chapter 6ConclusionsThis dissertation argues that to understand and improve existing measurementframeworks is an important problem in software engineering. It introduces an ap-proach to tackle this problem on two key fronts: (1) understanding and improvingon-going measurement; (2) better exploring the data that the organization hasalready collected. A MF characterization process and a GQM-based method wasused to tackle the �rst problem. A data mining (AF-based) method was used totackle the second problem.The GQM-based method is founded on the principles of goal-oriented mea-surement - more speci�cally on the GQM Paradigm. It is aimed at applying theprinciples of goal-oriented measurement in an environment that is already func-tional, instead the more common view of de�ning a measurement process fromscratch based on the measurement goals of data users. It aims at assessing if theuser goals can be ful�lled by the data that is already being collected.The AF-based method uses a data mining to approach the problem from adi�erent angle. Instead of improving the current measurement process, it im-proves data usage. It does that by discovering new interesting information in theexisting data.The new approach was tested in a case study performed in a real and maturemeasurement framework. We used it to improve the customer satisfaction mea-surement framework (CUSTSAT MF) at the IBM Toronto Laboratory (TorontoLab).6.1 Main Results and Work ContributionsThe case study tested the three parts of the new approach with respect to tenMF improvement objectives. Those objectives are listed in Page 2. All of themwere considered important or very important by the Toronto Lab data manager.The case study showed that the new approach was e�ective in achieving eight ofthese ten objectives. 112



The case study also showed the CUSTSAT MF is mature and has diversemechanisms to achieve some of the improvement objectives. Nonetheless, even inthis scenario, the AF and GQM-based methods contributed by complementingand expanding the capabilities that already existed to improve the MF. Thisindicates that the new approach acted in areas that were important but werebeing ignored in this and possibly in others MFs.The characterization process tackled the problem of understanding how peopleare using the data in a measurement framework. The data manager consideredthat this process did not produce many improvements in the MF. Nonetheless,we believe characterization has a key role in the new improvement approach. Itis a pre-requisite for applying the GQM and AF-based methods. When a MFis not well known or documented, characterization seems to be a fundamental�rst step in any e�ort to improve it. Although characterization is an importantstep in improving existing and legacy MFs, we do not know of another work thatdiscusses this problem.The GQM Paradigm has been used by several software engineering organi-zations. However, it has been used to plan and implement measurement fromscratch. One of the main contributions of this dissertation is to show how theGQM Paradigm can be applied when the measurement framework is already op-erational. Our contributions focus on detecting missing and extraneous metrics.The AF-based method describes how the AF technique can be applied in ameasurement framework. Our contributions here are: (1) in the area of datamining, the dissertation proposes procedures to better explore data using theAF technique; (2) in the area of software engineering, the dissertation showsthat this type of data exploration can produce important business insights andcontribute to better understanding the data, metrics, and measurement modelsused in software organizations.The GQM and AF-based approaches are complementary. The case studyshowed that the top-down and bottom-up analyses mutually complement eachother with respect to the listed improvement objectives (see Figure 5.2). TheGQM-based method improved the MF top-down driven by the data user goals.The AF-based method improved the MF bottom-up by the better exploring theexisting data.We believe that AF and GQM can also work in synergy. The GQM structurescan be used to choose and organize data for AF analyses. The measurement goalscan be mapped to generic relationship questions and used to de�ne AF analyses.The AF results can be fed back to measurement goals and used to revise existingGQM structures. This should be done whenever AF analyses raise new questionsthat require further data analyses. If the data needed to run those analyses arenot being collected inside the MF, the raised questions should be mapped to newmeasurement goals.The new approach was designed to be non-intrusive to the MF management.113



ContributionsSoftwareEngineering the formalization of some important GQM concepts, such as thesemantic of the goal facets and the question templates.the instantiation of the GQM Paradigm to improve existing mea-surement frameworks.the design of the case study used to evaluate the methods.the process de�ned to characterize existing MFs.DataMining the association new methods with the AF Technique, in particu-lar: (1) the use of generic relationship questions to de�ne attributeclasses to reduce the space searched by the AF Technique; (2) theuse of attribute ordering to improve visualization of cause-e�ectrelations in the AF diagrams; and, (3) the use attribute classes tode�ne an algorithm to organize the AF diagrams.the use of generic relationship questions to create an interfacebetween GQM (a measurement planning paradigm) and AF (adata mining technique).Table 6.1: Main Contributions of This WorkIts main objective is NOT to implement modi�cations to a MF, but rather topoint to where it can be improved. It is also important to point out that thenew approach is not a methodology for de�ning new metrics or measurement(predictive) models. It is rather a methodology for understanding the data, themetrics, and how they are ful�lling the needs of data users.Table 6.1 summarizes the contributions of this work to the software engineer-ing and data mining �elds.6.2 Work LimitationsThe new approach is not by any means a complete or de�nitive approach toimprove a measurement framework. As seen in Chapter 5, it does have impor-tant capabilities that are complementary to the ones that already existed in theCUSTSAT MF. However, the new approach only contributes towards solvingsome of the problems that are associated with a MF.The GQM-based method applies the GQM Paradigm incrementally { onepoint of view at a time. This approach has a limitation in detecting extraneousmetrics. We can only detect metrics that are extraneous from a certain point ofview. We have to interview all the user groups that are related to a certain metric114



before we can conclude that this metric is extraneous to the MF as a whole.The GQM-based method focus mainly on detecting extraneous and missingmetrics. It does not use the GQM goals to determine the data to be collected(e.g., it does not help to de�ne the surveyed population and sample size). It alsodoes not map goals to data analyses and decision making models.The AF-based method cannot substitute for statistical data analysis tech-niques. It complements them. The bottom-up method gives us the ability to �ndinteresting facts that might otherwise remain hidden in the data. It is geared to-wards \discovering" information. One should use statistics to further analyze thefacts discovered using this method. A good discussion on how statistics shouldbe combined with data mining is found in [56].The AF tool used in the case study was designed to mine nominal and ordinaldata. The tool has limitations in exploring interval and ratio data. Numeric-valued attributes have to be mapped into discrete ranges of values before theycan be used in an AF-analysis. Consider the metric \lines of code" (LOC) forexample. Its numeric values have to be mapped to a discrete and �nite set ofvalues if one wants to use them in AF analyses. Suppose that the values \small,medium, large, and very large" are considered adequate to quantify softwaresize. In this case, one could de�ne the metric \discrete software size" using thefollowing mapping: (1) the discrete software size is \small" if LOC < 5000; (2)it is \medium" if 5000 � LOC < 100; 000; (3) it is \large" if 100; 000 � LOC <500; 000; and (4) it is \very large" if LOC � 500; 000.The case study worked with a very small number of data points, our con-clusions could not be expressed quantitatively. This dissertation can only claimthat the new approach brought new and important capabilities to a mature MF.Similar case studies with a larger number of data points must be run if one wantsto study the new approach capabilities quantitatively.6.3 Lessons LearnedDuring the data uses and user groups characterization interviews, it was easierfor the data manager to describe the data uses �rst. It is easier to identifyuser groups from the list of data uses than to identify data uses from the list ofuser groups. We also noted that the amount and type of data usage varies evenbetween user groups with similar goals. This creates the opportunity to identifydata usage experiences that can be transfered between groups.The GQM interviews should be done with senior representatives (e.g., man-agers) of the data user groups. Only senior representatives can state measurementgoals and e�ectively identify relevant attributes. Users that work closely with thedata but are not at the management level cannot do that. The senior representa-tives of the user groups are busy people and sometimes will recommend that MF115



analysts interview this type of user instead of him/her. This should be avoided.AF analyses should explore the most important and generic data �rst. Thedata exploration can be re�ned later based on the insights gained in the earlieranalyses. It is important to explore the data at a coarse granularity before explor-ing it at �ner granularity levels. This allows the data analysts to understandingthe data behavior at a higher (more generic) level before exploring it at lower(more detailed) levels.6.4 Future WorkOne natural extension of the characterization phase is to try to automate thedata usage procedures described for each user group, like it was done in the CISWeb interface. An interesting extension would be to de�ne a basic language todescribe data uses in a way that they could be easily automated.The GQM-based method can be expanded to produce mappings from goalsto whole measurement and data use plans. This raises two important researchquestions: (1) how can GQM goals be used to de�ne data analyses and deci-sion making models ?; and (2) how can these models be integrated to softwaredevelopment and maintenance process models.The AF-based method can be expanded with other types of visual and forensicdata mining techniques. Besides trying to discover interesting data associations,one can try to detect interesting data sequences or clusters, or simply to createe�cient and simple mechanisms to summarize and visualize the data.One natural extension to the current AF-based method is to use assump-tions to help detect interesting data associations. An assumption is a statementbelieved to be true about the relationship between attributes of interest [30]. As-sumptions can be used as one of the inputs to the functions that calculates theinterestingness of data associations. The more an association deviates from anassumption the more interesting it is.We intend to further explore the synergy between AF and GQM, and tode�ne an integrated method of reengineering measurement frameworks. We wantto couple AF and GQM more tightly. Our idea is to better formalize the useof GQM to structure existing measurement frameworks, and combine it withdi�erent types of data mining approaches.
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Appendix AData Collection Forms
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A.1 MF Characterization FormsAttribute GroupFilled by: Date:Group Description:Attribute Description Metric
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Data UseFilled by: Source: Date:Name:Description:Frequency of Use:Metrics Involved:How Data Sets Are Selected:Participant User Groups (*):Comments(*) Using the following classi�cation, indicate between parenthesis how important isthis data for each group:1. Very important | they rely on it heavily to take business decisions.2. Important | they rely on it substantially to take business decisions.3. Relevant | sometimes they rely on it to take business decisions.4. Not much relevant | they don't use the data regularly in their business5. No relevance | they never use the data in their business119



Data User GroupFilled by: Source: Date:Group:Role Description:How important is the CUSTSAT data for this group ?1. Very important | they rely on it heavily to take business decisions.2. Important | they rely on it substantially to take business decisions.3. Relevant | sometimes they rely on it to take business decisions.4. Not much relevant | they don't use the data regularly in their business5. No relevance | they never use the data in their businessHow long have they been using the data ?Metrics of Interest:Purposes of Using Them (Data Uses):Suggest Other Possible Uses:Comments:
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A.2 AF Analyses FormsAF Data Set:Filled by: Source: Date:Description / Selection Criteria (include number of data points):
Originally Extracted to:Metrics:Data Year: Geographic Region:Time to Extract: File Name:
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Trials for:Filled by: Source: Date:Trial number:Time to organize attributes:Tool running time:Time to inspect and organize diagrams:Attributes/Grouping/Ordering:
AF Cut-o�: # Asked/Produced:Folder Name:Trial number:Time to organize attributes:Tool running time:Time to inspect and organize diagrams:Attributes/Grouping/Ordering:
AF Cut-o�: # Asked/Produced:Folder Name: 122



List of Interesting FactsFilled by: Source: Date:Refer to Analysis:Type: A) Business Insight B) Problem Report C) Further Analysis RequiredImportance: A) Very Important B) Important C) Helpful D) IrrelevantDiagrams Involved:Facts Shown:
Possible explanations:
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A.3 E�ort SheetTime SheetRefers to:Activity Description Participants Date E�ort
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Appendix BScript Used During the Documentation GroupInterviewsThe following handout was used to interview representatives of the documentationgroup. In this handout, \ID" stands for Information Development (documenta-tion group). Other acronyms used in it are part of the organization lingo.B.1 Data Use and Its ImportanceFirst I want to document how the ID group uses the customer satisfaction infor-mation, and how important this data is for you.B.1.1 Regular data presentationThere is a regular presentation of the customer satisfaction data on the DBProducts. During these meetings the following information is usually presented:1. Comparison between the lab products' CUPRIMDS/O and the competition.2. Comparisons between the lab products' NSI and the competition over time(YTD and YE).3. Evaluation of the CUPRIMDS satisfaction vs importance.Data useWhich of these analyses are useful to the ID group ? How do you use them ?
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B.1.2 Direct Contact with CustomerI understand that you sometimes call dissatis�ed customers or review their com-ments stored in the CIS database. With what frequency is this done ?Data UseWhat prompt you to call dissatis�ed customers ? How useful is the informationthey provide you ? How do you use it ?
B.1.3 Other Data UsesBesides the data uses listed in this section do you use the CIS data in any otherway ? If yes, in what way ?
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Are there any other application for the customer satisfaction data that youwould like to pursue in the future ?
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B.1.4 Intranet Access to CISIs the ID group using (or planning to use) the CIS intranet interface athttp://xxxxxxx.xxxxxx.xxx.xxx/cis2/ ?If you are not, skip to Section B.1.5. If you are, continue.Data UseHow are you using (or planning to use) the CIS intranet interface ?
B.1.5 Overall Importance of the CUSTSAT DataOverall what is the importance of the customer satisfaction data to your group ?1. Very important - we rely on it heavily to make business decisions.2. Important - we rely on it substantially to make business decisions.3. Relevant - sometimes we rely on it to make decisions.4. Not much relevant - we don't use the data regularly to make decisions.
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B.2 Needed DataNow, I would like to identify what other useful information could be gatheredto the group by the CUSTSAT survey. In order to do that, we will follow atop-down process. I will start with your goals in using the CUSTSAT data and�nish with a list of attributes that we could measure for you. I understand thatyour generic goal in using the CUSTSAT data is to \improve the documentationwith respect to customer satisfaction". Is that correct ?The diagram I am showing you now is the result of the top-down processapplied to the previous top-level goal.Considering how you use the customer satisfaction data to improve your busi-ness, could you break the top level goal into more concrete sub-goals ?
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B.2.1 EntitiesBased on my understanding of the ID process, I have identi�ed the followingentities/objects as relevant to your top level goal:� Documentation provided by vendor{ Printed Manuals{ On-line help screens{ Soft-copy books{ Tutorials{ Others (e.g. technical newsletters)� Documentation provided by others� Translation process� Customer contact� Customer organization� ProductThinking of DB's products, services, people, processes, and activities thatcan be characterized or evaluated by the customers. Are there any other enti-ties/objects that are relevant to your goals ?
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B.2.2 AttributesThe diagram I gave you has attributes related to the top level goal. Some of themare already surveyed by the CUSTSAT questionnaire, others were added by me.Three types of attribute were added: (1) attributes to evaluate the relativeimportance between the documentation deliverables; (2) attributes to recognizewhich other types of documentation are being used by the customers; and (3)attributes to evaluate the deliverables accuracy, completeness, and usability.� Documentation provided by vendor1. Overall satisfaction with documentation (14a)2. Documentation importance (19e)3. Types of deliverables used (15a)4. Most important deliverable (??){ Printed Manuals1. Satisfaction with printed manuals (15b)2. 2 or 3 suggested improvements (15c)3. Satisfaction with the manuals accuracy (??)4. Satisfaction with the manuals completeness (??)5. Satisfaction with the manuals usability (??)6. Most liked aspect of the manuals (??)7. Importance of having printed manuals (??){ On-line help screens1. Satisfaction with on-line help screens (15d)2. 2 or 3 suggested improvements (15e)3. Satisfaction with the help accuracy (??)4. Satisfaction with the on-line help completeness (??)5. Satisfaction with the screens usability (??)6. Most liked aspect of the on-line help screens (??)7. Importance of having on-line help screens (??){ Soft-copy books1. Satisfaction with soft-copy books (15f)2. 2 or 3 suggested improvements (15g)3. Satisfaction with the books accuracy (??)4. Satisfaction with the books completeness (??)5. Satisfaction with the books usability (??)6. Most liked aspect of the soft-copy books (??)7. Importance of having soft-copy books (??)131



{ Tutorials1. Satisfaction with tutorials (15h)2. 2 or 3 suggested improvements (15i)3. Satisfaction with the tutorials accuracy (??)4. Satisfaction with the tutorials completeness (??)5. Satisfaction with the tutorials usability (??)6. Most liked aspect of the tutorials (??)7. Importance of having tutorials (??){ Others (e.g. technical newsletters)1. Name (??)� Documentation provided by others1. Name (??)� Translation process1. Satisfaction with translations (14b)2. 2 or 3 suggested improvements (14c)3. Translation importance (20m)� Customer contact1. Job responsibilities (45c)� Customer organization1. Primary business (45a)2. Type of activities (45b)� Product1. Name (P Name)2. Version (P VRM)Please rate these attributes as: (1) very relevant; (2) relevant; or (3) not rel-evant to you. 132



Now, considering each of the entities/objects listed in the previous section,list other attributes that are relevant to you AND can be evaluated by a surveyof customers (please, clearly explain the attributes meaning and indicate thosethat are very relevant to you).
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B.2.3 MetricsThe 1997 CUSTSAT questionnaire has the following questions regarding the IDdeliverables: Q14a-14c, Q15a-15i, Q19e, and Q20m.Do you have any comments on the wording, ordering, or positioning of thesequestions in the questionnaire ?

I am giving you a complete list of the questions used in the 1997 customersatisfaction questionnaire. They are organized by subject. Please revise it, if youhave time. Let us know, if there is any new data that interest your group.
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Appendix CInsights Gained from AF DiagramsThis appendix lists the insights gained during the 1996 AF Analyses. The at-tributes groups used in these analyses are explained in Section 4.3. In order topreserve IBM proprietary information, the explained attributes are representedby acronyms. The acromyns are composed by the attribute class name and anordinal number. These numbers are not related to the order in which the at-tributes are presented in Section 4.3. We also use the phrase [IBM proprietaryinformation removed] to indicate that a piece of text was cut to protect IBMproprietary information.C.1 Results of the AF Analysis 1This analyses is described in Section 4.3.1. It involved three attribute classes:\Vendor � ProdType � SatA". These three classes are described in Table 4.6.This analysis produced 19 diagrams that were organized in 8 diagram groupsbased on the diagram's explained attribute (SatAN).Diagram Group 1: Diagrams 1 and 2 - SatA1Diagram 1 shows that IBM's scores for SatA1 are much better than thecompetition in the mainframe platform.Diagram 2 shows that IBM's scores SatA1 are signi�cantly better than thecompetition overall (very sat=47.8% against 37.5%).Insights:[Known fact] IBM's scores for SatA1 are better than the competitionoverall, but this advantage is coming from the mainframe platform. Thedata manager already knew about this fact, but he was impressed by howeasy it was to catch it with the AF Tool.Diagram Group 2: Diagrams 3 and 19 - SatA2135



Diagram 3 shows that IBM compiler products' scores for SatA2 are signif-icantly better than the overall average.Diagram 19 shows that in general IBM is a bit better that the competitionwith respect to attribute SatA2.Insights:[Known fact] IBM's scores for SatA2 are better than the competition over-all, but this advantage is coming mainly from the application developmentproducts.Diagram Group 3: Diagram 4 and 16 - SatA3Diagram 4 shows that IBM compiler products' scores for SatA3 are signif-icantly better than the overall average.Diagram 16 shows that IBM mainframe products' scores for SatA3 aresigni�cantly better than the overall average.Insights:[Known fact] IBM's scores for SatA3 are especially strong in its appli-cation development and mainframe products. The data manager said thiswas expected.Diagram Group 4: Diagram 5 and 18 - SatA4Diagram 5 shows that IBM PC products' scores for SatA4 are signi�cantlyhigher than the overall average.Diagram 18 shows that in general the competition has lower scores forSatA4.Insights:[Business Insight 1] IBM's scores for SatA4 are better than the compe-tition overall, but this advantage is coming mainly from the PC platform.Diagram Group 5: Diagrams 6, 7, 13, 14, and 15 - SatA5Diagram 15 shows that in general the IBM products have better SatA5scores.Diagram 6 shows that IBM 's SatA5 scores are signi�cantly worse than theaverage for the \others" product class.Diagram 7 shows that IBM's SatA5 scores are signi�cantly better than theaverage for the application development product class.Diagram 13 shows that IBM's SatA5 scores are signi�cantly worse than theaverage for the mid range platform.136



Diagram 14 shows that IBM's SatA5 scores are better than the average forthe PC platform.Insights:[Business Insight 2] The IBM's SatA5 scores are better than the compe-tition but there is a problem with products in the mid range platform andin the \others" products class.[Analyze Further 1] The data manager believes that some productsmay be driving these low scores. He was especially curious if the prod-uct \XXXX" was driving the low SatA5 scores in the mid range platforms.Diagram Group 6: Diagrams 8 and 11 - SatA6Diagram 8 shows that customer's SatA6 scores given to IBM's compilerproducts are higher than others products in general.Diagram 11 shows that customer'sSatA6 scores given to IBM's PC productsare somewhat higher than other products in general.Insights:[Known Fact] IBM's SatA6 is especially strong in its application devel-opment and PC products. The PC scenario is somewhat surprising, butthe di�erence is not very strong. Auxiliary diagram 11 shows that the PCproducts in general have a slightly higher SatA6 score.Diagram Group 7: Diagrams 9 and 10 - SatA7Diagram 9 shows that customer's SatA7 scores IBM's PC products aresomewhat lower than other products in general.Diagram 10 shows that customer's SatA7 scores for IBM's mainframe prod-ucts are somewhat higher than other products in general.Insights:[Inconclusive Fact] Looking at the auxiliary diagram 7, we concludedthat diagram 10 is not signi�cant because in general mainframe customersare more satis�ed with respect to SatA7 (nonetheless, IBM has a slightSatA7 advantage in this platform).[Business Insight 3] IBM's SatA7 disadvantage in the PC platform ismore signi�cant.Diagram Group 8: Diagrams 12 - SatA8Diagram 2 shows that IBM's SatA8 scores is better than the competitionoverall.Insights: 137



[Known Fact] The advantage of 5% that shift from not satis�ed to verysatis�ed with the vendor is signi�cant but appears to be coming from themainframe platform and/or application development products.C.2 Results of the AF Analysis 2This analyses is described in Section 4.3.2. It involved three attribute classes:\Vendor � ProdType � DMsatA" Analysis. These three attribute classes aredescribed in Table 4.7.This analysis produced 9 diagrams that were organized in 3 diagram groupsbased on the diagram's explained attribute (DMsatAN ).Diagram group 1: Diagrams 1 and 7 - DMsatA1Diagram 1 shows that IBM's application development products have a bet-ter DMsatA1 rating than the overall average rating.Diagram 7 shows that the competition's DMsatA1 rating is worse thanIBM's rating.Insights:[Known Fact] IBM's DMsatA1 is better overall, but is especially betterfor compiler products.Diagram group 2: Diagrams 2 and 3 - DMsatA2Diagram 2 shows that the competition's DMsatA2 rating for the PC plat-form is signi�cantly better than the overall average.Diagram 3 shows that IBM's DMsatA2 rating for the PC platform isslightly better than the overall average.Insights:[Business Insight 4] As shown by the auxiliary diagram 1, the productsrunning in PC platforms have better DMsatA2 ratings in general. Weconcluded that IBM has a worse DMsatA2 rating than the competition inthe PC platform by comparing diagrams 2 and 3.Diagram group 3: Diagrams 4, 5, 6, and 9 - DMsatA3Diagram 4 shows the competition's DMsatA3 ratings for PC products ishigher than the overall average.Diagram 5 shows the competition's DMsatA3 ratings for WK products islower than the overall average.Diagram 6 shows IBM'sDMsatA3 ratings for PC products is slightly higherthan the overall average. 138



Diagram 9 shows the competition's DMsatA3 for DB products is lowerthan the overall average.Insights:[Known Fact] The auxiliary diagram 2 shows that the DMsatA3 ratingschanges mainly with the platform (PC, WK, MR, and MF). Most of thosevariation is explained by the platform rather than the vendor.[Known Fact] In general, the products running in PC platforms havebetter DMsatA3 ratings. We concluded that IBM has worse DMsatA3ratings than competition for the PC platform by comparing diagrams 4and 6.[Business Insight 5] Diagrams 5 and 9 seems to indicate that IBM doesbetter than the competition in DB applications and especially in WK plat-forms.C.3 Results of the AF Analyses 3-6As explained in Section 4.3.3, the local support analyses involved four di�erentanalyses that produced 55 diagrams:1. AF Analysis 3: LSwho �MIA [diagrams 1-6]2. AF Analysis 4:ProdType � LSsat [diagrams 7-11]3. AF Analysis 5:LSsat�MIA [diagrams 12-21]4. AF Analysis 6:LSwho � LSsat�MIA [diagrams 22-55]The attribute classes used in these analyses are explained in Table 4.8. Theproduced diagrams were grouped by analysis and explained attributes. In orderto save space below, the diagram groups and the insights gained with Analyses3, 4, and 5 are grouped together. The diagrams produced by Analyses 6 wereorganized in several groups according to their explained attribute.Diagram group 1: Diagrams 1 thru 6 - LSwho �MIADiagram 1 shows that the MIA1 is the highest when IBM is the localsupport (LS) provider and the lowest when a third party is the LS provider.The same trend is seen in MIA2, and MIA3 (diagrams 2 and 6).Diagram 3 shows that theMIA4 is the highest when IBM is the LS providerand the lowest when the competition is the LS provider. The same trendis seen in MIA5 and MIA6 (diagrams 4 and 5).Insights: 139



[Known Fact] The facts in diagrams 3, 4, and 5 are expected because IBMproducts rate better overall in the MIAs. As the third party providers givesupport to IBM and competition products their score should fall in betweenthe other two.[Business Insight 6] The diagrams 1, 2, and 6 are surprising. They areshowing that third party local support has a (small) negative impact onMIA1, MIA2, and MIA3 scores. The third party score is particularly lowon MIA1. This shows thaat [IBM proprietary information removed] whena third party is the support provider.Diagram group 2: Diagrams 7 thru 11 - ProdType� LSsatDiagram 7 shows that LSsat1 is the highest on MR platform products.It decreases for the MF, PC, and WK platforms respectively. Diagrams9 shows that LSsat1 is the lowest for DB products and the highest for\Other" products.Diagram 9 shows the \Other" product class have the best LSsat1 scoresand DB products the worse. Diagram 8 is not conclusive.Diagram 10 and 11 show that LSsat2 and LSsat1 scores are the highest forDB products in the PC platform.Insights:The data managers doesn't have de�nitive explanations for the results.[Business Insight 7; Analyze Further 2] Diagrams 7 is intriguing be-cause the WK platforms have a particularly low LSsat1 rating.[Inconclusive Fact] Diagrams 9, 10, and 11 are not conclusive.Diagram group 3: Diagrams 12 thru 21 - LSsat�MIASub-group 1: MIA4Diagrams 12, 16, and 17 show that good local technical and salessupport have similar positive impacts on MIA4. These impacts arebigger than the local education impact.Sub-group 2: MIA3Diagrams 13, 15, and 19 show that good local technical, education,and sales support have similar positive impacts on MIA3.Sub-group 3: MIA6Diagrams 14, 18, and 20 show that good local sales has the biggestpositive impact on MIA6. 140



Sub-group 4: MIA1Diagram 21 shows that local sales \probably" has the highest impactin MIA1.Insights:[Business Insight 8] It seems that local sales has strong impact on MIA1and MIA6. This was surprising.[Analyze Further 3] The data manager commented that local supportin general had very strong impacts on the MIAs. He suggested that weanalyzed them against the CUPRIMDS factors (this originated the analysesin Section 4.3.4).[MF Insight 1] We discussed the possibility of adding importance ques-tions regarding sales and education support to the questionnaire.[MF Insight 2]We also discussed how these results supported the decisionof combining the local technical support questions with the vendor technicalsupport question (S SAT) in the 1996 questionnaire.[MF Insight 3] We also discussed that this might suggest that the otherlocal support questions should be moved closer to the technical servicesupport questions.Diagram group 4: Diagrams 22-25, 32-33, and 34-36 - LSwho�LSsat�MIA3Diagrams 22 thru 25 (together with 6 and 23) show that very high satisfac-tion with local education has the highest positive impact on MIA3 whenIBM is the education provider.Diagrams 32 and 33 (together with 6 and 19) show that very high satis-faction with local sales support has the highest positive impact on MIA3when IBM the provider.Diagrams 34 thru 36 (together with 6 and 13) show that a very high satisfac-tion with third party local technical support may have positive or negativeimpacts in MIA3. Very good technical support by third party providersproduces more very satis�ed and more dissatis�ed scores with respect toMIA3.Insights:[Business Insight 9] Diagrams 22 thru 25 seems to show that good localeducation is a bit more important to MIA3 when IBM is the educationprovider.[Business Insight 10] Diagrams 32 and 33 seems to show that good localsales is a bit more important to MIA3 when IBM is the provider.141



[Business Insight 11] Diagrams 34 thru 36 may indicate that good thirdparty technical support produces better MIA3 results in general. However,in some situations, only good vendor support can improve MIA3.Diagram group 5: Diagrams 26-29, 39-42, and 50-52 - LSwho�LSsat�MIA4Diagrams 26 thru 29 (together with 3 and 12) show that very good technicalsupport provided by a third party has a very strong positive impact onMIA4Diagrams 39 thru 42 (together with 3 and 17) show that very good localsales provided by a third party may have positive or negative impacts inMIA4. Very good sales support by third party providers produces morevery satis�ed and more dissatis�ed scores with respect to MIA4.Diagrams 50 thru 52 (together with 3 and 16) show that very good educationsupport by IBM has the strongest positive impact on MIA4.Insights:[Business Insight 12] Diagrams 26 thru 29 show a very di�erent trendbetween third party and other providers. It seems that when a third partygives good technical support the satisfaction with theMIA4 sky rockets. Apossible explanation is that the customer associates good operation recordwith the product and vendor but the problems with the support provider.[Business Insight 13] Diagrams 34 thru 36 may indicate that good thirdparty sales support produces better MIA4 results in general. However, insome situations, only good vendor support can improve MIA4.[Inconclusive Fact] Diagrams 50 thru 52 are showing the same behavior asdiagram 3. IBM rates are better overall, competition come last, and thirdparty comes in between. The same trend holds for MIA4 distributionswhen the customer is very satis�ed with the local education.Diagram group 6: Diagrams 30 and 46 - LSwho � LSsat�MIA1Diagram 30 (together with 1 and 21) shows that very good IBM sales sup-port has a very strong impact on MIA1.Diagram 46 (together with 1) shows that very good IBM technical supporthas a very strong impact on MIA1.Insights:[Business Insight 14] Diagram 30 and 46 shows that good sales and tech-nical support by IBM have good impact on MIA1. However, this impactis also present in less extent for the other providers. Note that accordingto diagram 1, MIA1 scores are higher in general when IBM is the localsupport provider. 142



Diagram group 7: Diagrams 37-38, 43-45, and 53-54 - LSwho�LSsat�MIA6Diagrams 37 and 38 (together with 5 and 18) shows thatMIA6 is bit higherwhen the competition provides sales support and the customers are verysatis�ed with it.Diagrams 43 thru 45 (together with 5 and 14) shows that MIA6 is sig-ni�cantly higher when the competition provides tech support and the cus-tomers are very satis�ed with it.Diagrams 53 and 54 (together with 5 and 18) shows that MIA6 is similarwhen IBM or the competition provides sales support and the customers arevery satis�ed with it.Insights:[Business Insight 15] Diagrams 37 and 38 are interesting because theycontradict diagram 5. This may indicate that good sales support has agreater impact on the competition with respect to MIA6.[Business Insight 16] Diagrams 43 thru 45 are very interesting becausethey strongly contradict diagram 5. This may indicate that good techsupport has a greater impact on the competition with respect to MIA6.[Business Insight 17] Diagrams 53 and 54 are interesting because theycontradict diagram 5. This may indicate that good education support hasa greater impact on the competition with respect to MIA6.[Business Insight 18] The diagrams 37-38, 43-45, 53-54, and 5 hint thatMIA6 ratings for the competition may improve signi�cantly if they improvetheir local support.C.4 Results of the AF Analysis 7This analysis is described in Section 4.3.4. It involved two attribute classes: \Fsat� MIAs". These two classes are described in Table 4.9.This analysis produced 40 diagrams that were organized in two sets of sixdiagram groups based on the diagram's explained attribute (MIAN). The �rstset of diagrams was ordered by the Fsats positive impacts on the MIAs. Thesecond set was ordered by the Fsats negative impacts on the MIAs.Diagram group 1: MIA1Positive impact:Table 4.10 shows that Csat and Psat are the attributes with the highestpositive impact (PI) on MIA1. Usat, Dsat, and Rsat (in this order) havemedium PI. And, LS-Sales, LS-Edu, and LS-Tech have the lowest PI.143



Negative impact:Table 4.10 shows that Rsat and Csat are the attributes with the highestnegative impact (NI) on MIA1. These impacts are much higher than theothers. Next come the NIs of Psat and Usat. They are also signi�cantlystronger than LS-Tech and D-sat, which in turn are signi�cantly strongerthan LS-Sales and LS-Edu.Insights:[Business Insight 19] The positive impact (PI) ordering of Csat, Psat,Usat, and Dsat was expected. However, the PI of Rsat was surprisingbecause Rsat is frequently considered the most important attribute overall.[Known Fact] The negative impact (NI) ordering was less surprising. Notethat Rsat comes in �rst place. Psat and Usat NI are very similar, and soare LS-Tech and Dsat.[Business Insight 20; MF Insight 4] The most interesting fact in Ta-ble 4.10 is that the Fsat attributes have di�erent positive and negativeimpacts in MIA1. This information was a novelty for the data manager.[Business Insight 21] The case of Rsat is of special interest. Rsat isconstantly rated as the most important attribute. The facts show that itsimpact is basically a negative one. In other words, reliability is somethingthat is taken as a given by the customers. It has a huge negative impact ifit is not there. However, Csat, Psat, Usat, and Dsat all have higher positiveimpact once high reliability is achieved.[Business Insight 22] The same is true, although at less extent, for LS-Tech (and, we believe for technical support in general).[Business Insight 23] Last but not least, Csat is very important acrossthe board. Capability is a key factor in any scenario.Diagram group 2: MIA2Positive impact:Table 4.10 shows that Dsat has the highest positive impact (PI) on MIA2.Next, it comes Csat, Usat, and Psat, all very similar. And last, Rsat withthe lowest impact. The local support attributes did not appear in theanalysis results.Negative impact:Table 4.10 shows that Csat clearly has the strongest negative impact onMIA2. Next, it comes Psat and Rsat { also with a high negative impact.Usat comes next, and Dsat has the lowest negative impact.Insights: 144



[Inconclusive Fact] The results for MIA2 should be taken very carefully.The distribution of values for the MIA2 attribute is very di�erent thanthe distributions for others MIAs. This attribute has a di�erent scale and\not satis�ed" (NS) corresponds to [IBM proprietary information removed].This makes it the only attributes for which V S% < NS%.[Inconclusive Fact] By looking at diagram 22, we concluded that Dsathigh PI was a \uke". Although 33% of the customers that were very satis-�ed with documentation said they were very satis�ed with MIA2, 14.6% ofthem said they were not satis�ed with MIA2. This number is higher thanCsat's 9.6% or Psat's 10.2%. The truth is that all Fsat's positive impactsare similar. Csat would come in �rst place if we consider together the \verysatis�ed" and \satis�ed" scores.[Business Insight 24] The NI results are more clear. Csat has thestrongest impact and Dsat has the lowest.[Business Insight 25] MIA2 is also the only MIA for which Psat's NI ishigher than Rsat's NI.Diagram group 3: MIA3Positive impact:Table 4.10 shows that LS-Sales clearly has the strongest positive impacton MIA3. Psat, Csat, and LS-Tech come next. And, Rsat and Usat comeafterwards. Dsat and LS-Edu diagrams were not generated.Negative impact:Table 4.10 shows that Csat, Rsat, and Psat are the attributes with thehighest negative impact (NI) on MIA3. Next, it comes Usat, LS-Sales andLS-Tech.Insights:[Business Insight 26] This diagram group has two important pieces ofinformation. The �rst is the LS-Sales' PI. It is even stronger than the PIon MIA6. This is probably because sales have a strong inuence in [IBMproprietary information removed].[Business Insight 27] Also note that good local technical support has asizable positive impact on MIA6.[Business Insight 28] The second piece of interesting information is Psat'sPI. For the �rst time, Psat's PI is higher than Csat's PI. This indicates thatfor some products good Psat is key to MIA6.[Known Fact] The negative impacts are not surprising, Csat and Rsathave the strongest NIs on MIA6. Psat also has a strong NI on MIA6.145



Diagram group 4: MIA4Positive impact:Table 4.10 shows that Csat, Psat, Dsat, Usat are the attributes with thehighest positive impact (PI) on MIA4 (all very similar). Next, it comesLS-Tech and LS-Sales, and last, Rsat and LS-Edu. Also, the PI valuedistribution for MIA4 are not as spread as for MIA1.Negative impact:Table 4.10 shows that Rsat clearly has the strongest negative impact onMIA4. Next, it comes Csat { also with a high negative impact. Usat,Psat, and LS-Tech come in the middle, and Dsat and LS-Sales follows.LS-Edu has the lowest negative impact.Insights:[Business Insight 29] The impacts of the Fsats on MIA4 are similar tothose on MIA1. But, there is a very strong di�erence between the Fsatnegative and positive impacts.[Business Insight 30] The di�erence between Rsat PI and NI in MIA4is even stronger than in MIA1. A high Rsat has one of the lowest positiveimpacts. A low Rsat has an enormous negative impact in MIA4. This NIimpact seems to imply that low reliability can be very harmful to [IBMproprietary information removed].[Business Insight 31] Csat is again very important across the border.[Business Insight 32] Usat has a strong NI.Diagram group 5: MIA5Positive impact:Table 4.10 shows that LS-Sales also has the strongest impact on MIA5.Psat, Usat, and Csat also have strong PIs. And, Rsat come next. Dsat,LS-Edu, and LS-Tech diagrams were not generated by the AF Tool.Negative impact:Table 4.10 shows that Rsat clearly has the strongest negative impact onMIA5. Csat also has a strong impact. Next, it comes Psat and Usat.LS-Sales has a weak negative impact.Insights:[Business Insight 33] Rsat is again a key factor from the negative impactpoint of view (NS jumps from 4.7 to 20.7%).[Business Insight 34] Note that Psat and { this time around { Usat alsohave strong positive impact on MIA5.146



[Business Insight 35] LS-Sales { just like on MIA3 { has the strongestPI on MIA5.Diagram group 6: MIA6Positive impact:Table 4.10 shows that Csat, LS-Sales, and Psat are the attributes with thehighest positive impact (PI) on MIA6. Rsat, Usat, LS-Tech, and LS-Educome next. And, Dsat has the weakest positive impact.Negative impact:Table 4.10 shows that Csat clearly has the strongest negative impact onMIA6. Next, it comes Rsat, Usat, and Psat { also with a high negativeimpact. LS-Tech and Dsat come in the middle, and LS-Sales follows. LS-Edu has the lowest negative impact.Insights:[Business Insight 36] Csat has the highest PI and NI. This imply thatcapability is probably the factor that most inuences the customer'sMIA6.[Business Insight 37] Rsat again has a high negative impact. But, thistime around, it also has a sizeable positive impact. Rsat, Usat, Psat allseem to be very important to MIA6.[Business Insight 38] Dsat on the other hand has the lowest PI. GoodDsat does not seem to have strong inuence in MIA6.[Business Insight 39] The most interesting fact in this diagram group isthe LS-Sales positive impact on MIA6. Local sales, one of the factors withthe lowest NI and PI for MIA1 and MIA4, has one of the highest PIs onMIA6. A hint of what is happening is given by the fact that this impactalso happens on MIA3 and MIA5. It seems that good sales has a lot ofinuence on [IBM proprietary information removed]. This shows that, forsome MIAs, the local support may be as important as the product factors.[MF Insight 5] It also shows that Fsats have very di�erent impacts onthe MIAs.[MF Insight 6] This last fact led the data manager to consider that it wasimportant to identify which of the MIAs was the most important for theorganization.[Analyze Further 4]He also said it might be a good idea to run regressionsof the MIAs�[CUPRIMDS + local support].147



C.5 Results of the the AF Analysis 8This analysis is described in Section 4.3.5. It involved two attribute classes:\CUPRIMDS � MIAs". These two classes are described in Table 4.11.This analysis involved only database products. It produced 48 diagrams thatwere organized in two sets of six diagram groups based on the diagram's explainedattribute (MIAN). The �rst set of diagrams was ordered by the CUPRIMDSpositive impacts on the MIAs. The second set was ordered by the CUPRIMDSnegative impacts on the MIAs.Diagram group 1: MIA1Positive impact:Table 4.12 shows that Psat is the attribute with the highest positive impact(PI) on MIA1. Usat, Msat, and Csat (in this order) also have a strong PI.Dsat comes next. Isat and Rsat followed by Ssat have the lowest PIs.Negative impact:Table 4.12 shows that Csat and Rsat are the attributes with the highestnegative impact (NI) on MIA1. These impacts are much higher than theothers. Next comes the NIs of Ssat, Usat, Msat, and Psat. And last comesIsat and Dsat's NI.Insights:[Business Insight 40] Just like the previous analysis, the positive impactof Rsat is surprisingly low.[Business Insight 41] Ssat PI is also lower than expected. In both cases,their negative impact is very strong.[Business Insight 42] This once again translate to the hypothesis thatreliability and technical support are expected as a given by the customers.They are missed dearly when they are absent but they don't have muchpositive impact when they are present.[Business Insight 43] Also to be noted is the fact that Csat and Rsat'sNIs are much stronger than the others. This indicates that if a database isgoing to miss something it better not be capability or reliability.[Known Fact] Psat had the strongest positive impact on MIA1. This isnot so surprising if you consider we are talking about databases.[Business Insight 44] However, Psat's low NI is somewhat surprising. Itprobably means that in databases missing performance is less harmful thanmissing capability, reliability, usability, or maintainability.[Business Insight 45] Usat and Msat's PIs are higher than Csat's. Thisis somewhat surprising if you compare this analysis with the previous one.148



[MF Insight 7; Analyze Further 5] Due to Msat high PIs, the CUST-SAT data manager from the Santa Teresa Lab has raised the hypothesis thatthe customers are misinterpreting maintainability as the ability to maintainthe database instead of the ability to maintain the product. If this is thecase, the maintainability question is measuring something di�erent thanMsat for DB products. This issue should be further investigated.Diagram group 2: MIA2Positive impact:Table 4.12 shows that Msat and Psat have the highest positive impacts (PI)on MIA2. Next, it comes Isat, Usat, and Csat all very similar. Dsat andRsat come next and Ssat comes last with the lowest impact.Negative impact:Table 4.12 shows that Rsat and Csat clearly has the strongest negativeimpact on MIA2. Next, it comes Psat followed by Msat and Usat. Isat,Ssat, and Dsat have the lowest negative impact.Insights:[Inconclusive Fact] The results for MIA2 should be taken very carefully.The distribution of values for MIA2 is very di�erent than the distributionsfor others MIAs. This attribute has a di�erent scale and \not satis�ed"(NS) corresponds to [IBM proprietary information removed]. This makesit the only attribute for which V S% < NS%.[Inconclusive Fact] By looking at diagram 22, we concluded that Isat'shigh PI was a \uke". Although 29.9% of the customers that were verysatis�ed with installation said the said they were very satis�ed withMIA2,16.7% of them said they were not satis�ed with MIA2. This number ishigher than Csat's 10.3% or Usat's 12.6%.[Business Insight 46] Msat and Psat clearly have the highest positiveimpact, however Msat's PI is a bit inated by the fact that maintainersgive betterMIA2 scores. Csat and Usat would come next (followed by Isat,Rsat, and Ssat), if consider the \very satis�ed" and \satis�ed answers".[Business Insight 47] Ssat has a very low PI any way you look at it.[Business Insight 48] The NI results are more clear. Rsat has thestrongest negative impact. Csat also has a strong impact.[Business Insight 49] Ssat's NI is surprisingly low for MIA2. May bethe service support is not considered by customers that [IBM proprietaryinformation removed] (this might also explain the low PI).Diagram group 3: MIA3 149



Positive impact:Table 4.12 shows that Ssat and Msat clearly have the strongest positiveimpact on MIA3. Usat also has a strong impact. Dsat, Csat, Isat, Psat,and Rsat come next with very similar values.Negative impact:Table 4.12 shows that Rsat clearly has the strongest negative impact onMIA3. Csat comes next. Psat, Dsat, Usat, and Isat follows. Msat and Isathave the weakest NIs.Insights:[Inconclusive Fact] The biggest surprise is Ssat's PI and NI. This resultis a \uke". It was caused by the fact that people that use the servicesupport have higher MIA3 scores. Thus, the MIFs distribution changes forthe data points used to calculate Ssat PI and NI. PI is (very) inated andNI is deated for Ssat.[MF Insight 8] The service support manager told me { during the servicesupport interview { that this was caused by the fact that a person thatis [IBM proprietary information removed] tends to cancel or not use theservice support. This makes MIA3 scores higher than average for all Ssatvalues. This explains the arti�cially high PI and arti�cially low NI of Ssat.[Inconclusive Fact] Msat's NI is also arti�cially inated (and PI arti�-cially deated). The same thing that happened with Ssat happens withMsat. The MIFs distribution changes for the data points used to calculateMsat's PI and NI. However, this e�ect is much smaller for Msat because,while only 30% of the data points have used the service support, 63% ofthe data points are maintainers.[Business Insight 50] Discounted the e�ects of Ssat and Msat distortedcalculations, probably Usat has the largest PI on MIA3. It is very inter-esting that it is higher than Csat and Psat's PI.[Business Insight 51] Also surprising is Psat's low PI and high NI. Psatseems to be a condition necessary but not su�cient for a customer to [IBMproprietary information removed].Diagram group 4: MIA4Positive impact:Table 4.12 shows that Msat, Usat, Psat are the attributes with the highestpositive impact (PI) on MIA4. Next, it comes Csat, Dsat, and Rsat. Last,it comes Isat and Ssat. Also, the PI value distribution for MIA4 are notas spread as for MIA1. 150



Negative impact:Table 4.12 shows that { just like for the previous analysis { Rsat clearly hasthe strongest negative impact on MIA4. Next, it comes Msat and Csat {also with a high negative impact. Ssat, Usat, and Isat come in the middle.Psat and Dsat have the lowest negative impacts.Insights:[Business Insight 52] A low Rsat has an enormous negative impact inMIA4. This NI impact seems to imply that low reliability can be veryharmful to [IBM proprietary information removed].[Business Insight 53] Msat seems to be very important across the borderwith the highest positive impact and the second highest negative impact.[Business Insight 54] Psat case is very interesting. It has a high PI anda very low NI. This may indicate that low performance is not very harmfulto [IBM proprietary information removed], but good performance de�nitelyhelps it.[Business Insight 55] The same is valid (at less extent) for Usat.Diagram group 5: MIA5Positive impact:Table 4.12 shows that Msat has the highest PI on MIA5. Next, it comesIsat, Usat, and Psat. Ssat, Rsat, Csat come in the bottom half. And, Dsathas the weakest positive impact.Negative impact:Table 4.12 shows that Csat and Rsat clearly have the strongest negativeimpact on MIA5. Psat also has a strong NI. Next, it comes Msat, Usat,and Ssat. Dsat and Isat have the lowest negative impact.Insights:[Business Insight 56] Csat, Rsat, and Psat are the key factors from thenegative impact point of view.[Business Insight 57] Csat has a surprising low PI. We do not have agood explanation for this one.[Business Insight 58] Usat and Psat have very strong PIs.[Known Fact] Msat and Isat's PI are both inated by the MIA5 distri-bution for maintainers and installers. Isat's NI was also deated a little.Those scores should be looked at with some suspicion.Diagram group 6: MIA6 151



Positive impact:Table 4.12 shows that Msat, Usat, Psat, and Csat are the attributes withthe highest positive impact (PI) onMIA6. Dsat, Ssat, and Rsat come next.And, Isat has the weakest positive impact.Negative impact:Table 4.12 shows that Csat and Rsat clearly have the strongest negativeimpact on MIA6. Next, it comes Msat. Usat, Psat and Ssat come in themiddle. Isat and Dsat come last with signi�cantly lower negative impacts.Insights:[Business Insight 59] A low Csat and Rsat have strong negative impactsinMIA6. This seems to imply that low capability or reliability can be veryharmful to [IBM proprietary information removed].[Business Insight 60]Msat seems to be important across the border withthe highest positive impact and the third highest negative impact. However,Msat's PI is a bit inated by the fact that maintainers in general have higherMIA6.[Business Insight 61] Like before, Psat and Usat have a high PI andmedium NI.
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Appendix DSubjective Validation QuestionnaireThis appendix presents the questionnaire used to interview the Toronto Lab datamanager. The objective of this questionnaire was to subjectively validate theimprovement approach presented in this dissertation.D.1 Questionnaire IntroductionThis questionnaire will be used to evaluate the approach we have applied toanalyze the CUSTSAT data and its measurement process. Our approach wascomposed of three steps: measurement characterization, top-down analysis, andbottom-up analysis. The �rst step { characterization { was executed to identifythe data user groups and how they were using the data. The second step { top-down analysis { used GQM to capture the goals of the data users and to mapthese goals to the metrics and data in the CUSTSAT measurement framework.The third step { bottom-up analysis { used AF to extract knowledge from theCUSTSAT data.Our evaluation questionnaire contains several multiple choice questions aboutthe three steps of our approach. These questions are designed to characterizethe steps that were useful AS WELL AS those that were not with respect todi�erent parts of the measurement process. Please, be as accurate as possible inyour answers.Our evaluation questionnaire also has some multiple choice questions referringto the existing CUSTSAT measurement framework. Those questions refer to thecurrent processes, methods, and mechanisms utilized to measure, maintain, andanalyze the CUSTSAT data, as well as to improve the CUSTSAT survey question-naire. These questions are necessary to characterize what type of new capabilitiesour approach has added to the existing CUSTSAT measurement framework.Some of the multiple choice questions are followed by open ended questions ofthe type \please, justify your answer". These questions will be used to expand onthe issues addressed by the multiple choice questions. They should be answered153



verbally. We will use a tape recorder to record the answers. They are veryimportant to us.We use the following acronyms throughout the evaluation questionnaire:� GQM: goal-question-metric.� AF: attribute focusing.� MC: measurement characterization.� CUSTSAT: customer satisfaction.� CUSTSAT MF: the existing CUSTSAT measurement framework.� Toronto Lab: IBM Toronto Laboratory.� DA/P: data analysis or data presentation.� QQ: CUSTSAT questionnaire question.Please, do not hesitate to ask for clari�cation or explanations during thisinterview.D.2 QuestionnairePart 1 - Knowledge discovery and data visualization.Let us start by talking about knowledge discovery:Q1.1.1 [O1,G1] - You have used the bottom-up method (AF Analyses) as a knowl-edge discovery mechanism in your database. After this experience, tell us howimportant you think intelligent data exploration and knowledge discovery mech-anisms are to your business ?(A) No importance at all.(B) Little importance - the traditional statistical methods already produce mostof the information that I need. These methods can only help us to extract a littleextra information from the data we have.(C) Some importance - these methods can complement the traditional statisticalmethods by providing some new and interesting information for me.(D) Great importance - these methods will have a sizable impact in our business;only with them we can take full advantage of the data we have.154



(E) Absolute importance - these methods must be applied in our line of business.Q1.1.2 [O1,G2.1] - Prior to the use of AF, how good was the existing CUSTSATMFin providing tools and methods for intelligent data exploration and knowledgediscovery in your database ?(A) Very Poor - no support was provided(B) Poor - the framework did not have adequate mechanisms for this type ofdata exploration, however we could use our tools to manually do some intelligentdata exploration.(C) Fair - there were some tools and methods for knowledge discovery but muchimprovement was still needed.(D) Good - there existed adequate tools and methods for knowledge discovery,but there still was room for improvement.(E) Very good - our knowledge discovery support was state-of-the-art, very littleimprovement was possible.Q1.1.2.1 [O1,G2.1] - Please explain what kinds of improvements are needed, if youhave answered B, C, or D to the previous question.Q1.1.3 [O1,G2.2]- How good was the bottom-up method (AF Analysis) in discov-ering knowledge (interesting and unknown information) in your database ?(A) Very Poor - no useful information was discovered(B) Poor - the discovered information was of little use and interest to our business(C) Fair - there were some interesting facts discovered but they had a limitedimpact on our business.(D) Good - there were interesting facts discovered that had a signi�cant impacton our business.(E) Very good - there were interesting facts discovered that had a major impacton our business.Q1.1.3.1 [O1,G2.2] - Please, justify your answer to the previous question.Let us now talk about data visualization:Q1.2.1 [O2,G1] - How important do you think visualization of data distributionsand associations is to your business ?(A) No importance at all.(B) Little importance - simple tables and percentages are su�cient in most cases.(C) Some importance - visualization can complement the percentages and tablesby making the data easier to interpret.155



(D) Great importance - we need visualization to interpret some important datadistributions and associations.(E) Absolute importance - we must use visualization, without it we cannot in-terpret the data we have.Q1.2.2 [O2,G2.1] - How good was the existing CUSTSAT MF in providing toolsand methods for visualizing the data distributions and associations you have ?(A) Very Poor - no support was provided(B) Poor - the framework did not have adequate mechanisms for visualization,however we could use our numerical data to manually build diagrams and charts.(C) Regular - there was some tools and methods for data visualization, but muchimprovement was still needed.(D) Good - there existed adequate tools and methods for data visualization, butthere still was room for improvement.(E) Very good - our data visualization support was state-of-the-art, very littleimprovement was possible.Q1.2.2.1 [O2,G2.1] - Please explain what kinds of improvements are needed, if youhave answered B, C, or D to the previous question.Q1.2.3 [O2,G2.2] - Considering only those AF diagrams with potentially interestinginformation, how good was the bottom-up method (AF Analysis) in helping youto visualize data distributions and associations ?(A) Very Poor - no useful diagrams was produced.(B) Poor - the produced diagrams were of little use to me, they were very di�cultto interpret.(C) Fair - there were useful diagrams produced, but they were not easy to inter-pret.(D) Good - the tool produced useful and easy to interpret diagrams, but thereare still needed improvements.(E) Very good - the tool produced useful, complete, and easy to interpret dia-grams.Q1.2.3.1 [O2,G2.1] - Please, justify your answer to the previous question.Part 2 - Evaluating questions (QQs) and questionnaire formatLet us talk about the format and wording of QQs.156



Q2.1.1 [O4,G1] - How important is it for you to have methods/processes to assessthe adequacy of the wording and structure (scale and possible values) of theQQs ?(A) No importance at all.(B) Little importance - the QQs are stable and the QQ wording leaves little roomfor misunderstanding by the interviewed subjects.(C) Some importance - QQs are subject to small reviews and their format hassome impact on the answers we obtain.(D) Great importance - QQs are subject to periodic reviews and their formathas signi�cant impact on the answers that we obtain.(E) Absolute importance - QQs are frequently modi�ed and their format hasstrong impact on the answers that we obtain.Q2.1.2 [O4,G2.1] - How good is the existing CUSTSAT MF process in assessingand reviewing the wording and structure (scale and possible values) of the QQs?(A) Very Poor - there is no such process.(B) Poor - the framework has an inadequate process for assessing and reviewingQQs.(C) Fair - there is a process for assessing and reviewing QQs, but much improve-ment is still needed.(D) Good - there is an adequate process for assessing and reviewing QQs, butthere still is room for improvement.(E) Very good - there is a successful process for assessing and reviewing QQs,very little improvement is possible.Q2.1.2.1 [O4,G2.1] - Please explain what kinds of improvements are needed, if youhave answered B, C, or D to the previous question.Q2.1.3 thru 6 - How helpful were each of the steps of the method in assessing thewording and structure (scale and possible choices/values) of the QQs ?(A) Useless - the step was not helpful at all for this task.(B) Helped a little - it helped very little our assessment of the wording andstructure of the QQs.(C) Helped somewhat - in some cases, it helped our assessment of the wordingand structure of the QQs.(D) Helped signi�cantly - it had a signi�cant impact on our assessment of thewording and structure of the QQs.(E) Helped a lot - it had a major impact on our assessment of the wording andstructure of the QQs. 157



Q2.1.3 [O4;G2.2] - The MC step: A B C D EQ2.1.4 [O4;G2.2] - The top-down (GQM) analysis: A B C D EQ2.1.5 [O4,G2.2] - The bottom-up (AF) analysis: A B C D EQ2.1.6 [O4,G2.2] - Please, justify your answer to the previous questions.Now let us talk about the questionnaire organization.Q2.2.1 [O5,G1] - How important is it for you to have methods/processes for as-sessing and reviewing the questionnaire format (i.e. QQs dependency, ordering,and grouping inside the questionnaire) ?(A) No importance at all.(B) Little importance - the questionnaire format is stable and very few modi�-cations are made to it.(C) Some importance - the questionnaire format is stable but some periodicassessment is needed to include/exclude a few QQs.(D) Great importance - the questionnaire format is subject to some modi�cations;we periodically have to review the organization of the QQs, and include/excludesome QQs.(E) Absolute importance - the questionnaire format is subject to major modi-�cations, we periodically have to review the organization of the QQs, and in-clude/exclude many QQs.Q2.2.2 [O5;G2.1] - How good is the existing CUSTSAT MF process in assessingand reviewing the questionnaire format (i.e. QQs dependency, ordering, andgrouping inside the questionnaire) ?(A) Very Poor - there is no such process.(B) Poor - the framework has an inadequate process for assessing and reviewingthe questionnaire format.(C) Fair - there is a process for assessing and reviewing the questionnaire format,but much improvement is still needed.(D) Good - there is an adequate process for assessing and reviewing the ques-tionnaire format, but there still is room for improvement.(E) Very good - there is a successful process for assessing and reviewing thequestionnaire format, very little improvement is needed.Q2.2.2.1 [O5;G2.1] - Please explain what kinds of improvements are needed, if youhave answered B, C, or D to the previous question.158



Q2.2.3 thru 6 - How helpful were each of the steps in assessing the questionnaireformat (i.e. QQs dependency, ordering, and grouping inside the questionnaire) ?(A) Useless - the step was not helpful at all for this task.(B) Helped a little - it helped very little our assessment of the questionnaireformat.(C) Helped somewhat - in some cases, it helped our assessment of the question-naire format.(D) Helped signi�cantly - it had a signi�cant impact on our assessment of thequestionnaire format.(E) Helped a lot - it had a major impact on our assessment of the questionnaireformat.Q2.1.3 [O5;G2.2] - The MC step: A B C D EQ2.1.4 [O5;G2.2] - The top-down (GQM) analysis: A B C D EQ2.1.5 [O5;G2.2] - The bottom-up (AF) analysis: A B C D EQ2.1.6 [O5;G2.2] - Please, justify your answer to the previous questions.Part 3 - Assessing the importance of questions (QQs), data analyses and data pre-sentations (DA/Ps)Let us now talk about the usefulness of QQs:Q3.1.1 thru 3 - How important is it to have methods/processes for assessing theusefulness of the QQs to:Q3.1.1 [O3,G1] - speci�c user groups ? A B C D EQ3.1.2 [O3,G1] - the organizations as a whole ? A B C D E(A) No importance at all.(B) Little importance - we usually know how important each QQ is.(C) Some importance - sometimes, we need to re-assess the usefulness of QQs(e.g., due to questionnaire modi�cations, user group re-organizations, or changesin the needs of user groups).(D) Great importance - we need to constantly re-assess the usefulness of QQs(e.g., due to periodic questionnaire modi�cations, user group re-organizations, orchanges in the needs of user groups).(E) Absolute importance - we must continuously re-assess the usefulness of QQs(e.g., due to frequent questionnaire modi�cations, user group re-organizations,or changes in the needs of user groups).159



Q3.1.3 [O3;G1] - If you chose C, D, E to the previous questions, explain why youneed to (re-)assess the importance of QQs.Q3.1.4 thru 6 - How good is the CUSTSAT MF process for assessing the useful-ness of the QQs to:Q3.1.4 [O3;G2.1] - speci�c user groups ? A B C D EQ3.1.5 [O3;G2.1] - the organizations as a whole ? A B C D E(A) Very Poor - there is no such process.(B) Poor - the framework has an inadequate process for assessing the importanceof QQs.(C) Fair - there is a process for assessing the importance of QQs, but muchimprovement is still needed.(D) Good - there is an adequate process for assessing the importance of QQs,but there still is room for improvement.(E) Very good - there is a successful process for assessing the importance of QQs,very little improvement is needed.Q3.1.6 [O3;G2.1] - Please explain what kinds of improvements are needed, if youhave answered B, C, or D to the previous questions.Q3.1.7 thru 10 - How helpful was each step of the new approach in assessing theimportance of the QQs to speci�c user groups ?(A) Useless - the step was not helpful at all for this task.(B) Helped a little - it was of limited help in assessing the importance of a fewQQs to some user groups.(C) Helped somewhat - in some cases, it helped our assessment of the importanceof some QQs to some user groups.(D) Helped signi�cantly - it helped our assessment of the importance of severalQQs to several user groups.(E) Helped a lot - it had a major impact on our assessment of the importance ofthe QQs to most of the user groups.Q3.1.7 [O3;G2.2] - The MC step: A B C D EQ3.1.8 [O3;G2.2] - The top-down (GQM) analysis: A B C D EQ3.1.9 [O3;G2.2] - The bottom-up (AF) analysis: A B C D EQ3.1.10 [O3;G2.2] - Please, justify your answers to the previous questions.160



Q3.1.11 thru 14 - How helpful was each step of the new approach in assessingthe importance of the QQs to the organization as a whole ?(A) Useless - the MC step was not helpful at all for this task.(B) Helped a little - it was of limited help in assessing the overall importance ofa few QQs.(C) Helped somewhat - in some cases, it helped our assessment of the overallimportance of some QQs.(D) Helped signi�cantly - it helped our assessment of the overall importance ofseveral QQs.(E) Helped a lot - it had a major impact on our assessment of the QQs importanceoverall.Q3.1.11 [O3;G2.2] - The MC step: A B C D EQ3.1.12 [O3;G2.2] - The top-down (GQM) analysis: A B C D EQ3.1.13 [O3;G2.2] - The bottom-up (AF) analysis: A B C D EQ3.1.14 [O3;G2.2] - Please, justify your answers to the previous questions.Let us now talk about assessing the usefulness of data analyses and presentations(DA/Ps):Q3.2.1 thru 3 - How important is it to have methods/processes for assessing theusefulness of the DA/Ps to:Q3.2.1 [O6;G1] - speci�c user groups ? A B C D EQ3.2.2 [O6;G1] - the organizations as a whole ? A B C D E(A) No importance at all.(B) Little importance - we usually know how important each DA/P is.(C) Some importance - sometimes we need to re-assess the usefulness of DA/Ps(e.g., due to questionnaire modi�cations, user group re-organizations, or changesin the needs of the user groups or the organization).(D) Great importance - we need to constantly re-assess the usefulness of DA/Ps(e.g., due to periodic questionnaire modi�cations, user group re-organizations, orchanges in the needs of the user groups or the organization).(E) Absolute importance - we must continuously re-assess the usefulness ofDA/Ps (e.g., due to frequent questionnaire modi�cations, user group re-orga-nizations, or changes in the needs of the user groups or the organization).Q3.2.3 [O6;G1] - If you chose C, D, or E to the previous questions, explain whyyou need to (re-)assess the importance of DA/Ps.161



Q3.2.4 thru 6 - How good is the CUSTSAT MF process for assessing the useful-ness of the DA/Ps to:Q3.2.4 [O6;G2.1] - speci�c user groups ? A B C D EQ3.2.5 [O6;G2.1] - the organizations as a whole ? A B C D E(A) Very Poor - there is no such process.(B) Poor - the framework has an inadequate process for assessing the importanceof DA/Ps.(C) Fair - there is a process for assessing the importance of DA/Ps, but muchimprovement is still needed.(D) Good - there is an adequate process for assessing the importance of DA/Ps,but there still is room for improvement.(E) Very good - there is a successful process for assessing the importance ofDA/Ps, very little improvement is needed.Q3.2.6 [O6;G2.1] - Please explain what kinds of improvements are needed, if youhave answered B, C, or D to the previous questions.Q3.2.7 thru 10 - How helpful was each step of the new approach in assessing theimportance of the DA/Ps for speci�c user groups ?(A) Useless - the step was not helpful at all for this task.(B) Helped a little - it was of limited help in assessing the importance of a fewDA/Ps to some user groups.(C) Helped somewhat - in some cases, it helped our assessment of the importanceof some DA/Ps to some user groups.(D) Helped signi�cantly - it helped our assessment of the importance of severalDA/Ps to several user groups.(E) Helped a lot - it had a major impact on our assessment of the DA/Ps im-portance to most of the user groups.Q3.2.7 [O6;G2.2] - The MC step: A B C D EQ3.2.8 [O6;G2.2] - The top-down (GQM) analysis: A B C D EQ3.2.9 [O6;G2.2] - The bottom-up (AF) analysis: A B C D EQ3.2.10 [O6;G2.2] - Please, justify your answers to the previous questions.Q3.2.11 thru 14 - How helpful was each step of the new approach in assessingthe overall importance of the DA/Ps for the organization ?(A) Useless - the step was not helpful at all for this task.162



(B) Helped a little - it was of limited help in assessing the overall importance ofa few DA/Ps.(C) Helped somewhat - in some cases, it helped our assessment of the overallimportance of some DA/Ps.(D) Helped signi�cantly - it helped our assessment of the overall importance ofseveral DA/Ps.(E) Helped a lot - it had a major impact on our assessment of the overall impor-tance of the DA/Ps.Q3.2.11 [O6;G2.2] - The MC step: A B C D EQ3.2.12 [O6;G2.2] - The top-down (GQM) analysis: A B C D EQ3.2.13 [O6;G2.2] - The bottom-up (AF) analysis: A B C D EQ3.2.14 [O6;G2.2] - Please, justify your answers to the previous questions.Part 4 - Understanding user needs and goalsLet us now talk about the goals of data users (i.e. the objectives that TorontoLab groups want to achieve by using the CUSTSAT data):Q4.1.1 [O8;G1] - How important is it to have methods/processes to understandthe goals of CUSTSAT data users ?(A) No importance at all.(B) Little importance - we know the needs of (current and prospective) CUST-SAT data users well and they do not change much over time.(C) Some importance - sometimes we need to re-assess the needs of data users,due to occasional changes in the organization, consumer market, products, andother factors a�ecting them.(D) Great importance - we need to periodically re-assess the needs of data users,due to periodic changes in the organization, consumer market, products, andother factors a�ecting them.(E) Absolute importance - we must continuously re-assess the needs of datausers, due to frequent changes in the organization, consumer market, products,and other important factors a�ecting them.Q4.1.1.1 [O8;G1] - If you chose C, D, or E, explain what factors a�ects the needsof users with respect to the CUSTSAT data. Otherwise skip to question 4.1.4.Q4.1.2 [O8;G2.1] - How good is the CUSTSAT MF process in understanding thegoals of data users ? 163



(A) Very Poor - there is no such process.(B) Poor - the framework has an inadequate process for assessing the the goalsof data users.(C) Fair - there is a process for assessing the goals of users, but much improvementis still needed.(D) Good - there is an adequate process for assessing the goals of users, but therestill is room for improvement.(E) Very good - there is a successful process for assessing the goals of users, verylittle improvement is needed.Q4.1.2.1 [O8;G2.1] - Please explain what kinds of improvements are needed, if youhave answered B, C, or D to the previous question.Q4.1.3 [O7;G2.1] - How good is the CUSTSAT MF process in mapping the goalsof data users to their needs with respect to data collection (QQ), analysis andpresentation (DA/P) ?(A) Very Poor - there is no such process.(B) Poor - the framework has an inadequate process for mapping the goals ofdata users to the QQs and DA/Ps.(C) Fair - there is a process for mapping the data user goals to the QQs andDA/Ps, but much improvement is still needed.(D) Good - there is an adequate process for mapping the data user goals to theQQ and DA/Ps, but there still is room for improvement.(E) Very good - there is a successful process for mapping the data user goals tothe QQs and DA/Ps, very little improvement is needed.Q4.1.3.1 [O7;G2.1] - Please explain what kinds of improvements are needed, if youhave answered B, C, or D to the previous question.Q4.1.4 [O8;G1] - How important is it to have a mechanism to document the goalsand needs of data users ?(A) No importance at all.(B) Little importance - we know the needs of the data users well; formal docu-mentation would be of marginal use.(C) Some importance - formal documentation would be of some use as a chan-nel of communication with the user groups or as an input to the questionnaireimprovement process.(D) Great importance - formal documentation can work as an important com-munication channel with the user groups or as an important input to the ques-tionnaire improvement process. 164



(E) Absolute importance - formal documentation is a fundamental communica-tion channel with the user groups or a fundamental input to the questionnaireimprovement process.Q4.1.4.1 [O8;G1] - If you chose C, D, or E, explain how the documentation of theneeds of data users would help you. Otherwise skip to question 4.1.6.Q4.1.5 [O8;G2.1] - How good is the CUSTSAT MF process in documenting theneeds of the CUSTSAT data users ?(A) Very Poor - there is no such process.(B) Poor - the framework has an inadequate process for documenting the needsof the data users.(C) Fair - there is a process for documenting the needs of users, but much im-provement is still needed.(D) Good - there is an adequate process for documenting the needs of users, butthere still is room for improvement.(E) Very good - there is a successful process for documenting the user needs,very little improvement is needed.Q4.1.5.1 [O8;G2.1] - Please explain what kinds of improvements are needed, if youhave answered B, C, or D to the previous question.The measurement characterization (MC) step is used to document the metrics(QQ), data users, and how they are using the data.Q4.1.6 [O7;G2.2] - How helpful was the MC step in better understanding the needsof data users with respect to QQs and DA/Ps ?(A) Useless - the MC step did not help us at all to better understand the needsof data users.(B) Helped a little - it was of limited help in better understanding needs of datausers.(C) Helped somewhat - in some cases, it helped us to better understand datauser needs.(D) Helped signi�cantly - it helped us to better understand the needs of severaluser groups.(E) Helped a lot - it had a major impact on our understanding of the needs ofdata user groups.Q4.1.6.1 [O7;G2.2] - Please, justify your answer to the previous question.The GQM-based method tries to understand the needs of data users by capturingtheir goals, and by documenting and mapping them to the QQs and DA/Ps.165



Q4.1.7 [O7;G2.2] - How helpful was the top-down (GQM) analysis in improvingyour understanding of the needs of CUSTSAT data users with respect to QQsand DA/Ps ?(A) Useless - the top-down (GQM) analysis did not help us at all to betterunderstand the needs of data users.(B) Helped a little - it was of limited help in better understanding the needs ofdata users.(C) Helped somewhat - in some cases, it helped us to better understand the needsof data users.(D) Helped signi�cantly - it helped us to better understand the needs of severaluser groups.(E) Helped a lot - it had a major impact on our understanding of the needs ofdata user groups.Q4.1.7.1 [O7;G2.2] - Please justify your answer to the previous question. Pleaseskip to Q4.1.11, if you chose A in the previous question.Q4.1.8 [O8;G2.2] - How successful is the top-down (GQM) analysis in capturingthe goals of data users ?(A) Very Poor - the analysis does not capture the data user goals.(B) Poor - the analysis is inadequate for capturing the goals of data users.(C) Fair - the analysis is adequate for capturing the goals of data users, but muchimprovement is still needed.(D) Good - the analysis is adequate for capturing the goals of data users, butthere still is room for improvement.(E) Very good - the analysis is successful in capturing the goals of data users,very little improvement is needed.Q4.1.8.1 [O8;G2.2] - Please justify your answer to the previous question.Q4.1.9 [O8;G2.2] - How good was the top-down (GQM) analysis in mapping thegoals of data users to their needs with respect to QQs and DA/Ps ?(A) Very Poor - the mapping process does not work at all.(B) Poor - the process for mapping the goals of data users to the QQs and DA/Psis de�cient in several aspects.(C) Fair - the process for mapping the goals of data users to the QQs and/orDA/Ps is adequate, but much improvement is still needed.(D) Good - the process for mapping the goals of data users to the QQ and DA/Psis adequate, but there still is room for improvement.166



(E) Very good - the process for mapping the goals of data users to the QQs andDA/Ps ful�lls our requirements, very little improvement is needed.Q4.1.9.1 [O8;G2.2] - Please justify your answer to the previous question.Q4.1.10 [O8;G2.2] - How good is the top-down (GQM) analysis in documentingthe needs of data users ?(A) Very Poor - this type of documentation is not useful at all.(B) Poor - this type of documentation has little value to us (it is inadequate forour needs).(C) Fair - this type of documentation has limited value to us (it is adequate forour needs but requires much improvement).(D) Good - this type of documentation has signi�cant value to us (it is adequatefor our needs, but requires some improvement).(E) Very good - this type of documentation has great value to us (it �ts ourneeds very well).Q4.1.10.1 [O8;G2.2] - Please justify your answer.Part 5 - Identifying new applications and user groups for the measured data, andde�ning new questions (QQs), data analyses, and presentations (DA/Ps).Let us talk about identifying new applications and user groups for the CUSTSATdata.Q5.1.1 [O9;G1] - How important is it to have mechanisms for identifying newapplications and user groups for the measured data ?(A) No importance at all.(B) Little importance - we know the (current and prospective) CUSTSAT datauser groups in our organization well and how they use the data.(C) Some importance - sometimes we need to re-assess the usefulness of our datafor new user groups inside the organization.(D) Great importance - we need to periodically re-assess the usefulness of ourdata for new user groups inside the organization.(E) Absolute importance - we must continuously re-assess the usefulness of ourdata for new user groups inside the organization.Q5.1.2 [O9;G2.1] - How good are the CUSTSAT MF mechanisms in identifyingnew applications and user groups for the CUSTSAT data ?(A) Very Poor - there are no such mechanisms.167



(B) Poor - there are a few mechanisms, but they are ine�ective.(C) Fair - there are some mechanisms, but we need much improvement in thisaspect.(D) Good - there are adequate mechanisms, but we still need to improve them.(E) Very good - there are successful mechanisms for identifying new and prospec-tive data user groups, very little improvement is needed.Q5.1.2.1 [O9;G2.1] - Please justify your answer to the previous question.Q5.1.3 [O9;G2.2] - How helpful was the MC step in identifying new or prospectiveapplications and user groups for the CUSTSAT data ?(A) Useless - the MC step was not helpful at all for this task.(B) Helped a little - it was of limited help in identifying new or prospectiveapplications and user groups for the CUSTSAT data.(C) Helped somewhat - it helped us to identify a few new or prospective appli-cations and user groups.(D) Helped signi�cantly - it helped us to identify some new or prospective appli-cations and user groups.(E) Helped a lot - it helped us to identify several new or prospective applicationsand user groups.Q5.1.4 [O9;G2.2] - How about the bottom-up (AF) analysis ? A B C D EQ5.1.5 [O9;G2.2] - Please, justify your answer to the previous questions.Let us now talk about de�ning new questions for the CUSTSAT questionnaire(QQs).Q5.2.1 [O10;G1] - How important is it to have mechanisms for de�ning new QQs ?(A) No importance at all.(B) Little importance - our questionnaire is complete and needs little updating.(C) Some importance - sometimes we need to update the questionnaire based onoccasional changes in the market, our organization, or the needs of data users.(D) Great importance - we need to periodically update the questionnaire basedon frequent changes in the market, our organization, or the needs of data users.(E) Absolute importance - we must continuously update the questionnaire basedon constant changes in the market, our organization, or the needs of data users.Q5.2.2 [O10;G2.1] - How good are the CUSTSAT MF mechanisms for de�ning newQQs ? 168



(A) Very Poor - there are no such mechanisms.(B) Poor - there are such mechanisms, but they are ine�ective.(C) Fair - there are such mechanisms, but we need much improvement.(D) Good - there are adequate mechanisms, but we still need to improve them.(E) Very good - there are successful mechanisms for de�ning new QQs, very littleimprovement is need.Q5.2.2.1 [O10;G2.1] - Please justify your answer to the previous question.Q5.2.3 [O10;G2.2] - How helpful was the bottom-up (AF) analysis in de�ning newQQs ?(A) Useless - the bottom-up (AF) analysis was not helpful at all for this task.(B) Helped a little - in some very limited cases, it pointed to new types ofinformation we needed to collect.(C) Helped somewhat - in a few cases, it pointed to new types of information weneeded to collect.(D) Helped signi�cantly - in some cases, it pointed to new types of informationwe needed to collect.(E) Helped a lot - in many cases, it pointed to new types of information weneeded to collect.Q5.2.4 [O10;G2.2] - How about the top-down (GQM) analysis ? A B C D EQ5.2.5 [O10;G2.2] - Please, justify your answer to the previous questions.Let us now talk about de�ning new data presentations and data analyses {DA/Ps.Q5.3.1 [O10;G1] - How important is it to have mechanisms for de�ning new DA/Ps?(A) No importance at all.(B) Little importance - our DA/Ps are complete and need little updating.(C) Some importance - sometimes we need to update the DA/Ps based on occa-sional changes in the market, our organization, or the needs of data users.(D) Great importance - we need to periodically update the DA/Ps based onconstant changes in the market, our organization, or the needs of data users.(E) Absolute importance - we must continuously update the DA/Ps based onfrequent changes in the market, our organization, or the needs of data users.169



Q5.3.2 [O10;G2.1] - How good is the CUSTSAT MF mechanisms for de�ning newDA/Ps ?(A) Very Poor - there are no such mechanisms.(B) Poor - there are such mechanisms, but they are ine�ective.(C) Fair - there are such mechanisms, but we need much improvement.(D) Good - there are adequate mechanisms, but we still need to improve them.(E) Very good - there are successful mechanisms to de�ne new DA/Ps, very littleimprovement is needed.Q5.3.2.1 [O10;G2.1] - Please justify your answer to the previous question.Q5.3.3 [O10;G2.2] - How helpful was the bottom-up (AF) analysis in de�ning newDA/Ps ?(A) Useless - the bottom-up (AF) analysis was not helpful at all for this task.(B) Helped a little - in some very limited cases, it pointed to new types ofinformation we needed to study more closely.(C) Helped somewhat - in a few cases, it pointed to new types of information weneeded to study more closely.(D) Helped signi�cantly - in some cases, it pointed to new types of informationwe needed to study more closely.(E) Helped a lot - in many cases, it pointed to new types of information weneeded to to study more closely.Q5.3.4 [O10;G2.2] - How about the top-down (GQM) analysis ? A B C D EQ5.3.5 [O10;G2.2] - Please, justify your answer to the previous questions.
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Part 6 - Evaluating the cost e�ectiveness of the approachIn order to conclude, let us talk about the cost e�ectiveness of the steps thatcomposed our approach.Q6.1.1 [G3] - Considering your experiences with our approach and your answersduring this interview, would you say that applying the MC step to the CUSTSATMF was:(A) Of no value - the bene�ts of the method de�nitely were not worth the re-sources we spent to apply it.(B) Of meagre value - it produced some bene�ts but they probably did notoutweigh the resources we spent applying it.(C) Of modest value - it had some bene�ts but also considerable cost, and I don'tknow which outweighs the other.(D) Of some value - its bene�ts probably outweigh the resources we spent apply-ing it.(E) Of considerable value - its bene�ts de�nitely outweigh the resources spent toapply the method.Q6.1.2 [G3] - In your opinion, what were the main bene�ts of the MC step ?Q6.1.3 [G3] - In your opinion, what were the main drawbacks of the MC step ?Q6.2.1 [G3] - How about the top-down (GQM) analysis (use same scale as before):A B C D EQ6.2.2 [G3] - In your opinion, what were the main bene�ts of the top-down (GQM)analysis ?Q6.2.3 [G3] - In your opinion, what were the main drawbacks of the top-down(GQM) analysis ?Q6.3.1 [G3] - How about the bottom-up (AF) analysis (use same scale as before):A B C D EQ6.3.2 [G3] - In your opinion, what were the main bene�ts of the bottom-up (AF)analysis ?Q6.3.3 [G3] - In your opinion, what were the main drawbacks of the bottom-up(AF) analysis ? 171
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